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Actomyosin contractility is a ubiquitous force-generating function of almost all

eukaryotic organisms. While more understanding of its dynamic non-equilibrium be-

havior has been uncovered in recent years, little is known regarding its self-emergent

structures and phase transitions that are observed in vivo. With this in mind, this

thesis aims to develop a state-of-the-art computational model for the simulation

of actomyosin assemblies, containing detailed cytosolic reaction-diffusion processes

such as actin filament treadmilling, cross-linker (un)binding, and molecular motor

walking. This is explicitly coupled with novel mechanical potentials for semi-flexible

actin filaments. Then, using this simulation framework combined with other ana-

lytical approaches, we propose a novel mechanism of contractility in a fundamental

actomyosin structural element, derived from a thermodynamic free energy gradi-

ent favoring overlapped actin filament states when passive cross-linkers are present.

With this spontaneous cross-linking, transient motors such as non-muscle myosin



II can generate robust network contractility in a collective myosin II-cross-linker

ratcheting mechanism. Finally, we map the phases of contractile behavior of disor-

dered actomyosin using this theory, showing explicitly the cross-linking, motor and

boundary conditions required for geometric collapse or tension generation in a net-

work comprised of those elements. In this theory, we move away from the sarcomeric

contractility mechanism typically reconciled in disordered non-muscle structures. It

is our hope that this study adds theoretical knowledge as well as computational

tools to study the diverse contractile assemblies found in non-muscle actomyosin

networks.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Actomyosin networks are complex protein microstructures responsible for many

of the dynamics seen in cellular life. Their formation and function, regulated by a

wide assortment of signaling and regulatory proteins, is well conserved and one of

the most ancient protein networks known in eukaryotes [31], forming even before

the simpler muscle tissue. In fact, the cytoskeleton has been determined as a key

factor spurring the development of eukaryotic life from prokaryotes [31, 32]. While

researchers have begun to understand the key bio-molecular processes involved in its

function through advancements in in vivo super-resolution microscopy and in vitro

reconstituted and extracted cytoskeletal networks, actomyosin self-organization and

force generation within cells remains poorly understood from a biophysical per-

spective. This has implications for a variety of complex cellular tasks relevant to

biomedical research, such as invading tumor cells in cancer metastasis [195,208].

The most fundamental function of actomyosin which lacks understanding in

many instances is contractility, a ubiquitous inward motion or force caused by mo-

tor proteins binding to pairwise actin filaments, consuming ATP and walking di-

rectionally towards their plus ends. This motion, combined with transient linking

of filaments by auxiliary cross-linking proteins, can rearrange actin networks into a
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variety of organizations directly influencing cell membrane tension and morphology.

This includes dynamic steady-states such as clusters, bundles, asters, and meshes.

Dissecting how a network of protein polymers and motors such as actomyosin can

produce contractile forces and rearrangement into a number of architectures by

consuming chemical energy is an intriguing one and spans all branches of science

including materials science, non-equilibrium physics and biochemistry. These are

architectures not readily achieved with synthetic polymer gels. To answer these

questions and investigate how these active materials can be understood and engi-

neered, a variety of approaches must be employed, with detailed consideration of the

biophysics underlying self-emergent behaviors of such a dynamic molecular network.

This thesis will investigate the biophysical mechanisms of actomyosin contrac-

tility, first by developing and benchmarking a state of the art computational model

for representing actomyosin assemblies and other cytoskeletal systems. Then, this

model will be used alongside other analytical and computational methods to de-

scribe novel mechanisms for the contractile dynamics of actomyosin. This begins

from a description of contractility in one-dimensional actin filament pairs, typically

regarded as actomyosin force dipoles, to entire disordered assemblies which contain

many dipoles interacting in three dimensions. Through the chapters, we emphasize

the combinations of cross-linking elements that are required to ellicit contractil-

ity in an actomyosin system, and that in particular, the combination of passively

bound cross-linking and active walking by myosin II can be harnessed by the cellular

cytoskeleton to produce powerful contractile machines.

To begin the thesis, we first give an overview and brief history of the actin
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cytoskeleton - its function, regulation, and biophysical dynamics, to set the stage

for our modeling considerations of a general cytoskeletal assembly. We will then

highlight actomyosin dynamics in particular, focusing in on not only the methods

of modeling them currently in the literature, but also interesting physics that result

from their emergent behavior to motivate our contractility study. Then we will

revisit the thesis claims in a more specific context and give a roadmap of the the

chapters.

1.1 Overview of the actin cytoskeleton

The cytoskeleton has a part in many biological functions and can be thought

of as the chemical engine of a cell. This biochemical machinery runs on adeno-

sine triphosphate (ATP) and guanosine triphosphate (GTP) which are converted

into mechanical force for cellular tasks. In eukaryotes, filamentous protein networks

execute this function, with thousands of regulatory proteins that help to control

its assembly based on extracellular signals. This can drastically alter cell shape

and morphology by way of contacts with the cell membrane or other intra-cellular

structures. For example, in cell division, a ring of actin filaments at the cytokinetic

furrow is formed and contracted by motor proteins, consuming ATP and pinching

the mother cell into daughters, while microtubules which hydrolyze GTP pull chro-

matin to both daughter cell bodies [18]. In a motile cell such as fibroblasts, actin

filaments rich in ATP are able to rapidly polymerize into dense networks to develop

a protrusive motion of the cell membrane in chemotactic response [23,168].
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The most functionally diverse of the cytoskeletal components is the polymeriz-

ing actin network, although microtubules display very interesting properties in their

own right, including (de)polymerization, contractility and dynamic filament catas-

trophe [55, 79, 120]. Actin filaments (F-actin) are produced by the polymerization

of actin globule protein (G-actin) monomers, which are approximately 42 kDa [72].

Once polymerized, F-actin mechanically is a semi-flexible filament with persistence

length 17 µm, a small diameter of 7 nm, and a double-helical structure [45]. There is

a polarity associated with actin filaments, as the barbed (plus) end polymerizes more

readily than the pointed (minus) end at steady-state conditions [147]. This is due to

the conformational asymmetry of actin monomers when binding to a filament [173].

Further aided by the ability of G-actin in filament to hydrolyze ATP, F-actin readily

produces a “treadmilling” process in vivo, where filament plus ends polymerize with

more conformationally favorable ATP-rich monomers and depolymerize unfavorable

ADP-bound monomers [57]. This treadmilling is shown in Fig 1.1, and is essen-

tial in a variety of mechanochemical tasks independent of auxiliary proteins. For

example, actively polymerizing filaments can rectify Brownian motion when close

to a fluctuating membrane to generate mechanical force as proposed by Peskin et

al. [141]. This is harnessed by the cell as a fundamental mechanism for protrusive

forces from within.

Other regulatory proteins have a large role in mediating the assembly of actin

structures in vivo, allowing for remodeling of actin filaments in certain cellular re-

gions. Since the spontaneous nucleation of actin filaments is highly unfavorable [146]

as shown in Fig 1.1, specific regulatory proteins named nucleators exist to stabilize
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Figure 1.1: The structure and kinetics of an actin filament. a) Actin readily poly-
merizes into double helical-filaments, although the formation of a stable trimer is
extremely rare unless aided by nucleating proteins (Rate constants are shown in
µm−1s−1 for association reactions and s−1 for dissociation). b) The chemical state
of an actin monomer in filamentous form determines the turnover dynamics of a
particular filament. ATP hydrolysis happens relatively quickly in actin monomers
once bound to the plus end, transitioning to a ADP-Pi state (half-life of 2s). Even-
tually, the phosphate is freed (much larger half-life of 6 minutes), resulting in rapid
depolymerization of monomers from the minus end. Image adapted from [145].

the creation of actin filaments from single actin monomers, allowing for localized as-

sembly. Formins are a class of proteins that provide this function to actin monomers

in cells. Activated by the Rho-family GTPases downstream from extracellular sig-

naling [21], formins bind to actin monomers, eventually producing a stable actin

trimer configuration, the minimal building block for a growing actin filament [146].
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Formins can also bind to pre-existing filaments and increase their polymerization

rate [97] by way of tracking polymerizing plus ends, as shown in a kinetic model by

Vavylonis et al. [185]. Another important nucleator is Arp2/3, a seven-unit protein

complex found readily in the cytoskeleton, which can initiate new actin filaments

on the sides of existing filaments at a characteristic 70o angle [126], generating a

branched actin network structure. This nucleation requires not only the Arp2/3

itself but also the nucleation promoting factor Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein

(WASP) [98, 169]. Together, these nucleators allow for explicit biochemical control

of actin filament assembly in linear or branched architectures.

A great example of a dynamic cellular protrusion is in dendritic spine growth.

In this process essential to neuronal development, the growing dendrite relies on the

polymerization of actin filaments to extend finger-like protrusions, named spines

(post-synaptic), towards other neurons (pre-synaptic). These protrusions stay rel-

atively plastic, even during human adulthood where 5-10% of neural connections

turn over per day [159]. Thus actin network dynamics are a hallmark in this process

and contribute directly to memory formation and learning. Physically, dendrites are

thought to be initially formed by the activated nucleating factor Arp2/3 establish-

ing protruding bundles of actin filaments outward from the membrane [158]. This is

in agreement with recent findings of a convergent elongation mechanism for filopo-

dial protrusions introduced by Svitkina et al. [180] - in this mechanism, branched

filaments are tightly bundled due to membrane-induced tensions. Later, this was

shown to be physically plausible by Liu et al. who analyzed in vitro protrusion as-

says with an elastic membrane model [111]. After initiation of spine-like protrusions,
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mDia2 formin molecules are further responsible for extending the protrusions in a

dynamic search process [74]. Once a contact with a pre-synapse is found, the head

region is expanded (typically named “long-term potentiation”) via Arp2/3 branched

networks, which localizes neurotransmitters to the surface. The function of post-

synaptic mushroom shape is still not well known but could be optimal for signal

propagation [15]. Fig 1.2 shows the general shape and emergence of a dendritic

spine.

To perform more intricate tasks such as lamellipodial protrusion in a motile cell

or to develop a dendritic spine head and neck, further regulation is needed to control

branched actin network remodeling. Antagonistic to nucleating proteins, there exist

many regulatory molecules which are necessary for the disassembly of actin filaments

to enhance either the network’s monomer recycling or control average filament length

[24]. In particular, capping proteins are an important regulatory molecule that can

bind to the plus ends of actin filaments blocking network polymerization. These

proteins are highly active in the function of a branched network protruding against

a membrane, which our lab has studied in detail using Gillespie-based stochastic

models. By interacting with dendritic networks at the leading edge of the cell, Hu

and Papoian showed that capping proteins can help to develop a robust protrusion

velocity profile of a leading edge when under external force [78]. Hu and Papoian also

showed enhanced protrusion speed for moderate capping of a dendritic network can

also occur by increasing the pool of G-actin monomers for polymerization [77]. Along

with capping protein function in a branched network, at the rear of a protrusion,

Cofilin proteins are responsible for severing filaments such that actin can be reused
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Figure 1.2: Dendritic spine formation and growth. a) Branched actin networks can
create small protrusion from the leading edge via membrane-induced bundling. The
cross-linking protein VASP aids in bundling of small filaments at the filipodial base
to produce a more mechanically stable protrusion. b) Elongation of the protrusion
occurs by formin mDia2 attaching to the plus ends of actin filaments and polymeriz-
ing them at an accelerated rate. c-d) Synaptic plasticity is mediated by the further
protrusion of the mushroom spine shape and actin remodeling by Arp2/3. Cofilin
helps to recycle ADP-bound actin monomers to the leading edge by decorating and
severing actin filaments. Profilin, another regulatory protein, is also responsible
for binding to actin monomers and mediating the exchange of ADP-ATP in those
monomers as they recycle to the leading edge. Neural receptors eventually localize
to the post-synaptic head region. Myosin II, cross-linking proteins, and other inter-
mediate filaments such as Spectrin are thought to be responsible for producing the
mechanical tension and integrity required for spine neck development. Reprinted
from [107] with permission from The Journal of Cell Biology.

at the front of the network [7, 41]. Since Cofilin decoration is more favorable to

occur on ADP-bound monomers [178], this promotes the disassembly of the aged,

ADP-rich actin filaments, which can then rebind to ATP and recycle to the leading
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edge. This recycling and protrusion is shown in in the dendritic spine maturation

process in Fig 1.2.

1.2 Actomyosin-cross-linker contractility

Cells also rely heavily on contractile actin machinery along with protrusive

mechanisms. Actomyosin is typically regarded as a tertiary system of actin, myosin

II filaments and cross-linking proteins that can vary in geometry and organization

to fulfill this need. We review the components of this system beginning with the

structural basis of an actomyosin network - cross-linking proteins. Cross-linking is a

particularly key tool of actin machinery for producing organized filament architec-

tures, and acts by transiently binding and linking pairwise filaments. The properties

of a cross-linker can greatly determine actin network polarity and organization. For

example, the 35 nm actin filament cross-linking protein α-actinin is found in apolar

actin filament bundles in the interior of motile cells [112], and can develop higher-

order structures in vitro such as fibers and branched networks [109, 199]. Fascin, a

smaller 8 nm protein, is responsible for forming tighter, polar bundles observed in

protruding filopodia [194]. In vivo, mutations of cross-linker expression displayed

altered contractile behaviors in cells in TFM measurements, particularly solidifica-

tion of the network in the case of varying kinetics of α-actinin by Ehrlicher et al. [46]

as well as increased traction forces in the case of Palladin knockdown by Azatov et

al. [9]. In vitro, Schmoller et al. also demonstrated that the type of cross-linking pro-

tein can directly mediate actin bundle stiffness [163]. Based on these observations,
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the transience and mechanical consequence of cross-linkers in actin networks when

interacting with molecular motors will be a main factor in our study of contractility.

As cross-linking plays important roles in actin dynamics, molecular motors

that utilize energy released due to chemical reactions and transfer it into mechani-

cal work further drive actin dynamics and morphology. The myosin family of motors,

found in the cytoskeleton, harnesses the energy from ATP hydrolysis, converting it

into mechanical motion on actin filaments. In particular the myosin II family (non

muscle IIA/IIB typically expressed in humans [20]) which bind to actin filaments

and walk in the plus end direction, can produce sliding forces in the actin network

and promote network reorganization [165,192]. Since myosin II molecules are a non-

processive motor in monomeric form, in order to produce stable attachments to actin

filaments in vivo, they must polymerize, connecting their long tail regions in bipolar

arrangement. This produces filaments with typically 28-30 monomers and up to

300 nm length as imaged in vitro by Billington et al. [20]. Biochemically, formation

of mini-filaments is regulated by many pathways which phosphorylate monomeric

tail regions, inducing favorable filament polymerization in specific cell areas. Along

with signaling regulation, myosin II is a catch bond when bound to actin, pro-

ducing increased affinity under external load [68]. This provides mechanosensing

ability in the form of tension-driven aggregation to certain cellular areas such as the

cortex [113]. The basic interaction of myosin II filaments and actin filaments, inter-

acting with other regulatory proteins is shown in Fig 1.3. Through signaling and

mechanosensing mechanisms, myosin II plays a direct role along with cross-linking

in the formation of many cellular structures, including the formation lamellar bun-
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dles [183] and dorsal stress fibers which retract the cell rear in migration [130]. The

function of myosin II and other regulatory proteins in forming a mature dendritic

spine neck is also shown in Fig 1.2.

Figure 1.3: Actomyosin structure. a) Myosin II is a double-headed and unproces-
sive motor protein, which contains a long tail region. In vivo, non-muscle myosin
filaments typically reach 28-30 molecules per filament and up to 300nm in length.
Extracellular signaling can initiate the phosphorylation of the monomer tail, for
example through the myosin II light chain kinase pathway, allowing for polymeriza-
tion into filaments. b) Contraction occurs in non-muscle cells by way of myosin II
filament heads hydrolyzing ATP and pulling directionally on many actin filaments.
If the polarity of actin being considered is disordered, unlike a muscle cell, some
symmetry breaking mechanism such as polarity organization must occur to produce
overall contractile motion. It is also well-known that branched actin structures do
not contract, possibly due to exclusion of large myosin II filaments from densely
branched networks. Reprinted from [107] with permission from Elsevier.
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With these components, non-muscle actomyosin can form robust contractile

networks that are fluid between cell regions. This is quite unlike the muscle sarcom-

ere form of contractility which has a static polarity and develops intuitive inward

forces (described in detail in Chapter 3). To attempt to model this behavior, we

must consider that the emergence of a diverse arrangement of structures is in part

due to myosin II in non-muscle being highly transient [129] compared to its motor

counterpart thick filaments [142], allowing for dissipation in actomyosin structure

formation. Since kinetic measurements of non-muscle myosin II filaments are lack-

ing due to its difficulty to purify and polymerize in vitro [20], analytical efforts

must be used to aid in modeling small filaments of myosin II and their interac-

tions with actin. A recent theoretical study of small mini-filaments by Erdmann

et al. has revealed the original Hill force-velocity relation [71], which describes a

concave relationship between stall force applied to a motor head and subsequent

walking velocity, can in fact apply to such small stochastic ensembles. This con-

sideration has been adopted recent agent-based cytoskeletal modeling approaches

with more transient actomyosin behavior. Along with this, the catch bond nature

of small myosin II filament isoforms has also been modeled stochastically by Stam et

al. [175] and Greenberg et al. [67], showing a non-linear mechanosensitive response

when operating in stiff environments. Our framework has adopted these results to

model non-muscle myosin IIA motors [148], as well as have other three-dimensional

Langevin-based polymer models [82, 85, 132]. Other models have also been used to

study the contraction of disordered filament assemblies using motors with simpler

mechanochemistry in two dimensions [48, 176]. In general, more modeling efforts
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must consider these new types of transient and non-linear non-muscle actomyosin

architectures for full realism.

So what controls the emergence of contractility in a disordered non-muscle

network which has transient myosin II motors? Currently this is thought to be

largely determined by the connectivity of a network that is imbedded with contrac-

tile force dipoles (myosin II bound to pairwise and oppositely polar actin filaments).

Connectivity is typically described as the ratio of bonded neighbors in an idealized

lattice network, however, cross-linker concentration can be directly tuned to affect

connectivity in an actin filament system, since the concentration of soluble linkers

determines the occupied fraction of pairwise actin binding sites. Using this idea,

force percolation mechanisms have been studied in vitro by Alvarado et al. pointing

to a classic conductivity percolation and scale-free cluster distribution of contrac-

tile networks when cross-linking concentration is increased above a threshold [4, 5].

Similarly Jung et al. showed in a detailed myosin II and actin Langevin model the

transition of increasing cross-linker concentration to produce contractile force [82].

Along with elliciting contractility, connectivity not only has been shown to produce

a transition to contractile structures but also an inhibitory effect at high concen-

trations in vitro [12, 48]. This has been modeled well by Wang et al. who used

a cat’s cradle tensegrity model to describe the biphasic behavior at high filament

connectivities [204], agreeing with the work of Bendix et al. [12] which first showed

this effect in vitro. In all, this work on has provided a perspective on contractility

for many micron sized networks, which may not be relevant to a cellular structure.

At length scales relevant to a cell, we also must consider that a system of semi-
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flexible polymers and cross-linkers alone can display lamellar and bundled phases as

displayed in recent finite element studies [37,125].

There is still the question of how symmetry is broken at the molecular level to

induce contractility of individual pairs of actin filaments, beyond the overall connec-

tivity and reorganization of larger microstructures. Since actin filaments have high

tensile strength but buckle readily under compressive loads, myosin II motors in an

actin network could plausibly buckle filaments when walking in a non-contractile

manner, generating robust network contractility. The in vitro work of Murrell and

subsequent modeling efforts of Lenz et al. has shown that asymmetric buckling can

readily contract apolar bundles and break contractile-extensile symmetry in non-

muscle myosin II units [105,106,128], and multi-stage coarsening processes have also

been shown to occur in reconstituted networks depending on buckling [171]. This

reconciles the sarcomeric mode of contractility in disordered networks. Recently

Ronceray et al. showed that contractile forces can propagate in a model disordered

network due to a similar local deformation mechanism [156]. Finally Stam et al.

showed anisotropic deformations can be tuned by filament deformability in similar

model of disordered networks [176]. Figure 1.4 displays the buckling mechanism

of filaments proposed. Along with most studies investigating contraction of acto-

myosin, some extensile states have been also been recently studied in model motor

driven systems, questioning the robustness of actomyosin contractility in certain

regimes of biochemical reaction rates and mechanical behavior [22,58,104].

The last consideration we have is of cytoskeletal networks to contract from

passive cross-linking processes alone. This is interesting to consider because some
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Figure 1.4: In Murrell et al., the buckling mechanisms of actin-myosin networks
was presented using a in vitro quasi-2D disordered actomyosin network on a model
lipid bilayer coverslip. This describes the basic idea of the buckling mechanism -
a) The sarcomeric mode of actomyosin contractility is geometrically intuitive and
requires no symmetry breaking mechanism for inward motion. When in a disordered
arrangement, however, which creates extensile filament force along with contractile,
actin filaments can buckle, only transmitting contractile forces to the surrounding
medium. b) If adhesive sites are present, the severing of network elements due to
buckling will be enhanced, disallowing transitions into overall contractile networks
states. Image from [128], Copyright 2012 National Academy of Sciences.

experiments have shown contractile mechanisms independent of myosin II activity,

such as cytokinesis [17] and tumor cell migration [11]. We believe these mechanisms

must also be considered because buckling behavior has not been resolved in a cell,

as also mentioned in a review by Koenderink et al. [88]. But how could contraction
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without motors occur? Walcott and Sun recently proposed in a continuum model

and Langevin simulations that passive actin bundles could produce force against an

external constraint by harnessing the free energy of cross-linker binding between fil-

aments [200]. This gives a thermodynamic drive towards overlapped filament states

by the enthalpic contribution of cross-linker binding. In a similar mechanism driven

by passive motion, Lansky et al. showed in vitro that diffusing cross-linkers in

between microtubule networks can produce overlap formation because of entropic

expansion in the overlap region [101]. Johann et al. also performed stochastic mod-

eling of this overlap region showing the regions of stability when considering passive

and active diffusing cross-links [81]. To the best of our knowledge no researchers

have yet considered the consequence of these passive force generating mechanisms

in driving contraction in actomyosin networks. Figure 1.5 describes this contractile

mechanism based on cross-linker confined entropic expansion.

1.3 Outline of chapters

Clearly the accurate representation of actomyosin network and their key emer-

gent contractile processes is challenging due to a number of factors as we have

presented. Not only is the complexity in size and geometry of such an assembly

overwhelming, each protein in the network is undergoing spatially resolved chemi-

cal processes that have intricate mechanical consequence. This includes nano-scale

mechanochemical dynamics of semi-flexible actin filaments, regulatory proteins, and

molecular motors. We believe it is necessary to fill a niche with regard to this prob-
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Figure 1.5: In Lansky et al., microtubule cross-linking proteins Ase1 were shown to
produce overlap increase in two microtubules when confined between them. This
can be explained by the ability of cross-linkers to diffuse between binding sites on
the microtubules, producing an entropically driven force similar to an adiabatic
expansion of an ideal gas against a piston. a) Forces were measured between mi-
crotubule filaments using a optical tweezer assay with Ase1 and Kinesin-14 motors.
The optical trap setup can measure the force created by diffusive cross-linking be-
tween a connected microtubule and another template microtubule on a cover slip.
b) An image of the flourescently labeled Ase1 cros-linkers in green diffusing between
microtubules in red. c) Force produced on the optical trap by cross-linker diffusion
is highly overlap-dependent - low overlaps experience large forces by the entropic
expansion mechanism. Reprinted from [101] with permission from Elsevier.
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lem - to have a high-resolution structural modeling framework which includes a

minimally-complete set of spatially resolved cytoskeletal chemistries and regulatory

proteins and efficiently describes mechanical deformations of the filamentous net-

work under stresses generated by molecular motors. With this in mind in Chapter 2

we create an efficient framework to fulfill those requirements, as well as focus on the

modeling required for a non-muscle actomyosin assembly. By doing so we deeply

couple mechanics and chemistry at high spatial resolution while also allowing for

high-performance simulations at µm length scales. We hope to show this approach

can open doors to modeling many types cytoskeletal assemblies, including acto-

myosin, microtubule-motor networks and even intermediate filaments. At the end

of Chapter 2, a benchmarking study of contractile actomyosin is performed, high-

lighting the rich dynamic behaviors of a network when considering mechanochemical

dynamics such as actin filament turnover and variations in cross-linking and motor

concentration.

From a biophysics perspective, the emergence of contractility in disordered

networks of actin filaments and myosin II motors has not been investigated at the

molecular level, considering the energetic contribution and dynamics of passive cross-

linking could provide networks with the symmetry breaking mechanism necessary

for actin filament aggregation. So, in this thesis we show the effect of cross-linker

induced energy landscapes on actin filaments in contractile actomyosin networks, uti-

lizing the functionality of the developed computational model and other approaches.

First a separate actomyosin force dipole model interacting with cross-linking and

motor molecules is derived in Chapter 3, elucidating a dipole ratcheting mechanism
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where cross-linkers can stabilize transient myosin II motions to produce many pN

of force against external tethers. This phenomenon utilizes a thermodynamically

derived behavior of passive cross-linker binding to pairwise actin filaments. Then,

moving to large simulations of disordered actomyosin networks in Chapter 4, we

map the phase diagram of possible contractile behaviors, including tethered tension

generation as well as untethered geometric collapse of a network, and their depen-

dence on cross-linking and motor driving. In this we show that both contractility

mechanisms are dependent on the cross-linker landscape derived in Chapter 3. This

developed understanding of contractility has uncovered an alternative mechanism

independent of the typical sarcomeric muscle organization and instead dependent on

a passive energy landscape created by short-range cross-linking molecules binding to

actin filaments. We believe this adds to the number of ways non-muscle actomyosin

can contract and provides a new perspective of the molecular tools available to the

cytoskeleton to perform biological function.
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Chapter 2: Developing MEDYAN : Mechanochemical Dynamics of

Active Networks

This chapter and its figures are adapted from: Konstantin Popov*, James Komianos* and Garegin

Papoian. “MEDYAN - Mechanochemical Simulations of Contraction and Polarity Alignment in

Actomyosin Networks”. PLOS Comp. Bio. 12, e1004877 (2016) *co-first author

2.1 A need for mechanochemical simulations of the cytoskeleton

The cytoskeleton is a dynamic chemical network of actin filaments, micro-

tubules, and intermediate filaments that are controlled by a diverse collection of

regulatory proteins. As mentioned previously, these networks are essential for many

large-scale biological processes, including embryonic development, wound healing,

and immune response [2]. The dynamic nature of the cytoskeleton allows the cell to

respond to both chemical and mechanical cues, providing complex feedback mech-

anisms for growth and remodeling. Using molecular motors, the cytoskeleton can

harness energy from ATP hydrolysis, converting it into mechanical work that can

drive the system into configurations not possible with thermal motion alone. Along

with the inherent nature of cytoskeletal filaments, which can assemble or disassem-

ble rapidly due to chemical species gradients or regulatory signaling cascades, this
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energy consumption allows the cytoskeleton to dynamically respond to a range of

extracellular stimuli on varying timescales.

Despite this complexity, much progress has been made in recent years in model-

ing active networks, and in particular the cell cytoskeleton. Chemical models ranging

from deterministic, ordinary differential equation as well as partial differential equa-

tion approaches describing reaction-diffusion processes [44, 66, 115, 122], to Monte

Carlo approaches that rely on spatially resolved stochastic simulation [6,25,51,207]

have been used to reproduce the spatial concentration distributions and chemical

dynamics of cytoskeletal networks in in vivo and in vitro. Separately, multi-scale,

coarse-grained mechanical models of the cytoskeleton with limited chemical detail

have been created to study its viscoelastic properties [33,37,87], growth and remodel-

ing [132,184,186], as well as interactions with a cell membrane and surfaces [8,28,47].

Recently, models have been developed to investigate the active nature of cytoskele-

tal networks, and can reproduce many of the dynamic mechanisms involved in ac-

tomyosin contractility [39, 82, 102, 137, 181, 205]. Some hybrid models have begun

to incorporate multiple aspects of cytoskeletal chemistry and molecular transport

with network mechanics [3,78,124,136], providing insight to the importance of this

coupling in modeling and simulation.

However, we believe that a desirable platform for mechanochemical simula-

tions of cytoskeletal dynamics at high structural resolution should contain the fol-

lowing capabilities: A) Spatially-resolved stochastic chemistry within the cytosol,

the filamentous network, and between them, which would allow the establishment

of global and local chemical gradients and heterogeneities, taking the fundamentally
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stochastic nature of chemical reactions into account. B) A sufficiently rich set of fila-

ment chemical reactions that includes (de)polymerization processes, (de)branching,

formin-based nucleation and capping, monomer aging via ATP or GTP hydroly-

sis, severing, cross-linker and molecular motor (un)binding, and molecular motor

walking, which would enable the simulation of minimally complete cytoskeletal

chemistries. C) An accurate, yet computationally efficient mechanical force field,

which would allow computing the deformations of a connected filamentous network

that is being continuously deformed by force-generating proteins, such as myosins,

as well as other chemical reaction events. D) A deep coupling between chemistry and

mechanics, where, for example, the chemical heterogeneity of individual monomers

in a filament due to aging leads to the corresponding spatial modulation of bend-

ing stiffness along the chain, hence, correctly localizing buckling transitions. In the

supplemental portion of our published work [148], we have compiled a salient se-

lection of current agent-based approaches for modeling cytoskeletal dynamics. To

the best of our knowledge, most of the individual capabilities listed above (A-D),

needed to enable next generation of structural modeling, are absent in the currently

existing or prior methods [3,19,36–38,82,85–87,102,124,125,131,132,136,181,202].

Furthermore, it would be most useful to the community if the source codes for

these modeling frameworks were publicly available, which is again not the case for

most, but not all [3, 124], modeling frameworks listed in Section ??. In yet another

challenge, apart from the computational complexity in combining these cytoskeletal

aspects, there is a need to achieve computational efficiency of scaling up simulations

to micron length scales, where most interesting cytoskeletal phenomena take place,
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while still retaining locally high structural resolution at nanometer scale.

With the above considerations, we introduce the Mechanochemical Dynam-

ics of Active Networks (MEDYAN ) model which contains all of the aforementioned

capabilities. While explicitly accounting for the complex chemical dynamics of poly-

mers and the molecular transport of chemical species in an active network using a

stochastic reaction-diffusion scheme, based on a spatially resolved Gillespie algo-

rithm, a new coarse-grained representation and set of force fields for semi-flexible

polymers has been developed, including complementary force fields for polymer

branching molecules, cross-linking molecules, and molecular motors. The model

also allows for mechanochemical coupling of any of these molecules, producing a

full treatment of active network mechanochemistry where mechanical stresses in-

fluence chemical rate constants, allowing the modeling of Brownian ratchets, slip-

bonds, catch-bonds, or more complex biphasic mechanochemical feedbacks. With

this model, the complex and non-linear mechanochemical properties of active net-

works can be studied in full detail with efficiency, and can give insight to many

active networks, including the cell cytoskeleton and other biological and artificial

polymer ensembles.

Although the stochastic reaction-diffusion scheme of MEDYAN follows prior

efforts from out laboratory [77, 78, 100, 210–212], in this work we have added sig-

nificant new capabilities, including several new chemical reactions and their related

mechanical elements, as well as a greatly accelerated stochastic reaction-diffusion al-

gorithm for sparse reaction networks. But, perhaps a larger problem in cytoskeletal

modeling has been the rigorous yet computationally efficient modeling of polymer
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mechanics in network at micron scales or above. This fundamental problem goes

beyond cytoskeletal simulations and concerns many other semi-rigid polymeric melts

or assembles, where there is a large discrepancy between the polymer’s persistent

length and its diameter. A coarse-grained approach, based on representing polymer

segments as cylinders which contain a number of monomeric units, is a natural way

to address this problem. However, the difficulty is in enforcing the non-crossing

constrain among the chains, where prior steric potentials were conceptually simple,

but are non-analytic [87], or analytic but computationally highly inefficient in the

case of large aspect ratio of polymer chain segments [60], raising serious concerns in

many practical situations. In this work, we introduce a rigorous, fully analytic and

computationally efficient excluded volume potential that solves this problem, en-

abling efficient simulations of melts of networks comprised of semi-flexible polymer

chains with large aspect ratios at micron scales.

In this chapter, we first introduce both the chemical reaction-diffusion and

mechanical models used in MEDYAN, while also highlighting the coupling of both

parts and how they work together to provide a full mechanochemical treatment of

an active network. Then, to explore the capabilities of this model and its publicly

available software implementation (available at www.medyan.org), we investigate a

contractile actomyosin network containing actin filaments, α-actinin cross-linking

proteins, and non-muscle myosin IIA mini-filaments, demonstrating the propensity

for rich dynamical remodeling of these networks, as their mechanochemistry is tuned

by varying myosin II and cross-linker concentrations. Our simulations indicate a

clear threshold of cross-linker concentration which induces contractile behavior of
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actin filaments by myosin II mini-filaments in a smaller 1 × 1 × 1 µm3 actomyosin

system, as well as other distinct network morphology changes. In particular, our

analyses clearly indicate that in all simulated systems actin filaments tend not only

geometrically align, but, surprisingly, this alignment is unipolar (emerging from an

initially random, disordered network). We further found that both this polarity

alignment and contractile behavior are tightly regulated by the extent of actin fila-

ment turnover, producing biphasic super-diffusive motions of individual actin fibers

driven by myosin II mini-filament force generating activity. We also discuss myosin

II mini-filament force-dependent accumulation in these systems, as all simulated

concentration configurations and system sizes produce this accumulation in areas of

high network stress, spontaneously generating concentration gradients in the solu-

tion phase. In a larger 3 × 3 × 3 µm3 actomyosin system, we observed a distinct

alignment, contraction and polarity sorting, reminiscent of arc formation in the rear

of a lamellipodium.

2.2 The proposed model

2.2.1 Chemical reaction-diffusion representation

The cell cytoskeleton, as well as other active networks, takes advantage of

distinct chemical phenomena which allows the network to grow and remodel based

on extracellular signaling and other chemical cues [62, 174]. In order to model the

complex chemical interactions that occur in these dynamic networks at a micro-

scopic resolution, the MEDYAN model uses a stochastic reaction-diffusion scheme
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based on a three dimensional, spatially resolved Gillespie algorithm [64, 65] as in

previous works [77, 78, 100, 210–212]. With simulation space divided into compart-

ments, with compartment size chosen based on the so-called ”Kuramoto length” of

the reaction-diffusion system of interest [83, 99] (see Section A.3.1 for an example

determination of a Kuramoto length), diffusion and other transport events of chem-

ical species, which could include active transport via molecular motors or convective

transport such as retrograde flow, are modeled as stochastic jumps between com-

partments that can be directionally biased or unbiased in order to model various

transport mechanisms. This allows for a discrete and spatially resolved treatment

of small copy numbers and non-uniform concentration gradients, which could pro-

duce substantial and important fluctuations in chemical dynamics at the nanoscale.

In particular, recent works have studied the significant effects of these stochastic

fluctuations on filopodial growth [100, 211] as well as the effects of active transport

phenomena and its significance in both lamellipodia and filopodia formation and sus-

tainability [78, 210, 212]. In these systems, the concentration of G-actin monomers

as well as other cytosolic molecules fluctuates greatly across the spatial domain of

the protrusion due to both diffusion and active transport mechanisms, producing

non-linear chemical response and signaling. These important effects could not be

captured with deterministic approaches, which ignore the cytoskeleton’s biologically

inherent stochasticity.

In the MEDYAN model, we have developed the stochastic reaction-diffusion

scheme further such that one can use varying types of stochastic simulation algo-

rithms in order to optimize a simulation based on the chemical properties of the
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simulated network. While the original Gillespie algorithm is an efficient and ex-

act alternative to solving a chemical master equation [64, 65], with the chemical

master equation being nearly impossible to solve for the complexity of systems we

are considering, optimized methods have been developed for the original Gillespie

direct method to decrease computational complexity for loosely-coupled chemical

reaction networks, as reviewed by Cao et al. [27]. In particular, the next reaction

method, developed by Gibson and Bruck [63], makes use of clever data structures

to optimize the propensity updating process after each reaction is executed, pro-

ducing massive speed-ups for sparse reaction-diffusion networks compared to the

original algorithm. The MEDYAN model can make use of either of these algo-

rithms depending on the type of chemical system to be simulated. In most cases,

the latter is more suitable for simulating most active networks, where the chemi-

cal reactions across the system are sparse and spatially localized by compartments.

With these algorithm optimizations, the computational complexity for stochasti-

cally simulating active network evolution is greatly reduced, allowing the model to

surpass timescales accessible with the original Gillespie schemes. The MEDYAN

software implementation, which is discussed in Section A.1.4, is also designed such

that such that new stochastic simulation algorithms can easily be included in the

existing reaction-diffusion framework, including the optimized direct method [27] and

partial propensity methods [149, 150]. For a detailed benchmarking of the currently

implemented optimizations in systems similar to the ones simulated in Section 2.3,

see Section A.5.1.

In order to account for the chemical heterogeneity of active network polymers,
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we represent them in the model as a distinct arrangement of chemical monomers that

are overlayed onto the existing reaction-diffusion compartment grid, which allows

them to undergo spatially resolved reactions with diffusing chemical species besides

typical polymerization and depolymerization events. This can be of importance to

network dynamics in the case of actin filaments, where polymerized actin hydrolyzes

ATP, giving rise to a substantial change in polymerization kinetics at both ends of

the filament [57, 177]. In conjunction with hydrolysis, the cytoskeletal regulatory

protein ADF/Cofilin can sever actin filaments preferentially where ATP has been

hydrolyzed [7, 14]. Together, and along with other chemical interactions in the

cytoskeleton, these reactions are responsible for the actin filament turnover process

observed in most types of cellular protrusions [147]. With the MEDYAN polymer

representation, these important molecular processes can be included in the reaction-

diffusion master equation (RDME) and simulated in full detail.

We have also included detailed cross-linker chemical dynamics to the model.

It has been well known that cross-linking molecules are important for producing

the observed morphology of the actin cytoskeleton in vivo [59, 198], but most ex-

isting cytoskeletal models do not include the stochastic binding and unbinding of

cross-linkers to actin filaments in the simulation space. In the MEDYAN model,

cross-linker binding reactions with neighboring polymers are dynamically added; if

two separate polymer binding sites are within a specified range in a given compart-

ment, an unbound cross-linker species in that compartment can bind to them. An

unbinding reaction is also associated with that molecule once bound, which can then

release it from both polymers. This dynamic addition of reactions allows for compu-
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tational efficiency as well as an exact, spatially resolved treatment of cross-linking

molecules, which can be essential for active network evolution.

Figure 2.1: A complex cytoskeletal network can be simulated with MEDYAN’s
stochastic reaction-diffusion scheme based on well-mixed compartment volumes.
Chemical reactivity and diffusion will cause complex and spatially resolved net-
work evolution, such as the process of actin filament bundling. See Section A.1.1
for a more detailed description of all chemical reactions that can be included in a
simulation. From [148].

In order to make a simulated network active, we have introduced molecular

motors in the model – molecules which utilize energy released due to chemical reac-

tions in the system and transfer it into mechanical work. For example, in cytoskeletal

networks, energy from ATP hydrolysis is used by number of protein species to gen-

erate forces. In particular, the non-muscle myosin II (NMII) motor family plays a
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significant role in cytoskeletal remodeling and cell motility [75, 192], where individ-

ual NMII motors assemble into larger bipolar filaments that can reach hundreds of

nanometers in length [94]. The MEDYAN model can include bipolar NMII filaments

that, in a similar manner to cross-linking molecules, can bind onto two neighboring

actin filaments. The slow diffusion of these larger molecules may produce some spa-

tial diffusion error on a compartment grid, and hybrid combinations of Brownian

dynamics and stochastic reaction-diffusion models have been introduced in recent

years [53] as a way to solve this error, which could be included in the MEDYAN

model in the future. But, we believe for grids used in Section 2.3 which are 500 nm in

length, this is still a good estimate of true diffusive behavior. When bound, the head

ensembles can make stochastic directional steps towards the barbed end of either

filament, which generates “sliding” forces in the network, promoting reorganization

and contractility.

In a MEDYAN simulation, a transport event or polymer-related reaction is

chosen to occur by the stochastic simulation algorithm based on its reaction propen-

sity. This process repeats, advancing the chemical reaction-diffusion system in time.

Bulk reactions can also be included between diffusing species, allowing for even more

complex chemical evolution. See Section A.1.1 for a more detailed description of the

entire set of chemical reactions that can be simulated. With the stochastic reaction-

diffusion scheme and polymer representation described, complex active networks can

be simulated with explicit and detailed chemical interactions and molecular trans-

port. Fig 2.1 shows a cartoon depiction of a cytoskeletal network that could be

simulated with the MEDYAN model. All molecules can diffuse throughout the sim-
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ulation space according to their specified diffusion rate and the chosen compartment

size. Actin filaments can grow and shrink due to the polymerization and depoly-

merization of G-actin monomers, as well as the binding and unbinding of capping

proteins and formins, and Arp2/3 can nucleate new actin filaments on existing fil-

aments at a 70o angle [23]. Lastly, cross-linking proteins can bind and unbind to

actin filaments, and NMII mini-filaments can bind, unbind, and walk along actin

filaments.

2.2.2 Semi-flexible polymer model

To complement the detailed stochastic reaction-diffusion scheme described

above, we have developed a new set of force fields in the MEDYAN model to ac-

count for the mechanical properties of an active network. In previous work [77,78],

a simple bead-spring model was used to describe actin filament mechanics, where

a single filament was regarded as a composition of hard-core beads. These beads

represented individual monomers which were then connected by either a harmonic

or more complex potential. This method, while being a detailed and robust descrip-

tion, required the calculation of a large number of interactions between neighboring

beads during a mechanical equilibration of the system. Considering that a cubic

micron of a cytoskeletal network could contain on the order of 106 actin monomers,

mechanical equilibration of a system with this simple model would severely limit

simulation timescales that could be accessed.

In order to overcome these computational limitations, we are introducing in
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this work a polymer model based on elongated cylindrical monomer segments for

simulating semi-flexible polymers with a persistence length, denoted as lp, that is

much larger than its diameter σ0 (i.e. very large aspect ratio, lp >> σ0). Cylinders

have been previously introduced in various coarse-grained computational models for

the description of systems containing elongated objects, including the modeling of

viscoelastic actin networks [87] and hydrodynamics of suspensions [164, 172]. Here

we would like to emphasize that cylinders in the MEDYAN description are not

considered as collections of beads, but rather as stiff weightless springs of diameter

σ0, connecting its end points. This fact, as it will be seen later, will help us to

build up a rather intuitive mathematical formalism to describe polymer mechanics.

Fig 2.2 represents the scheme of using cylinders as monomer units in a polymer

chain. This assumption makes the model applicable for the description of most

biopolymers (in the case of actin filaments, lp/σ0 ≈ 103), and while force-generating

molecular motors could significantly change the correlation between two points along

the polymer chain, these correlation lengths will still be significantly larger than the

distance between two neighboring monomers in previously used bead-spring model.

Moreover, the new model can describe flexible molecules as well, as a standard bead-

spring model can be considered as a limit with lp → σ0. For a detailed benchmarking

of this coarse-graining scheme in systems similar to the ones simulated in Section 2.3,

see Section A.5.2.

We now introduce the interaction potentials used in the MEDYAN model. We

note that the MEDYAN software implementation can easily be modified to include

different types of potentials for the interactions presented below. For example, a
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Figure 2.2: A cylinder based scheme is used in the MEDYAN force fields to model
semi-flexible polymers. Here, σ0 is the diameter of the cylinder and l0 is the equi-
librium length, where l0 >> σ0. We assume that axial deformations of the cylinders
are small and radial deformations are forbidden. From [148].

finitely extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential could be easily added to the

existing code for less elastic semi-flexible polymers, molecular motors, and cross-

linkers [30]. Other forms of polymer excluded volume effects could also be included.

We assume that every coarse-grained monomer segment is represented by a

cylinder with a finite thickness σ0 and equilibrium length l0, as shown in Fig 2.2.

To account for filament bending, we use an angular potential between consecutive

cylinders in the polymer chain, written as

U bend
i = εbend [1− cos (θi,i+1)] , (2.1)

where θi,i+1 is the angle between two consecutive cylinders i and i + 1 along the
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polymer chain, and εbend is the bending energy, which can be chosen based on the

persistence length of the simulated polymer.

Cylinders also can be slightly stretched or compressed along their main axis,

while radial deformations within the cylinder are not allowed. To illustrate this fact

we draw springs inside of the cylinders in Fig 2.2. The stretching energy correspond-

ing to deformations of the ith cylinder can be represented as

U str
i =

1

2
Kstr (|li| − l0)2 , (2.2)

where li = x 2
i − x 1

i is the vector connecting the endpoints of the ith cylinder, and

Kstr is the stretching constant. As in the bending potential, this constant, along

with the equilibrium length, l0, can be chosen depending on the elastic modulus of

the simulated polymer. In the case of actin filaments, these bending and stretching

potentials allow the model to capture non-linear deformations reported by various

studies [84, 108, 121]; with U bend
i accounting for the thermal elasticity of the chain,

U str
i describes elastic deformations of the chain stretched beyond its entropically

driven elastic limit [114]. These deformations are considered to have high energy

penalties, which is reflected in high values of Kstr, therefore, can occur only under

very large global deformations of the system.

There are several common approaches usually used to calculate excluded vol-

ume interactions between two aspherical elongated particles, which are cylinders in

our case. The most obvious approach is to represent the elongated particles as a

collection of spheres; with this representation, interactions are simply calculated as
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a sum of pairwise hardcore repulsions between the spheres forming each cylinder.

While this is a very simple and straightforward method, it defeats all purpose and

efficiency of the initial cylindrical coarse-graining. Another widely used approach

is to use the Gay-Berne potential to describe excluded volume interactions between

interacting cylinders [13, 60], which can be used as a part of the LAMMPS [143]

package. This potential, however, has limited applicability and lower computa-

tional efficiency when lp >> σ0 as in the case of most biopolymers. On top of

that, computational complexity of this potential is also increased greatly due to

constantly finding the distance of closest approach between the two cylinders, which

is a very costly calculation. Finally, another method was used in the model of Kim et

al. [87] which calculates cylindrical repulsive interactions using the closest distance

between two interacting segments. This force is then transferred to the end points

of the segments, based on the lever rule as well as the position of the point of clos-

est approach. Despite the elegance of this method, we found several drawbacks for

using this approach in the MEDYAN model: from a computational point of view,

algorithms for calculating the point and the distance of closest approach between

neighboring cylinders contains costly control flow as mentioned previously, increas-

ing computational complexity for this approach greatly. From a mathematical and

physical point of view, a lack of a continuous and analytical function for this closest

distance puts limitations on the resulting force calculations, which might lead to

oscillations and divergence during mechanical equilibration of the system.

In order to overcome these issues, we introduce a novel approach for calculating

excluded volume interactions between two cylinders. This approach is conceptually
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similar to early mentioned devision the cylinders into small point-like subunits and

calculating interactions between them. However, instead of an actual representation

of the cylinders as a collection of subparticles, we solve this analytically by writing

a pair potential between two infinitely small fragments on both cylinders and then

integrating this pair potential over the length of both cylinders.

The potential of excluded volume interactions between two cylindrical units

on neighboring polymers, denoted as i and j, can be given by:

U vol
ij =

∫
li,lj

δU(|ri − rj|)dlidlj. (2.3)

Here, δU(|ri−rj|) is the above mentioned pair potential between two points located

on the two interacting cylinders i and j as shown in Fig 2.3a. For pure excluded

volume repulsion, we have chosen δU(|ri − rj|) = 1/|ri − rj|4. This provides a

steep enough function to mimic cylindrical hard core repulsion, while allowing the

integrals in Eq 2.3 to be evaluated analytically. This allows us to derive analytical

expression for the forces acting on the end points of the cylinders i and j. For

every arbitrary point on a given cylinder i we can write the parametric equation

ri = x 1
i + t(x 2

i −x 1
i ), where x 1

i and x 2
i are coordinates of the beginning and the end

of cylinder i, respectively, and t ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter. Taking this into account,

and writing a similar parametric equation for cylinder j, Eq 2.3 can be written as

U vol
ij = Kvol

1∫
0

1∫
0

dsdt

|ri(x 1
i ,x

2
i , t)− rj(x 1

j ,x
2
j , s)|4

, (2.4)

where Kvol is a constant determining the strength of repulsion.
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Figure 2.3: a) A Schematic representation of two arbitrary points on the cylin-
ders i and j, used to calculate excluded volume interactions. b) Representation of
branching points. Position of the branching point x b

i on the “mother” filament is
determined by a stochastic chemical reaction. c) Representation of the motor as
a potential between two points xm

i and xm
j on bound cylinders. Positions of the

binding points α and β are determined by stochastic chemical reactions. From [148].

The MEDYAN model accounts for the process of polymer nucleation by branch-

ing. See Section 2.2.1 section for a more detailed description of branching nucleation

events. We introduce the following potential to describe the mechanical interactions

of branched polymers, as seen in Fig 2.3b:

U branch
ij = U branch,str

ij + U branch,ang
ij + U branch,dihed

ij , (2.5)

where this interaction regards cylinder i as being on the “mother” polymer and

cylinder j as the “daughter” or branched polymer.

The first term in Eq 2.5, which is a potential securing cylinder j to a branching

point on cylinder i, can be written as
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U branch,str
ij = Kbranch,str (|dij| − d0)2 , (2.6)

where dij = x 1
j − x b

i is the distance between branching point on the cylinder i,

x b
i , and the end point of the cylinder j, x 1

j , d0 is the equilibrium value for this

distance, and Kbranch,str is the stretching constant that can be chosen depending on

the stiffness of the simulated branching molecule. As it was noted previously, we

assume that axial deformation of the cylinders are small, and radial deformations

are prohibited. In this case we can describe position of any branching point on

the cylinder in terms of a scalar value γ ∈ [0, 1], which represents a fractional

position of the branching point x b
i with respect to end points of the cylinder x 1

i

and x 2
i , x b

i = (1 − γ)x 1
i + γx 2

i . In other words, γ will be generated as the result

of a chemical branching event and will not depend on the stress generated in the

branching junction.

The second term in Eq 2.5 describes an angular potential at the chosen branch-

ing point between cylinders i and j:

U branch,ang
ij = εbranch,ang [1− cos (θi,j − θ0)] , (2.7)

where θ0 is the equilibrium value of the branching angle, θi,j is the angle between

cylinders i and j, and εbranch,ang is the angular bending energy, which can be chosen

based on the flexural rigidity of the branching molecule. In case of actin filaments,

Arp2/3 grows nucleated filaments at an equilibrium angle θ0 ≈ 70o to the mother

filament [23].
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Finally, the last term in Eq 2.5 describes a dihedral potential between cylinders

i and j, which uses the dihedral angle between two planes, formed by the points

(x 2
i , x

b
i , x

1
j ) and (x bi , x

1
j , x

2
j ):

U branch,dihed
ij = εbranch,dihed [1− cos (φi,j − φ0)] , (2.8)

where

φi,j = arccos(ni · nj), ni =

[
(x 2

i − x b
i )× dij

]
|(x 2

i − x b
i )| |dij|

, and nj =
[lj × dij]

|lj| |dij|
. (2.9)

The symbols ( · ) and [ × ] stand for scalar and vector product, respectively, and

εbranch,dihed represents the dihedral bending energy between the two cylinders, which

can be chosen in a similar manner to εbranch,ang.

The MEDYAN model incorporates molecular motors into the network as a

dynamic object which can bind onto neighboring cylinders i and j at the positions

xm
i and xm

j , and create a mechanical bond, as shown in Fig 2.3c. See Section 2.2.1 for

more description of motor binding and walking events. For computational efficiency

in studies of global deformations in large active networks under the force generation

of small molecular motor ensembles, an implicit representation for molecular motors

has been developed in which the motor is represented as a single potential acting on

two neighboring cylinders. In the case of modeling myosin II mini-filaments, which

are small ensembles of 10-30 myosin heads aligned in a bipolar fashion [189], this

is an excellent approximation. In future studies, a more explicit implementation of

molecular motors, comprised of connected monomer units, can be implemented to

allow a more detailed and accurate description of myosin II filaments at the cost
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of computational efficiency. This explicit representation may be of importance in

studies including myosin II thick filaments, which can contain on the order of 100-

800 motor heads [182], thus allowing the ensemble to bind to a large number of actin

filaments simultaneously.

To describe the stretching energy of a bond created by an implicit motor, we

introduce the following harmonic potential:

Umotor
ij =

1

2
Kmotor

(
|lmij | − lm0

)2
, f (2.10)

where lmij = xm
j −xm

i is the instantaneous length of the motor, lm0 is the equilibrium

length of the particular motor, and Kmotor is the stretching constant, which can be

chosen based on the stiffness of molecular motor to be simulated.

The binding position of the motor head xm
i on cylinder i can be expressed as

xm
i = (1− α)x 1

i + αx 2
i where α ∈ [0, 1]. Here, similar to the case of the branching

potential in Eq 2.6, we assume that α is a scalar parameter, which does not change

during mechanical minimization and is determined by a stochastic chemical event.

Using this representation along with a similar expression for the binding position

on cylinder j, we can write lmij as

lmij = (1− β)x 1
j + βx 2

j − (1− α)x 1
i − αx 2

i . (2.11)

where β ∈ [0, 1] represents the fractional position on cylinder j. As the result of

chemical reactions, α and β can stochastically change, which results in motor head

relocation and the generation of new mechanical stresses in the system.
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Similarly, passive cross-linkers are represented using the potential in Eq 2.10,

but with time-independent values of α and β. In a similar manner to molecular

motors, by not explicitly introducing new classes of interactions for these molecules,

but instead using analytically computed energies and forces between neighboring

cylinders connected by passive cross-linkers (i.e. relying on an implicit mechani-

cal representation), the MEDYAN model can achieve much higher computational

efficiency in the simulation of large active networks with these molecules.

System boundaries in MEDYAN are modeled as non-deformable shells with a

number of possible shapes, including cubic, spherical, and capsule geometries. These

boundaries sterically repel approaching polymer segments, keeping the simulated

network confined in the chosen domain. One of the possible potentials used to

describe the interaction between the ith cylinder and the boundary can be written

as:

U boundary
i = εboundary e

−di/λ, (2.12)

where λ is the screening length and di is the distance between the boundary and

the closest endpoint of the ith cylinder, x 2
i or x 1

i . εboundary represents the repulsive

energy provided by the boundary.

The total energy of the system U tot, assuming all corresponding species were

chemically generated, is equal to a sum of the above contributions. This energy is

then used in the MEDYAN model to mechanically equilibrate the system after a

number of stochastic chemical reaction-diffusion steps. In order to perform this equi-
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libration efficiently, most methods require analytical expressions for the derivatives

of the energy with respect to cylinder position, e.g. forces in Langevin dynamics

or gradient directions in conjugate gradient methods. Note that all terms in U tot

(Eqs 2.1 - 2.12) but Eqs 2.6 to 2.10 are initially written in terms of the end points of

the cylinders; so, derivatives of those terms can be taken with respect to x 1 and x 2

such that, if using “force” terminology, will give forces acting on these end points

of the cylinders. Eqs 2.6 to 2.10 also include coordinates of points located on the

cylinders somewhere in between its end points: branching position on the “mother”

filament in Eqs 2.6 to 2.8 and motor or cross-linker head positions in Eq 2.10. How-

ever, as it was discussed before, for every point m along cylinder i we can write

xm
i = (1 − α)x 1

i + αx 2
i , where α ∈ [0, 1] does not depend on the coordinates of

the cylinder end points or stresses in the system during a mechanical equilibration.

Taking this into account, Eqs 2.6 to 2.10 can be rewritten only in terms of posi-

tions of cylinder end points. Therefore, these potentials can be differentiated with

respect to only x 1 and x 2. This assumption follows under the condition of small

axial deformations of the cylinders and the absence of radial deformations within

each cylinder (see Fig 2.2), appropriate for relatively stiff filaments, such as F-actin

and many other biological and artificial polymers. Very soft polymers, on the other

hand, would be more profitably modeled as comprising of spherical beads and not

cylinders. Mathematically speaking, this is equivalent to a simple chain rule:

∂U i

∂xm
i

= (1− α)
∂U i

∂x 1
i

+ α
∂U i

∂x 2
i

. (2.13)
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From a mechanical point of view, this is equivalent to transferring of a force applied

at a point xm
i to cylinder end points according to a lever rule, which was also

used in [87]. Hence, to compute instantaneous forces needed for mechanical energy

minimization in a system with the interaction potentials introduced in this section,

we only need to calculate

∂U tot

∂x 1
i

, and
∂U tot

∂x 2
i

, (2.14)

where the notation ∂
∂x

= { ∂
∂xx

, ∂
∂xy

, ∂
∂xz
} represents the gradient in the direction of

x. This formalism allows us to calculate not only point-like interactions that can

be described by a lever rule, but also more complex interactions, where the level

cannot be applied, as in the case of our newly introduced cylindrical excluded volume

potential (Eq. 2.3). With these forces, an energy minimization is performed using a

conjugate gradient method in the current MEDYAN software implementation, and

is designed such that optimized minimization methods can be easily added to the

existing code; see Section A.1.4 for more description.

2.2.3 Mechanochemical coupling and simulation protocol

In a MEDYAN simulation, the chemical and mechanical models work in tan-

dem to evolve an active network in time. Fig 2.4 shows the general flow of the entire

MEDYAN trajectory, where timescale separation of slower chemically-driven force

generation and faster local force relaxation in a simulated active network allows

for an iterative switching between stochastic chemical simulation and mechanical

equilibration. After the stochastic simulation algorithm executes a set number of
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chemical steps to evolve the network in time, some of which have mechanical effects

that drive the network slightly out of mechanical equilibrium, the energy of the

network will be minimized according to the force fields specified in the simulation.

By performing highly efficient chemical stochastic simulation coupled with coarse-

grained semi-flexible polymer chain mechanics, active network simulations with the

MEDYAN model can reach time and length scales not accessible by its preced-

ing models [77, 78] with this high level of resolution in both aspects of stochastic

reaction-diffusion and coarse-grained polymer chain mechanics.

The above-stated iterative simulation protocol assumes that the mechanical

subsystem is always near equilibrium, adiabatically following the slow chemical dy-

namics at all incremental time points during a simulation of an active network

evolution. This is a valid approximation in the case of typical actin cytoskeletal

networks undergoing small, localized force deformations, as evidenced by the recent

microrheology experiment of Falzone et al. [50]. Their measurements of the relax-

ation time of various mesh-sized deformations in an actin filament network indicated

an upper limit of approximately 10 milliseconds, which is significantly faster com-

pared to the the walking rate of non-muscle myosin II motors [96] or actin filament

growth rates [57] under physiological concentrations. While this timescale separa-

tion holds for most cytoskeletal networks undergoing typical molecular motor or

filament growth-induced deformations, ones with slower network stress relaxation,

possibly due to larger-scale network deformations or very fast reaction-diffusion pro-

cesses, or if thermal motions need to be studied for other reasons, may be better

served with a Langevin thermal dynamics approach at the cost of significantly re-
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duced computational efficiency. In the latter case, the mechanical subsystem will

evolve under constant time step Langevin dynamics, where it may be then more

convenient to evolve the reaction-diffusion subsystem employing one of the multi-

particle RDME methods [153,154] instead of a variable time-step algorithm such as

the next subvolume approach used in the current work.

We also allow for the explicit coupling of both separate chemical and mechan-

ical entities such that one can simulate the mechanochemical feedbacks of an active

network. Many molecules in active networks, and in particular the cell cytoskeleton,

have distinct mechanochemical properties that can greatly affect overall network dy-

namics and morphology [113,197]. MEDYAN allows for a detailed treatment of these

relationships by dynamically updating reaction rates based on a reacting molecule’s

evolving stresses, and any form of mechanochemical effect can be included in the

model. Once the system is mechanically equilibrated following a number of chemical

steps, reaction rates are updated based on newly formed mechanical deformations

as shown in Fig 2.4. With chemical, mechanical, and molecular transport properties

of an active network being treated on equal footing, as well as their coupling being

explicitly accounted for, the MEDYAN model allows simulations of various active

networks with great mechanochemical detail and efficiency.

2.2.4 Publicly available software package

The MEDYAN model has been implemented in a C++ software package which

uses efficient data structures and object-oriented programming paradigms to simu-
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Figure 2.4: The flow of the simulation is as follows: (1) After the chemical stochastic
simulation evolves the network in time and (2) local deformations are formed, (3) a
mechanical equilibration is performed and (4) reaction rates are updated according
to chosen functional forms f(Fcurrent) where Fcurrent is the force on that reacting
molecule after equilibration. From [148].

late active networks with the scheme described in the earlier sections. The package

has the capability for the user to specify the geometric, chemical, and mechanical

properties of the simulated active network in a number of system input files, mak-

ing the code robust and flexible enough to perform simulations for a range of active

matter systems. This package, along with documentation on usage and compila-

tion, as well as a visualization tool, is publicly available for use, modification, and

addition of new patches (www.medyan.org). See Section A.1.4 for a more detailed

description of the software implementation.
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2.3 A first investigation of actomyosin contractility

We relied on the the capabilities of the MEDYAN model to investigate the the

effects of NMIIA and α-actinin concentration on the morphological and contractile

properties of both a smaller 1 × 1 × 1 µm3 and larger 3 × 3 × 3 µm3 sized cubic

actomyosin network. Simulations were performed for a number of actomyosin sys-

tems with varying molar concentration ratios of both NMIIA and α-actinin relative

to a fixed overall actin concentration, denoted as Rm:a and Rα:a, respectively. We

observed the distinct morphological changes in the network that come with varying

these concentrations. We also discuss below our quantitative and qualitative obser-

vations about overall network contractility under various conditions and modeling

assumptions, as well as actin filament bundling and phase transitions into these

bundles.

The simulated actomyosin systems are comprised of actin filaments that are

coarse-grained into cylindrical segments. Using harmonic potentials to represent

the stretching and bending response under stress, F-actin filaments can be displaced

when acted on by an external force due to NMIIA or an external boundary. Filamen-

tous force constants were chosen based on the known persistence length and elastic

modulus of actin filaments [91, 138]. Chemically, the filaments can polymerize and

depolymerize with diffusing actin monomers at either end at specified rates deter-

mined experimentally [57]. These events increase or decrease the filament length by

2.7 nm, correspondingly [173]. To include the mechanochemistry of actin polymer-

ization, we describe the polymerization rate change of a filament tip under external
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load with the Brownian Ratchet model as in previous works [141], as elaborated in

Section A.4. Binding events that can occur on the actin filament will be described

in more detail below, and we assume there is one binding site per 27 nm of actin

filament, which can be dually occupied by α-actinin and NMIIA mini-filaments. We

will discuss in a later part of this section the implications of this modeling decision

and the consequences of introducing a mutual site exclusion of the cross-linkers and

molecular motors.

The simulated actomyosin systems contain diffusing NMIIA mini-filaments

that are assumed to contain 10-30 individual myosin heads [189] with each having

an individual step size of dstep = 6 nm [196]. While we do not account for the explicit

binding and walking of separate subunits to actin filaments in the ensemble, we have

adopted the results of the Parallel Cluster Model of Erdmann et al. [49] to describe,

in a coarse-grained fashion, the binding, unbinding, and walking of small ensembles

of NMIIA motors in a similar manner to [85]. This model is fully mechanochemical

and contains relationships for all reaction events in terms of the mechanical force

acting on the mini-filament. See Section A.4.1 for a detailed derivation of adopting

the results of the Parallel Cluster Model to our coarse-grained description. When

a NMIIA mini-filament stochastically binds to neighboring actin filaments within a

distance of 200 ± 25 nm, which was chosen based on the known length of NMII

mini-filaments [144], it creates a harmonic potential, where the force constant for this

potential has been chosen based on single molecule pulling experiments [196]. The

walking of these head ensembles along filaments then can produce mechanical stress

due to this potential, which actively remodels the actin network. The systems also
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contain diffusing α-actinin which can stochastically bind, and unbind to neighboring

actin filaments within 35 ± 5 nm, which was chosen based on the known length of

α-actinin [118]. When bound, the cross-linker creates a harmonic potential with

force constant found in single molecule pulling experiments [42]. To model the

mechanochemical effects of pulling forces on α-actinin, a simple slip bond form was

used; see Section A.4.2 for more description on this mechanochemical model.

For each concentration configuration presented in the following sections, omit-

ting the larger systems which will be presented later, 2000 s of simulation were run

in a 1 × 1 × 1 µm3 cubic spatial boudary with a hard-wall potential at an actin con-

centration of 20 µM . The simulations all initially nucleate 50 short actin filaments at

random positions and orientations, then grow them for 10 s in the presence of 20µm

diffusing G-actin and α-actinin. Subsequently, diffusing NMIIA mini-filaments are

added to the system. While the average actin filament length in these simulations

is 0.8 µm, which may be shorter than the average actin filament length observed in

vivo [190], this filament length is of relevance to the remodeling of lamellipodial and

lamellar actin fragments by myosin II and cross-linking proteins. These fragments

have been observed to be of lengths ranging from 0.5 to 2 µm in the lamellipodium

under various conditions [162]. Sixteen trajectories were run for each actomyosin

configuration, and all shown results are averaged over those trajectories.
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2.3.1 Network contractility controlled by presence of NMII and α-

actinin

Fig 2.5 shows a single trajectory snapshot of an actomyosin system simulation

containing actin filaments, NMIIA mini-filaments, α-actinin, and the constituent

diffusing species within the simulation boundary. To quantify overall contractile

behavior of the various actomyosin systems, we define an actomyosin network radius

of gyration using all coarse-grained actin filament cylinder segments in the network:

Rg =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=0

(ri − rGC) · (ri − rGC), (2.15)

where rGC is the geometric center of the ensemble of cylinders, ri is the position

of the ith cylinder, and n denotes the number of cylinders in the network. This is

a more useful measure for our system than other more macroscopic measurements,

including contractile velocity and minimum enclosing spherical volume. This is due

to the fact that the dynamics of most networks studied do not show an obvious

volume contraction, but do reorganize rapidly into contractile structures.

Fig 2.6a shows a heat map of actomyosin network Rg for the various systems

after 2000 s of network evolution. We observe patterns in agreement with [4, 12],

including a decreased Rg for increasing NMIIA concentration, which implies more

contractile behavior with this increase. We also observe the same effect of decreasing

Rg for increasing α-actinin concentration. More motors can provide more contrac-

tile force and linkers aid this contraction by increasing the transmitted force length
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Figure 2.5: A single trajectory snapshot of a 1 × 1 × 1 µm3 actomyosin system
simulation at Rα:a = 0.1 and Rm:a = 0.01 after 2000 s of network evolution. Actin
filaments are represented as red connected cylinders, α-actinin are represented as
green cylinders, and NMIIA mini-filaments are represented as blue cylinders. The
corresponding diffusing species are also shown in the same colors. The system is
bounded by a cubic, hard-wall potential. From [148].

scale. Fig 2.6b shows the network morphology for various values of Rα:a as Rm:a. We

observe that for the lowest value of Rα:a = 0.01, there is very little reorganization

and contractile structure formation from the original randomly oriented network.

But, with Rα:a values of 0.1 and 0.5, there is very apparent actin filament bun-

dle formation. Increases in Rm:a throughout the systems tends to slightly increase

the network’s ability to contract into more tightly packed structures, as was also

indicated by the values of Rg in Fig 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: a) A heat map of actomyosin network Rg as a function of Rm:a and
Rα:a after 2000 s of network evolution. As NMIIA and α-actinin concentrations
are increased, a very apparent correlation in overall network contraction results. b)
Single trajectory snapshots of the actomyosin systems with various concentrations of
Rα:a and Rm:a after 2000 s of network evolution. These snapshots are shown without
diffusing species for simplicity. For increasing α-actinin and NMIIA concentration,
actin filament bundle formation is increasingly more apparent. From [148].

2.3.2 Switch-like transition to contraction regulated by cross-linking

Since the final network Rg does depend on the initial configuration of the

randomly oriented network, especially for non-contracted networks, it is useful to

look at the ratio of final Rg after 2000 s to initial configuration Rg for the various

systems, denoted as Rg,f/Rg,i. Figure 2.7 shows this value for a range of systems,

holding Rm:a fixed, over the 2000 s of simulation time. We see that there is a clear

divergence in time evolution for the lowest Rα:a values compared to the other higher

values. This may imply, coupled with morphology observations of the various tra-

jectories as in Figs. 2.6b, that there is not a continuous distribution of achievable

contractile structures accessible with a given Rα:a and Rm:a as implied by Fig 2.6,
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but only at a certain minimum α-actinin concentration, actin filament bundle for-

mation is possible. This also seems likely due to the fact that the systems with

Rα:a values of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 converge to a similar Rg value after the entire sim-

ulation. Comparing this observation to other systems with different Rm:a, we see

that as motor concentration is increased, the minimum α-actinin concentration for

actin filament bundle formation decreases, possibly due to the increased contractile

strength of adding more NMIIA mini-filaments to the system.

Figure 2.7: Rg,f/Rg,i over time for various Rα:a with fixed Rm:a = 0.01. We see
that above a threshold α-actinin concentration, contraction is observed, and the
time of bundle formation for these contractile structure formations decreases with
increasing α-actinin concentration. Standard deviations of the Rg,f/Rg,i values over
all trajectories are shaded. From [148].

From these observations, we deduce that in these systems, actomyosin system

cross-linker concentration is a switch-like mechanism that controls a transition be-

tween disordered and bundled networks, with system motor concentration widening

this contractile structure formation regime, thus decreasing the minimum cross-
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linker concentration needed for bundle formation and contraction in general. This

result is in agreement with the predictions of cross-linker percolation theory in larger

scale actomyosin networks [4,205]. The formation of bundles agrees with the zipper-

ing mechanism of actin filament alignment and myosin II aggregation as proposed

by Verkhovsky et al. [188,189], as long as sufficient cross-linking is present. We will

quantitatively investigate this phenomenon in the later chapters.

2.3.3 Actin filament polarity alignment by motors is regulated by

filament turnover

Other interesting morphological properties of the contractile actomyosin net-

works were observed. Fig 2.8 shows a single trajectory for a smaller actomyosin

system with Rm:a = 0.01 and Rα:a = 0.1. When we color the plus and minus ends of

these filaments with black and white beads in the same trajectory, respectively, we

see that the actin filaments within the bundle are globally aligned in polarity. This

is an interesting result since the actin filament network started with random orien-

tation within the uniform spatial boundary condition, and has not been predicted

by previous models of bundle formation by way of zippering [188, 189], which de-

scribe the resulting apolar alignment of actin filaments, but not polarity alignment.

The physical origins of this global polarity alignment by NMIIA mini-filaments is

unclear from the trajectory videos, but has been observed and analyzed in two-

dimensional motility assays [26, 80, 157], as well as been predicted and modeled in

one-dimensional actomyosin bundles undergoing polarity sorting [34, 56]. Constant
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turnover in the plus end direction of actin filaments most likely causes anti-parallel

orientations to be unstable, thus in the long-time limit of our simulations, only

parallel bundles survive. But, the observed global contraction implies that NMIIA

mini-filaments are driving network dynamics to a globally aligned, contractile state.

It is reasonable to assume that combination of these two factors attributes to the

observed behavior.

To further quantify actin filament alignment in the simulated actomyosin net-

works, we define an orientational order parameter S of the system of actin filaments,

which is the largest eigenvalue of the ordering tensor Q [161] which is constructed

from

Qαβ =
3

2
(

1

N

N∑
i=0

uiαuiβ −
1

3
δαβ), where α, β = x, y, z. (2.16)

The vector ui represents the normalized direction of filament i over the N filaments

in the system. When S is equal to zero, the filaments in the system are all randomly

aligned, and when S equals 1, the filaments are all perfectly aligned, regardless of

polarity. To numerically capture the alignment of bent actin filaments, we chose

to use a direction vector from minus to plus end of the entire filament, as opposed

to a calculation of S using cylindrical filament segments, which may give values

corresponding to unaligned networks if an actin filament bundle is aligned but sig-

nificantly bent in any direction. Fig 2.8 shows S for the various systems after 2000

s of network evolution, as S correlates directly with trends in Rg over the con-

centration ratios of Rm:a and Rα:a, showing that all actomyosin systems produce
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alignment in tandem with contractile structure formation. We also confirmed quali-

tatively that in all actomyosin systems simulated, regardless of whether the systems

eventually produced a single contractile bundle, all actin filament bundles formed

consist of uniformly polar filaments, showing that all alignment observed is in fact

polarity alignment.

To probe the origins of this polarity alignment behavior which has been shown

to be dependent on actin filament turnover in various systems [34,56,119], we vary

the reaction constants used for polymerization and depolymerization of actin fil-

aments kactin,poly and kactin,depoly at both the plus and minus ends of the filament

by a constant factor χ while keeping Rm:a = 0.02 and Rα:a = 0.1 and holding all

other parameter values constant. When this turnover factor χ is varied from 0.125

to 8, as shown in Fig 2.9, resulting in actin filament turnover rates of 0.07 to 4.4

monomers per s, distinct changes in network morphology result. At low χ, which

corresponds to a very slow actin filament turnover rate, highly contracted networks

are formed with little to no overall polarity alignment. In the case of high χ, no

global contraction of the networks is observed, but local polarity alignment in small

bundles is seen over the trajectories. Interestingly enough, the original parameters

(χ = 1) which corresponded to physiological values of actin filament turnover, is

the only parameter set to produce both global polarity alignment and contraction.

Fig 2.9 shows the resulting network morphologies - low χ values corresponded to a

dense, disordered clump with no polarity alignment, where high χ corresponded to

local polarity alignment but overall disorder.

To investigate further the contraction and alignment dependencies found by
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Figure 2.8: a) A heat map of actomyosin network S as a function of Rm:a and
Rα:a after 2000 s of network evolution. As NMIIA and α-actinin concentrations are
increased, a correlation in alignment results in a similar fashion to Rg in Fig 2.6. b)
Actomyosin network Rg,f/Rg,i and S for various χ. Rg,f/Rg,i over the 2000 s network
evolution for varying values of χ. Contractile behavior increases with decreasing χ.
Standard deviations of the Rg,f/Rg,i values over all trajectories are shaded. c) S
after 2000 s of network evolution for varying values of χ. Global alignment peaks
around χ = 0.5 to 2, and decreases for values outside of this range. Error bars
represent standard deviation of S values over all trajectories. From [148].
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Figure 2.9: a) MSD analysis of actin filaments in simulation. MSD over time for
various values of χ. Error bars represent the standard error of the MSD, for each set
of trajectories, are smaller than the data points. b) Diffusion exponent ν acquired
from a log-log linear fit of a). Error bars represent the standard linear regression
error in ν. c) Single trajectory snapshots of the actomyosin systems, with various
values of χ after 2000 s of network evolution. These trajectories are colored with
black and white beads for the plus and minus ends of actin filaments, respectively.
From [148].

varying the turnover factor χ, we look at the displacement of actin filaments over

the time of the actomyosin system simulations, and compare different actin filament

turnover rates to the resulting filament diffusivity. It is important to note that

in this simulation context, actin filaments are not diffusing via Brownian motion
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in the simulation volume, but are actively moving via actin turnover and NMIIA

mini-filament force generation, thus causing a relative displacement of the filament

midpoint. Fig 2.9a shows the mean squared displacement (MSD) of actin filament

geometric centers, denoted as 〈∆x2〉, with respect to simulation time over various

χ values. To describe the motion of filaments under varying turnover rates, we

linearly fit the first 1000 s of the MSD (choosing this cutoff due to kinetic arrest

and sub-diffusion occurring after this time point, as shown in the sharp turns in

MSD plotted against time on a log-log scale to obtain diffusion exponents, following

the relation of general, anomalous diffusion:

〈∆x2〉 ∼ tν . (2.17)

The exponents ν corresponding to each turnover factor χ are shown in Fig 2.9b.

All systems exhibited super-diffusion (ν > 1) in the 1000 s interval, which is physi-

cally reasonable due to the active nature of the many constituents. Surprisingly,

the variation of χ resulted in a biphasic distribution with a maximum ν value

centered around χ = 1, displaying the same χ dependence as the S distribution

shown in Fig 2.9b. This relationship does make some intuitive sense; in a ran-

domly oriented filament network, a higher-order filament diffusion relationship in

any direction would cause anti-parallel filament bundle orientations to be less sta-

ble, thus producing a higher fraction of parallel bundles. A physical explanation

for the upper regime may be that when χ > 1, actin filament turnover can out-run

displacements via NMIIA mini-filament walking, thus not allowing NMIIA remod-
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eling at all, and producing locally aligned but globally disordered actin networks.

But, as χ is increased while remaining under the threshold χ = 1, super-diffusive

behavior and polarity alignment are apparent; a few studies have suggested actin

filament turnover in the same direction of myosin II movement allows myosin II

to walk farther on actin filaments, producing more contractile force [29, 137], but

this is unlikely in our simulations due to the very short binding lifetime of NMIIA

mini-filaments compared to actin filament turnover (about a 5 s unloaded NMIIA

mini-filament attachment time compared to an average 0.5 monomers per s turnover

rate), and furthermore, does not explain polarity alignment behavior. In fact, the

actomyosin systems with the lowest χ values contracted more than ones with higher

χ, as shown in Fig 2.9a. Our results suggest that filament movement in these sys-

tems, and thus polarity alignment, is a cooperative effect depending on the synergy

of actin filament turnover and NMIIA mini-filament walking.

2.3.4 Larger system simulations exhibit polarity alignment and sort-

ing

To test whether a larger, biologically relevant-sized system with longer actin

filaments would undergo the same polarity sorting mechanisms as observed in the

smaller 1 × 1 × 1 µm3 systems, we ran another set of 16 trajectories, for 500 s, of

a 3 × 3 × 3 µm3 sized actomyosin network with an overall actin concentration of

12 µM and concentration ratios Rm:a = 0.02 and Rα:a = 0.1. 400 filaments were

nucleated in the system, resulting in a mean actin filament length of 1.4 µm when
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reaching a steady-state actin concentration. All trajectories did in fact undergo

polarity alignment of sub-domains; Fig 2.10 shows a single trajectory snapshot of

the actomyosin network with actin filament cylindrical segments colored by their

directional angle with respect to the x-y plane. We see uniformly polar domains,

with connections between those domains that span the entire simulation volume and

appear to have similar polarity structure to sarcomeric bundle patterning observed

in vivo [140]. Unfortunately, a detailed analysis of these larger systems is out of the

scope of this paper and will be investigated in a future study.

2.4 Discussion

Active matter is a growing field of study at the interface of chemistry, me-

chanics and non-linear physics. In order to model active networks with complete

realism, a model must take into account not only chemical processes and the molec-

ular transport that occurs, but also the mechanical response of the network as well

as complex mechanochemical feedbacks that result. With the MEDYAN model, one

is able to, in a flexible manner, simulate these entities with precision, while also

explicitly accounting for their coupling. Having the powerful capability to simulate

active networks with this amount of flexibility and detail in aspects of stochastic

reaction-diffusion and coarse-grained polymer chain mechanics, this model could be

used to provide additional insights on the mechanochemical dynamics of many ac-

tive networks, including the cell cytoskeleton. To compare the MEDYAN model to

other recent agent-based cytoskeletal modeling approaches, an extensive list of mod-
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Figure 2.10: A single trajectory snapshot of a 3 × 3 × 3 µm3 actomyosin system
simulation at Rα:a = 0.1 and Rm:a = 0.02 after 500 s of network evolution. Actin
filament cylinders are colored by their angle with respect to the x-y plane. In this
emergent behavior, polar domains emerge on the length scale of a single filament.
From [148].

els in recent literature is given in [148], with notes on the essential mechanochemical

capabilities of each model as outlined in the Introduction.

Our public software implementation of MEDYAN (available at www.medyan.org)

is also versatile enough such that other active networks, biological or artificial, could

be simulated with a similar level of detail in comparison to its cytoskeletal ap-

plications, including self-organizing polymeric micelles [206], ParM polymerization

mechanisms in bacterial mitosis [123], and many types of synthetic polymer gels.
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With these possibilities, the MEDYAN model is able to simulate a range of sys-

tems not previously achievable by other cytoskeletal models. Beyond the currently

included chemical reaction set and mechanical force fields, the flexibility of the cur-

rent software implementation also allows for the further development of the model

to include new types of chemical and mechanical interactions as well as new classes

of molecules, allowing for a completely customizable simulation framework.

As shown in the example application, simple actomyosin network simulations

using the MEDYAN model can already capture the dynamics and shed light on the

underlying mechanisms of actomyosin contraction and remodeling. Our results show

that in a system consisting of actin filaments, myosin II mini-filaments, and cross-

linkers, actin filament turnover and cross-linker concentration are both powerful

tools to control actomyosin network reorganization and polarity alignment. These

results have interesting implications for transverse arc assembly, which has been

shown to be critically dependent on myosin II [73,183,189]: by way tightly regulating

actin filament turnover as well as localized cross-linker concentration via biochemical

regulators, a dynamic transition area between the lamellipodium and lamellum could

form, where sharp changes in these parameters could result in dynamic network

reorganization and bundle assembly in the lamellar region. The polarity alignment

as well as network contraction via myosin II and actin filament turnover we have

observed in our simulations suggests that a reorganization mechanism is occuring

that is more complex than the previously proposed actomyosin zippering [188,189],

which predicts the apolar alignment of actin filaments but not polarity alignment.

It is possible that the observed polarity alignment behavior in these simulations via
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myosin II and actin filament turnover could drive the sarcomeric polarity pattern

formation seen in transverse arcs [35] when developing from an initially disordered,

lamellipodia-like actin filament network. But, more studies on larger actomyosin

networks with multiple bundled structures should be investigated in the future to

test this polarity alignment and contraction mechanism.

While we observed contractile behavior in these systems as well as its de-

pendence on cross-linker concentration, the exact contractile symmetry breaking

mechanisms invoked in bundle formation, as well as the exact cooperation of actin

filament turnover and myosin II mini-filament walking that results in actin filament

polarity alignment, being difficult problems to analyze due to the many dynamic

components of our simulation, remain unclear and will be further investigated in

the next chapters. However, we initially hypothesized that cross-linkers may have

an active role beyond increasing force transmission in overall contractile behavior

due to the observed dependencies, and could break contractile-extensile symme-

try by freezing contractile configurations into place by binding actin filament seg-

ments when they approach each other. We also have propose that actin filament

turnover may be a mechanism which allows actin filaments to flip and align in po-

larity more easily in the actomyosin-cross-linker system. Overall, our results show

that in contractile systems where relevant timescales of motor movement are com-

parable to the timescale of network turnover, i.e. cross-linker (un)binding and actin

filament turnover, interesting critical behavior can result, as shown in recent ex-

periments [4, 170]. Determining the exact relationships between these timescales of

importance at the observed critical points, as well as the resulting dynamic behav-
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ior and network reorganization in these systems, will be an interesting endeavor for

cytoskeletal researchers in the future.

While the exclusivity of binding sites on actin filaments seems to alter the

trends of contractile dependence of cross-linker concentration, more systems, as well

as possible improvements to our model, should be studied in the future to probe

these exclusion effects on network dynamics. In particular, we plan to include, in

an explicit manner, a more realistic competition of cross-linkers and myosin II to

binding sites on actin filaments. Also, the excluded volume effects of both molecules

should be developed further such that they cannot pass through actin filaments while

network dynamics occur. These developments will help to study the dynamics of

these actomyosin networks in a more realistic manner, and will provide additional

insights to the problem of contractility emergence and mechanisms. The effect on

the accumulation and kinetic trapping of myosin II mini-filaments when this steric

exclusion is added will then be investigated, as it has interesting implications for

myosin II compartmentalization within the cytoskeleton.

We note that the imposed spatial boundary conditions could play a role in the

actin filament polarity organization observed, and, in tandem with NMIIA mini-

filaments, might be a contributing factor to the observed uniform bundle polarities

in the actomyosin systems. Future works could examine the role of spatial boundary

conditions on these organized structure formations, as there have been interesting

in vitro investigations of the effect of boundaries on actomyosin network assembly

as reviewed by Vignaud et al. [193]. In particular, the effect of pre-defined actin

network microarchitectures on myosin II dynamics could be further investigated
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[152].
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Chapter 3: An investigation of actomyosin force dipoles

This chapter and its figures are adapted from: James Komianos and Garegin Papoian.“Stochastic

Ratcheting on a Funneled Energy Landscape is Needed for the Highly Efficient Contractility of

Actomyosin Force Dipoles”. Phys. Rev. X 8, 021006 (2018)

3.1 Back to the contractility problem

As we have discussed in the previous chapters, the distinct ability of the combi-

nation of actin filaments, passive actin cross-linking proteins and myosin II molecular

motors to produce contractile cellular force is of fundamental importance in many

cell types and has been well-studied in muscle cells [43, 71, 196], where parallel ar-

rangements of filaments in opposite polarities allows for a directed, inward pull of the

cell’s sarcomeric unit (Fig. 3.1). Contractility is, however, much less understood in

motile non-muscle cells, where it frequently emerges from an isotropic filament net-

work with little geometric or polar ordering. These contractile networks are respon-

sible for diverse micro-structural dynamics, including lamellar stress fiber formation

of tens of bundled filaments (shown in Fig. 3.1b), cell rear retraction that is essen-

tial to locomotion, and tension maintenance in the thin sub-membrane cortical layer

surrounding the cell [24]. Prior works on explaining the emergence of contractility
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in disordered actomyosin networks have pointed to a variety of effects, including the

potential importance of filament buckling [103, 105, 128, 171], actin filament tread-

milling [137,148], and the role of passive cross-linkers as force-transmitters between

neighboring contractile clusters [4,12,48,82,89,148,204]. Other studies have also in-

vestigated the general non-equilibrium dynamics of such cytoskeletal arrangements,

outside of the context of the emergence of contractility, and have described flu-

idized and glassy network behavior [148,203] as well as strain-stiffening of the active

polymer gel [108].

In light of both recent and older works, the fundamental physical intuition for

the emergence of contractility still largely rests on the classical sarcomeric mech-

anism, where myosin mini-filament heads are bound to two locally anti-parallel

actin filaments, allowing the energy-consuming unidirectional walking of those heads

to generate a contractile shearing motion between the actin filaments (shown in

Fig. 3.1a). Two questions naturally arise with regard to this picture: (1) How do

initially isotropic actin networks in three dimensions give rise to these locally anti-

parallel contractile force dipoles, and (2) do passive cross-linkers play an important

role only in percolating force chains at larger spatial scales, as previously suggested,

or are they also important in generating contractility at the level of a single force

dipole? We will address the first question in Chapter 4.

In this chapter, we address the second question by analyzing an in silico

actomyosin force dipole: two anti-parallel actin filaments, connected at their fur-

thest ends by springs to boundaries, allowing both cross-linkers and a myosin mini-

filament to transiently bind and dissociate. Our analytical and numerical results,
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Figure 3.1: a) In a muscle sarcomere, actin filaments are aligned in bands of op-
posite polarity such that a bipolar myosin II filament can walk towards the actin
filament’s plus ends, generating maximal contractile force, shown as black arrows.
The motor filaments also contain hundreds of heads, which are able to continuously
generate force on the filaments and maintain attachment as they hydrolyze ATP
to produce mechanical work. b) In a non-muscle actomyosin network, filaments are
distributed in a random geometric fashion throughout the cytoskeleton. The myosin
II filaments in a non-muscle actomyosin system are also smaller (number of heads
per side of bipolar filament Nt ≈ 30 [20]) and highly transient (the duty ratio of
bound to unbound states of the motor filament ρm � 1) compared to their muscle
counterparts (Nt ≈ 500, ρm ≈ 1), but can form disordered arrangements of locally
anti-parallel actin filaments. Motor filaments of this nature are responsible for stress
fiber formation via compression of a fragmented lamellipodial actin mesh. Figure is
from [93], Copyright 2018 American Physical Society.

in qualitative agreement with recent works discussed below [101,200], indicate that

passive cross-linkers play a crucial role already at the scale of a single force dipole,
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giving rise to a funneled energy landscape, where greater overlap of actin filaments

corresponds to a larger number of bound cross-linkers. These configurations have

lower free energy compared with less contracted states such that the dipole is en-

ergetically biased towards contractile configurations. In addition to shedding light

on this gradient of free energy due to cross-linker binding, we have also discovered

strongly non-linear behavior of contractility with respect to the strength of cross-

linker binding energy, where a rise of contractile forces is followed by a rapid kinetic

arrest of intermediate configurations by strongly bound cross-linkers.

Overall, we found that the thermodynamic drive to more complete overlap

of actin filaments is significantly attenuated by trapping in a purely passive force

dipole (pFD), generating contractile forces that are noticeably smaller than the ones

generated by the unidirectional walking of myosin heads when in the presence of

springs counteracting the contraction. However, pure myosin action is also relatively

ineffective at generating contractile forces because the bound motor filaments are

highly transient, easily permitting recoiling slippage of the contracted element of two

oppositely polar actin filaments. We have discovered that cross-linkers can help to

overcome this slippage process via a ratcheting mechanism - by using dynamic cross-

linkers to prevent recoiling of intermediate configurations without bound motors,

amplified contractile forces are produced. This presence of active motor behavior

can thus create sharply amplified contractile forces depending on the mechanical and

dimensionality constraints of the dipole considered. Our work reveals strong synergy

between passive cross-linker binding dynamics and active myosin processes in an

active force dipole (aFD), which constitutes the main building block of actomyosin
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contractile network.

3.2 Modeling a force dipole

3.2.1 Mechanical Langevin representation

To shed light on the thermodynamic and kinetic nature of a fundamental

contractile actomyosin element interacting with passive cross-linkers, which serve

as building blocks of more complex actomyosin networks in non-muscle cells, we

constructed and carried out various simulations of a pair of rigid actin filaments in

one dimension (Fig. 4.1), where cross-linker proteins dynamically bind and unbind

to the overlapping region. We first considered a system where only cross-linker

binding generates contractile forces in a pFD, followed by simulations where a uni-

directional motor was added to form an aFD, in which the motor filament can

walk in the direction of the plus end of the actin filaments to generate additional

mechanical force. We first note that all parameters are given in Table B.1 and

Table B.5 contained in the Appendices. Two actin filaments, denoted as the right

and left filaments with respect to the simulated length, have length L = 2 µm and

midpoints xr and xl, with initial midpoint positions x0
r = 1 µm and x0

l = 3 µm,

respectively. An overlap length lo between the two filaments can then be defined as

lo = (xl+L/2)− (xr−L/2). Each filament is connected to springs at their outward-

facing plus ends such that the tension provided by the springs on each filament is

F r
t = −Kt(xr − x0

r) and F l
t = −Kt(xl − x0

l ). The diversity of the chemical states of

the force dipole can be represented with the integer values, (m,n), with m ∈ [0, 1]
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and n ∈ [0,∞], which specify the number of (active) myosin II motor filaments and

(passive) cross-linkers bound to the filament pair, respectively.

Figure 3.2: An actomyosin dipole model. Two filaments with plus ends facing
outward and midpoints xr and xl are both connected to springs with stiffness Kt,
initially with an equilibrium filament position of x0

r and x0
l . When no cross-linkers

are bound between the two filaments, they separately undergo tethered Langevin
motion. While the filament overlap lo is large enough, cross-linkers can transiently
bind and unbind according to their kinetic rates as in Eq. 3.2, which arrests the
filaments if the number of cross-linkers bound is non-zero.The number of available
binding sites np varies with actin filament overlap. Motor filaments can (un)bind
and walk stochastically on the pair of actin filaments, generating force via a time-
varying filament overlap potential. Figure is from [93], Copyright 2018 American
Physical Society.

When there are no motors or cross-linkers bound to the pair of filaments

(m = 0, n = 0), they can separately undergo overdamped Langevin motion that

includes forces provided by their respective tethers and a stochastic force, via η dxl
dt

=

F l
t +Fs, and η dxr

dt
= F r

t +Fs, where Fs satisfies the fluctuation-dissipation theorem in

one dimension. The instantaneous number of sites, np, available for binding in the

overlapping region between the two filaments, is obtained from np = bmax(lo, 0)/∆c,
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where ∆ denotes the spacing between adjacent binding sites. We assume that the

filaments move only in the absence of bound cross-linkers (n = 0), otherwise, they

are immobilized (n 6= 0). We further expect that upon binding of a cross-linker, the

tension in each respective actin filament tether is nearly instantaneously equilibrated

such that |Ft| ≡ |F r
t | = |F l

t | while preserving the average tensile force experienced

by the filament pair at the time-step before equilibration |Ft| = 1
2
(|F l

t |+ |F r
t |). This

equilibration assumption is based on the separation of timescales between tether

relaxation (≈ ms) and (un)binding dynamics (≈ 0.1 s in the fastest simulated

case). The spatial positions of the filament pair remain stationary until complete

cross-linker unbinding (n = 0).

The filament pair can also experience an active motor contractile force, Fm,

when a motor is bound (m = 1), via a stochastically time-varying filament over-

lap potential, Fm(t) = Km(lo(t)− lmo (t)), where lmo (t) indicates the filament overlap

corresponding to an unstretched motor. Upon a new binding event, this motor

parameter, which implicitly represents the intrinsic length of the molecule, is ini-

tialized to lo(t). This defines the motor filament’s equilibrium length in terms of

the filament pair’s configuration at the moment of motor’s binding. Then, lmo (t)

can stochastically increase by a motor step size ds with average walking velocity vw,

where this velocity depends on the instantaneous value of Fm, as described in Sec-

tion B.1. With this active force contribution, the aggregate force experienced by all

cross-linkers bound between the filament pair can be written as Fcl = |Fm−Ft|. The

simulation protocol iteratively performs Gillespie stochastic simulation for chemi-

cal dynamics (including both binding, unbinding and motor-stepping events) and
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switches to overdamped (mechanical) Langevin dynamics when the number of bound

motors and cross-linkers becomes zero (i.e. m=0 and n=0). The latter dynamics

is then evolved for τr, which is the reaction time for the next re-binding event,

estimated stochastically based on the same Gillespie algorithm.

3.2.2 Stochastic thermodynamics of cross-linking

Next, we relate the stochastic (un)binding rates of cross-linkers on the filament

pair to their thermodynamic binding energy, denoted as ε. This binding energy can

be phenomenologically related to the change in Helmholtz free energy ∆A by the

following form, which contains enthalpic and entropic contributions [70]:

∆A ≈ −ε+ kbT ln

(
vm
vb

)
(3.1)

where vm = V/N is the inverse concentration of N cross-linkers in volume V in

solution. vb can be thought of as the binding site volume of the cross-linker, which

at most physiological concentrations is much smaller than vm. Intuitively from this

equation, one can imagine system entropy is lowered from cross-linker binding as

kbT ln(vm
vb

), but is counter-acted by binding favorability ε.

We assume upon cross-linker binding P∆V ≈ 0 such that we can equate

the change in Helmholtz free energy ∆A to the change in Gibbs free energy ∆G.

Combining Eq. 3.1 with this approximation, and using the classic relation for the

dissociation of a molecule from a binding site KD = e∆G/kbT , one obtains an approx-

imate expression for the dissociation constant KD of cross-linkers in this system in
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terms of their binding energy as

KD ≈
vm
vb
e−ε/kbT . (3.2)

KD can then be related to the stochastic cross-linker reaction constants by KD =

kclu /k
cl
b . Therefore, the concentration of cross-linkers ([L] ∝ 1/vm) as well as cross-

linker bond energy ε influences the binding of cross-linkers to the filament pair in this

description, with linear and exponential dependencies, respectively. In simulation,

we will demonstrate the effects of varying the thermodynamic parameter ε for sets

of fixed kclu . This results in variation in kclb , altering the stochastic dynamics of the

force dipole.

3.2.3 Motor force contribution

Non-muscle myosin II molecules in vivo are assembled into bipolar mini-

filaments, with patches of motor heads radiating outward [144] which then can

(un)bind to neighboring filament segments. Hence, we must consider motor fil-

ament kinetics in our model as a coarse-grained version of a detailed stochastic

process including Nt transient motor heads per side of the mini-filament, coexisting

in a connected bipolar structure. The number of motor heads per side of a mini-

filament is typically Nt ≈ 30 (in total ≈ 60 heads per mini-filament) [20], so it is

reasonable to assume that < 10 of these heads per side could be bound to a single

actin filament simultaneously - we choose Nt = 10 for our simulations, which pro-

duces a mean unbinding time of τ̄mu ≈ 1/s in absence of mechanosensitivity. Since
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tension is released upon unbinding of either side of the bipolar filament, we use this

value as the effective unbinding rate of our coarse-grained description. Therefore,

even with multiple motor filament heads possibly attached to a single actin fila-

ment, the stochastic dynamics of these heads creates a highly transient system of

tension build and release between the filament pair. We leave the description of

our mechanochemical model for these myosin II filaments, which explicitly includes

catch-bond dynamics, to Section B.1.

3.3 Passive force dipoles in one dimension

3.3.1 Numerical results

In the absence of motor filaments, cross-linkers can create a substantial amount

of contractile force in the one-dimensional anti-parallel filament pair against elastic

tethering simply by rectifying Brownian fluctuations which increase filament overlap.

Contraction of the pFD can be quantified in terms of a thermodynamic parameter ε

and kinetic parameter kclu using their previously defined relation. Fig 3.3a shows the

average force generated by the dipole 〈FD〉 = 〈 |F l
t | + |F r

t | 〉 in 250 simulations for

200 s - we denote this time as τlab. We observe a sharply biphasic dependence of gen-

erated force on varying cross-linker binding energies. At low ε, cross-linkers cannot

sustain significant levels of tension between the filaments due to a low occupancy of

the available binding sites, while at high ε, significant kinetic arrest occurs due to

quick saturation of the binding sites, significantly hindering filament motion. While

cross-linkers are able to generate overlap between the filament pair when restoring
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Figure 3.3: a) Average force 〈FD〉 at τlab = 200s for Kt = 0.01 pN/nm, as a
function of cross-linker binding energy ε. The analytically predicted F ss

D according
to the thermodynamic limit in Eq. 3.8 is shown as the black dotted curve, with
the numerical solution to Eq 3.7 as solid black - these solutions diverge at εlab ≈ 6
kbT . This corresponds to the transition τlab � τss caused by increasing binding
strength of cross-links. Increasing speed of unbinding shifts curves to the predicted
thermodynamic limit. Inset displays stochastic trajectories for the same cross-linker
binding energies. b) Log-log plot of the average filament overlap 〈lo〉 versus time for
ε values around εlab shows a linear force-generating regime lo ∝ εt/(1 + v · e−ε/kbT )
followed by a exponential relaxation to steady state lsso − lo ∝ e−t/τss with τss ∝
(1 + v−1eε/kbT )lo/∆. Trajectories above εlab are far from equilibrium at τlab = 200s,
as shown by a significant flattening of the lo vs t curve at long times for increasing
binding energy. Figure is from [93], Copyright 2018 American Physical Society.
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forces are minimal, at most binding energies simulated, they are ineffective against

stiffer springs counteracting the contraction of the pair (Kt = 0.1 pN/nm). This

is due to slippage of the filament pair when cross-linker dissociation occurs, releas-

ing contractile tension between them. Contraction can only be generated in this

case if the binding affinity of the cross-linkers is greater than 10 kbT , which induces

complete arrest of the filament pair upon a single site occupancy.

Essential to the characteristic force production of the pFD is not only the

overall cross-linker affinity ε, which controls the probability of occupancy of the np

sites between the filament pair, but also, crucially, the kinetic rates of binding and

dissociation processes that determine how quickly initially non-equilibrium dynamics

approaches the steady state. The former arise purely from statistical mechanics

principles, as we show below. Accelerating cross-linker binding kinetics in this regard

(i.e. simultaneously increasing kclb and kclu while maintaining binding energy as in

Eq 3.2) shifts resulting force curves upward until saturation is reached for kclu =

10 s−1. This can be thought of as approaching the thermodynamic limit of force

production of the dipole as kclu →∞.

Furthermore, in order to derive a mean-field equation of motion describing the

change in filament overlap over time, it would also be useful to have an analytical

expression for the mean-first passage time of unbinding of n cross-linkers from np

cross-link binding sites on the filament pair, τ̄ clu , since this mean behavior defines

the rate of filament overlap increase, and thus the timescale of relaxation τss of

the contractile element. In our stochastic representation, this is the mean time

of transitioning from the n = 1 to n = 0 state. Surprisingly, this mean-passage-
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time problem is similar to the stochastic dynamics of an ensemble of myosin II

motor heads becoming completely unbound from an actin filament. Recasting this

equation to apply to cross-linker dynamics by replacing the number of motor heads

Nt with the number of possible binding sites np, as well as cross-linker kinetics of

(un)binding, we obtain an expression for the mean-passage-time of complete cross-

linker unbinding:

τ̄ clu ≈
1

kclb np

[(
1 +

kclb
kclu

)np
− 1

]
. (3.3)

On the other hand, the mean binding time (i.e. transition time from n = 0 to

n = 1) is simply τ̄ clb = kclb np. We note that both passage times are fundamentally

dependent on the filament overlap by the definition of np given above. Predictions

of Eq 3.3 show agreement with simulated first-passage times of cross-linkers from

n = 1 to n = 0 at various binding site availabilities.

3.3.2 Deriving a mean-field contraction equation

With this, we can construct an equation of motion describing the observed

stochastic contraction process in terms of the cross-linker’s mean-field energetic

contribution to the filament pair and the resulting elastic restoring forces of the fil-

ament pair. First, in absence of stochastic effects, a thermodynamic driving overlap

force εP cl
o /∆ is expected to result when the filament pair increases their overlap by a

distance ∆, with a probability of occupancy of the binding site P cl
o = kclb /(k

cl
b + kclu ).

Since the motion of the filament pair is hindered if n 6= 0, an effective mean-field
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equation of motion neglecting stochastic force can be written as:

2η
dlo
dt

=
(
ε

∆
P cl
o − 2Ktlo

)
(1− δn), where (3.4)

δn = 0, if n = 0. (3.5)

1, if n 6= 0. (3.6)

Note in this description our equation contains a random state variable δn such that

motion is allowed when there are no cross-linkers bound to the filament pair, and

η = 10−3 pNs/nm is the viscous damping constant of an individual actin filament.

Averaged over many intervals of n = 0 and n 6= 0 states, which is valid under

the assumption that many intervals occur in motion to a new cross-link position

lo ±∆, i.e. η∆2/ε� τ̄ clb + τ̄ clu , the (1− δn) term can be separated from the average

and evaluated explicitly as the probability of the n = 0 state during simulation

to provide a full mean-field solution. This assumption bounds the kinetic rates

considered to τ̄ clu << 1s. We express this probability in terms of the cross-linker

binding energy as P (n = 0|lo) = τ̄ clb /(τ̄
cl
b + τ̄ clu ) = (1 + v−1 exp(ε/kbT ))−lo/∆ with

v = vm/vb. This bears similar resemblance in its form to the statistical mechanics

problem of Langmuir absorption. We now have a final equation of motion, where

we change variables l̃o to indicate the interval-averaged overlap:

2η
dl̃o
dt

=
(
ε

∆
P cl
o − 2Ktl̃o

)
(1 + v−1eε/kbT )−l̃o/∆. (3.7)

This equation predicts a near-linear contractile regime in the short-time limit with

a constant velocity: lo ∝ V cl
o t. This is followed by an exponentially decaying relax-
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ation to steady state lsso − lo ∝ e−t/τss (details of the asymptotic analysis are given

in Section B.3). In general, V cl
o is directly proportional to the bond energy and

occupancy of cross-linkers in absence of non-equilibrium effects, and τss is inversely

proportional to the occupancy of the available binding sites. This is observed in our

simulations with predicted V cl
o ∝ ε/(1 + v · e−ε/kbT ) and τss ∝ (1 + v−1eε/kbT )lo/∆

asymptotic behaviors, as shown in Fig 3.3(b). At infinitely long time, the equation

of motion predicts the steady state overlap,

lsso (ε) =
1

2∆Kt

ε

1 + v · e−ε/kbT
, (3.8)

which is shown in Fig 3.3a as the upper bound of the finite-time solutions which

contain kinetic arrest. This steady-state prediction diverges from measurements

during the laboratory timescale (i.e. τss � τlab) when ε passes a threshold of 6 kbT ,

which we denote as εlab. Therefore, our results indicate the sharp onset of a glass-

like behavior which produces a transition to far-from-equilibrium filament states.

This greatly limits force production of the filament pair when cross-linker affinity

becomes greater than εlab. It is important to note that increasing the cross-link

concentration in solution [L] would linearly increase the stochastic rate constant of

cross-link binding (Eq 3.2), thus altering the onset of contractile behavior described

in Eq 3.7.

This analysis shows that a passively cross-linked filament dipole can produce

low pN scale forces, in agreement with recent works [81, 101, 179, 200], only if the

cross-links are sufficiently favored to bind to the filament pair from the surrounding
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Figure 3.4: The free energy landscape in a force dipole.The total free energy GD is a
summation of cross-link (Gcl) and tether (Ut) contributions. Gcl is a linear function
of overlap and the slope of this line can be thought of as the average free energy
difference per addition of a single binding site in the dipole (since the number of
binding sites np ∝ lo/∆). The dipole’s timescale of approach to steady state overlap
(dipole overlap shown as red dots in G− lo/∆ diagram) is in general an exponential
function of cross-link binding affinity such that a dipole can become kinetically
arrested on the laboratory timescale if ε > εlab, and thus τlab � τss. Otherwise,
the dipole can reach the steady-state free energy minimum overlap lsso . Figure is
from [93], Copyright 2018 American Physical Society.

solution, forming a funneled free-energy landscape with respect to filament overlap

in the force dipole. Despite the manifest non-equilibrium nature of this contrac-

tion process, the stochastic trajectories of the dipole could be well understood by

treating cross-linkers as exerting a mean-field mechanical driving force of thermody-

namic origin. Furthermore, our analysis predicts that this driving force acts to not
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only favor but also eventually arrest filament overlap depending on the nature of

cross-linker binding. A graphical description of this energy landscape with kinetic

restrictions is given in Fig 3.4.

3.4 Active force dipoles in one dimension

3.4.1 Numerical results

We also show a positive feedback mechanism which produces an force am-

plification of the one-dimensional cross-linked filament pair when in the presence

of active fluctuations. As highly transient myosin II motor filaments are added

(the mechanochemical model for motor filaments is outlined in Section B.1) to form

an active force dipole (aFD) in absence of cross-linkers, the frequent unbinding of

the motor filament causes a continual build and release of contractile tension over

the simulation duration, resulting in minimal force generation (≈ 0.3 pN against

Kt = 0.01 pN/nm springs). However, when cross-linkers are present, 3- to 17-fold

amplifications are observed compared to the original forces generated in absence

of the motor filament (Fig 3.5) at an εlab ≈ 5 kbT . This is shifted from the pFD

case, mainly due to myosin II now counter-acting restoring tension in the bound-

ary springs, reducing overall tension on cross-linkers in the overlap region and de-

creasing their effective unbinding rate, consistent with slip-bond feedback. We also

observe an overall sharp increase in transient motor filament force production when

increasing stiffness of external springs, consistent with the myosin II’s catch bond

nature [49,175].
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At higher external stiffness Kt = 0.1 pN/nm, motor filaments alone are more

effective than cross-linkers at generating contractile forces for a range of binding

affinities (ε ≈ 0−10 kbT ) but are still minimally contractile compared to when both

passive and active elements are present, which produces 22 pN of force at peak

binding affinity. The collective behavior of the one-dimensional actomyosin-cross-

linker system is shown in Fig. 3.5b)-c) - a “ratcheting” behavior in which the motor,

although becoming (un)bound frequently, can steadily produce force over the entire

simulation interval, helped by cross-linkers transiently stabilizing filament overlaps.

A graphical summary of this behavior is shown in Fig. 3.5d).

3.4.2 Deriving kinetic behavior of active dipole

It is clear that cross-linker trapping of contractile configurations drastically

affects the dynamics of an actomyosin dipole. To investigate this effect, we defined

in our subsequent analysis two random variables (explicitly dependent on initial fil-

ament overlap) which both quantify a change in overlap between filament pairs in a

single ratcheting cycle: a contraction function χ(lo) in which (n = 0, m = 1) and a

extension function ξ(lo) in which (n = 0, m = 0). Both events terminate when n 6= 0

and have distance units. Then, by collecting the observed overlap change in simula-

tions for each ratcheting cycle, binned by the dipole’s initial overlap, we constructed

an effective inter-filament velocity profile of the aFD, representing the rate at which

overlap increases in the filament pair: Veff (lo) = χ(lo) · ωχ(lo)− ξ(lo) · ωξ(lo), where

ωχ(lo) and ωξ(lo) represent the frequencies of the respective stochastic events from
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simulations. Figure 3.6 shows the simulation results - as binding energy is raised

from ε < εlab to ε ≈ εlab, contractile velocities decrease significantly at low filament

overlaps but become positive at large overlaps due to structural ratcheting, driving

maximal contraction of the force dipole at ε ≈ εlab. In agreement with a transition

to kinetic arrest observed previously, in the regime ε > εlab, contraction events are

efficient and extension events minimal, but filament motion is severely hindered at

large overlaps. This contraction and extension behavior can be reproduced analyt-

ically by averaging over the possible kinetic events of contraction and extension in

the element - this is derived in Section B.4.

Therefore, the energy landscape induced by transient cross-linking in a passive

force dipole was directly observed in the non-equilibrium aFD in our one-dimensional

simulations, although in general the steady state and glassy behavior, unlike the

pFD dynamics, is not analytically tractable. This active driving resulted in an

amplification of contractile forces produced by the dipole, via the ratcheting of

motors on the original funneled energy landscape created by cross-linking. Hence,

passive cross-linking can play an essential role in contractility, even at the scale of

a force dipole containing a single myosin II mini-filament.

3.5 Active force dipoles in three dimensions

3.5.1 MEDYAN simulations

Until now, we have been considering actin filaments in one-dimensional force

dipoles, treating the actin filaments as non-deformable under passive and active mo-
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tion. This is usually a valid assumption for non-muscle myosin II mini-filaments in

an idealized geometry, since motor forces presumably operate under a critical buck-

ling threshold of actin filament segments 2. Motors interacting with deformable actin

filaments and cross-linkers in disordered networks, however, may produce buckling

and shearing at the formed cross-linking junctions, providing a channel for active

stress dissipation. Therefore, we finally consider the more realistic scenario of semi-

flexible actin filaments and cross-linkers interacting in three-dimensional geometries.

To investigate the implications of this mechanical feature, we use the recently

developed MEDYAN active network model [148], built on previous cytoskeletal

modeling efforts in our laboratory [77, 78, 100, 211], to generate an in silico three-

dimensional force dipole. Our setup would correspond to a hypothetical in vitro

dual optical trap experiment. More specifically, this model is comprised of: (1)

two semi-flexible actin filaments, tethered to springs at their plus ends (to represent

optical traps with stiffness Kt as will be discussed), coarse-grained into cylindrical

segments, containing bending and stretching modes and a volume exclusion of pair-

wise segments, and (2) transient passive cross-linkers and active myosin II motor

filaments (both at 1µM) which can diffuse via a stochastic subvolume reaction-

2Assuming a critical buckling force for a cross-linked segment of the form fc ≈ π2kbT lp/L
2

where lp = 17µm for an actin filament [54], and the inter-cross-link distance of the actin filament

network being L = 0.4 µm [50], which is representative of lamellar actin concentrations of 30 µM ,

the estimated critical buckling force for these network segments is 4.3 pN . Assuming ten motor

heads of non-muscle myosin II (isoform A) are available for binding to an actin segment, predictions

for force generation of this small ensemble is well below 5 pN due to the stochastic nature of the

non-processive motor heads [49,175]. We also confirm this in our force dipole simulations
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diffusion scheme and (un)bind to neighboring filament segments, coupling them

mechanically. A simulation snapshot of this setup is given in Fig 3.7. In this simu-

lation protocol, motor filaments can stochastically walk between filament segments

when bound, generating active network stress similar to the one-dimensional model.

The simulation protocol iteratively performs stochastic-reaction diffusion simulation

and equilibrates the resulting mechanical deformations due to localized motor mo-

tion after a set of chemical events. Details of the simulation protocol are given in

Section B.1, with relevant simulation parameters and observables in Table B.1.

As expected, generated force in the three-dimensional dipole is a strong func-

tion of cross-linking affinity, as seen in Fig. 3.7b). Overall, 16 independent trajec-

tories of dipoles were run for varying cross-link energy ε and tether stiffness Kt. An

overall amplification of overlap and tether force generation is observed compared to

the transient motor forces alone at each stiffness (up to 3-fold for Kt = 0.1 pN/nm).

Furthermore, we again see a transition to kinetic arrest as evident by a non-linear

decrease in cross-linker fluctuations at all stiffnesses tested (Fig 3.7c)). On the other

hand, these simulations indicate a noticeable transition to a monotonically saturat-

ing force at high trap stiffness, unlike the one-dimensional case which almost entirely

decays at large bond energies. We attribute this effect to the ability of cross-linked

filaments to rotate from their initial bond position when bound to the anti-parallel

filaments. Because of cross-linker pivoting, myosin II active motion can then open

new possible binding sites by shearing the dipole, without waiting for complete cross-

linker unbinding. In particular, extremely high-affinity cross-linkers can arrest those

short-lived configurational fluctuations, providing a significant increase in sustained
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dipole tension. This overall behavior occurs when the characteristic length scale of

overlap approaches lo ≈ ∆, which corresponds to boundary stiffnesses of Kt = 0.1,

1 pN/nm in our simulation.

3.5.2 Comparison to one-dimensional numerical model

Next, we compare force production observed in our 3D MEDYAN simulations

with the corresponding predictions of the 1D model described above. First, let’s

define the probability of cross-link site occupancy P cl
o = (1 + ve−ε/kbT )−1. A power

law relation can be fit by using the 1D steady-state prediction when ε < εlab, raised

to an arbitrary exponent α:

F ss
D ∝

(
εP cl

o

)α
, (3.9)

where α is obtained by fitting MEDYAN simulation data. In one dimension, α =

1.The power law is shown in Fig. 3.7 and gives exponents of α = 0.4, 0.24, and 0.05

for external stiffnesses of Kt = 0.01, 0.1, 1 pN/nm, respectively. A decrease in α

indicates a transition to a motor-dominated regime of force production due to the

motor’s catch bond nature, as predicted at stiffnesses greater than 1 pN/nm for

myosin IIA [175]. Therefore, dipole contractility is most amplified by cross-linking

when external stiffness is below this threshold.

We also tested whether initial overlap of the actin filament pair, as well as

initial incidence angle (as long as initially within pairwise binding range of myosin

II) have intuitive effects on dipole dynamics. If the actin filaments have some initial
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overlap lio while still initially in a 〈FD〉 = 0 state (starting at t = 0), the overall ten-

sion produced in the dipole on τlab is decreased due to newly available binding sites

causing additional kinetic friction as previously described. Still, these simulations

display characteristics of the passive cross-linker energy landscape and follow a simi-

lar FD vs ε trend. Overall, actomyosin dipoles provide force in an overlap-dependent

manner - this is shown in Fig 3.7d). Incidence angle of filaments, in contrast, has

no effect on their resulting contractile force, since the combination of myosin II and

passive cross-linking drives the filaments to tense anti-parallel orientations relative

to the dual traps, regardless of initial crossing geometry.

In summary, cross-linker deformability in a three dimensional force dipole

results in new channels active stress dissipation, as well as a transition to mono-

tonically saturating forces at high binding energies. Surprisingly, actin filament

deformability had no effect on overall dynamics in our analysis - increasing the

bending modulus of actin filaments four-fold caused no significant changes in force

production at all cross-linker binding energies. This data is not shown for brevity.

3.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we have investigated the ability of a pair of actin filaments to

contract by rectifying thermal and active motions in stochastic models with vary-

ing complexity. The contraction of these elements is essential in understanding the

macroscopic dynamics of cross-linked actin gels undergoing myosin II rearrangement

in non-muscle systems, but differs from the classic sarcomeric contractility mech-
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anisms that neglect passive cross-linkers as potential force producers. We found

that the free energy landscape induced by the favorable binding of passive cross-

linkers can create noticeable contractile force in a one-dimensional filament pair,

however, typically in a biphasic window of binding affinities. This adds a crucial

regime of behavior to the continuum description of Walcott et al., who predicted

a monotonic contractile filament sliding with cross-linker bond energy without this

arrested state [200].

While passive cross-linkers in absence of myosin II in our simulations lead to

force production within the pair of filaments, these forces in general are smaller than

forces generated by myosin II motors. The latter by themselves also become rather

inefficient, however, due to overlap slippage caused by restoring forces when myosin

II transiently dissociates, which is frequent because of their low processivity at low

external stiffness [49, 175]. Hence, in this work, we have discovered that simulta-

neous combination of all three components, namely actin filaments, cross-linkers

with a sufficient binding affinity, and myosin II, can produce a highly contractile

active force dipole due to a stochastic amplification mechanism where cross-linkers

trap contractile states as transient motors (un)bind frequently. Also, importantly,

cross-linker deformability must be considered for a realistic representation of acto-

myosin force dipole dynamics. In particular, myosin II’s ability to actively shear

the dipole and produce additional binding sites without complete cross-linker disso-

ciation generates a specific mode of contraction which is monotonically dependent

on passive cross-linker binding affinity. This should be observed in systems where

the characteristic distance between cross-links is on the same order of magnitude as
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the generated overlap between filaments. Otherwise, cross-linkers’ effect on overlap

generation should be biphasic.

Our simulations give predictions for a possible optical trapping experiment,

similar to [52, 101], but including a dual trap with two actin filaments anchored to

separate beads, which can then transiently interact with cross-linking proteins and

myosin II motor filaments. This setup would measure the time evolution of trap

restoring forces 〈F r
t 〉 and 〈F l

t 〉 upon interacting with motor filaments and cross-

linkers. Mainly, we would predict a strong amplification of the original 〈FD〉 vs [L]

relation (i.e. the passive force dipole force production) when motor filaments are

added to the system, producing force greater than the sum of individual motor and

cross-linker contributions. We also expect to observe a strongly biphasic behavior of

contractile force with respect to variation of concentration [L] or cross-link binding

affinity ε, with a kinetic arrest regime where cross-linker and filament fluctuations

decay exponentially, including shift to monotonic force production at trap stiffnesses

greater than 0.1pN/nm.

While we have chosen to use ε as the main control variable in this paper,

our description can also predict behavior with respect to variation in cross-linker

concentration [L], mainly that in the dual optical trapping experiment, F ss
D ∝ [L]α

at steady state, where α is sub-linear (α = 0.4, 0.24, and 0.05 in our simulations

for Kt = 0.01 − 1 pN/nm). Similarly, we also predict an exponential increase in

relaxation timescales with increasing overlap and cross-linking affinity, in qualitative

agreement with recent experiments by Lansky et al. of exponentially increasing

friction with bound cross-linkers in microtubule assays [101].
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In summary, we have shown that robust contraction can occur in the funda-

mental non-muscle actomyosin building block due to a mechanism arising from the

energetic favoring of increased passive cross-linking, independent of mechanical net-

work symmetry breaking (i.e. buckling of filaments as previously shown [128,171]).

Overall, we envision a disordered actomyosin network to be comprised of highly

contractile pFD’s and aFD’s, where the emergent contractility of an entire network,

in general, is not a linear combination of dipole-like contractions in the comprising

elementary units. In this case, the relative importance of these elements should

be largely determined by boundary conditions and steady-state network micro-

structures. It will be an interesting continuation of this study to investigate those

non-linear emergent behaviors in more realistic three-dimensional environments us-

ing the dipole theory presented.
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Figure 3.5: a) Variation of average dipole force 〈FD〉 produced on τlab = 200s
shows similar biphasic behavior compared to a pFD, but is amplified greatly due to
the presence of the stochastic motor against a 0.01 pN/nm tether. Amplifications
from the transient motor force are shown (≈ 0.3 pN). Inset shows the effect of
varying external stiffness of the diplole Kt for a fixed kclu = 1/s. The catch-bond
nature of myosin II is apparent in the overall increase in generated force at high
stiffness. b) Stochastic force production of the dipole at ε = 5 kbT shows a step-like
approach to steady state. Increasing kinetic rates maximize overlap generated on
τlab. c) The corresponding state trajectory of the same force dipole with kclu = 0.1/s,
which correspond to contraction and extension events in b). m = 0, 1 represents the
unbound and bound states of the motor, respectively. n = 0 and n 6= 0 represent
the cross-linker state. d) The proposed ratcheting process in an active force dipole.
(1) The process starts at a stable configuration n 6= 0. The motor can be either
bound or unbound (m = 0 or +1). (2) Cross-linkers then unbind from the dipole
(n = 0). If m = +1, a contraction event occurs, contracting the filaments to a new
overlap lfo > lio. (3) If m = 0, an extension event occurs in which the filaments
lose overlap such that lfo < lio. (4) Cross-linkers re-bind (n 6= 0), stabilizing the lfo
achieved in (1)-(3) - in a contracted or extended configuration. This process repeats
as pairwise overlap is created between the anti-parallel pair, generating contractile
force. Figure is from [93], Copyright 2018 American Physical Society.
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Figure 3.6: Effective inter-filament velocity in the one-dimensional active force dipole
as a function of pairwise overlap, with kclu = 10/s against Kt = 0.01 pN/nm tethers.
This plot can be interpreted as the contractile force-velocity relation of the structural
element, since pairwise filament overlap lo is directly proportional to the restoring
force on filaments due to external tethers. The effective inter-filament velocity of the
dipole (i.e. the rate at which filament overlap increases) is calculated by combining
the change in overlap and frequency of contraction and extension events: Veff (lo) =
χ(lo) · ωχ(lo) − ξ(lo) · ωξ(lo). Cross-linking in an optimal range amplifies forces
produced by the dipole and is apparent in the effective contractile velocity of the
filament pair at large overlaps. χ(lo) and ξ(lo) are also shown in the inset. Analytic
approximations for the expected value of these events are showed as filled lines.
Figure is from [93], Copyright 2018 American Physical Society.
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Figure 3.7: a) A schematic of the three-dimensional MEDYAN simulation setup,
very similar to the one-dimensional model shown in Fig 4.1. Two filaments (red),
now containing three-dimensional bending and stretching modes, are oriented to
that their plus ends (xpl = (0, 0, 0) µm and xpr = (4, 0, 0) µm, respectively at t = 0)
are connected to elastic, stationary tethers at xtl and xtr (initially xpl,r = xtl,r). As
contraction is produced by myosin II filaments (blue) walking towards the plus ends
of each actin filament, cross-linkers (green) and actin filaments can bend and stretch
according to polymer potentials outlined in Chapter 2. b) The averaged dipole force
after 200s, 〈FD〉, is shown as a function of ε. The steady-state data follows the
power laws F ss

D ∝ (εP cl
o )α where α = 0.4, 0.24, and 0.05, respectively for increasing

Kt. The probability of a single site occupancy P cl
o is given by (1 + ve−ε/kbT )−1. A

diminishing effect of cross-linker ratcheting is explained by myosin II’s ability to
increase its binding lifetime under stress, allowing for more stable walking and force
generation at Kt = 1 pN/nm. c) Fluctuations of bound cross-linkers (defined as
σn/〈n〉 = 〈n − 〈n〉〉/〈n〉) shows a sharp onset of kinetic arrest at ε = εlab, similar
to the one-dimensional case. d) Average dipole force produced for varying initial
overlap lio = 1000, 500, 200, 0 nm, with lio = 0 as the top curve. Increasing initial
overlap lio will decrease contractile force produced in simulation (τlab = 200s) due to
kinetic friction.Figure is from [93], Copyright 2018 American Physical Society.
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Chapter 4: Moving to a disordered network

This chapter is adapted from: James Komianos and Garegin Papoian.“Passive and Active Cross-

linking Provides the Dual Mechanisms of Actomyosin Contractility”. In preparation (2018)

4.1 The contractility problem in three dimensions

As we have discussed throughout the previous chapters, actomyosin is able

to produce contractility in a wide variety of disordered structures which lack sar-

comeric polarity organization. Most work that we have reviewed points to three

constituent proteins being essential in this process: actin filaments, providing the

“molecular scaffold” for force generation, active myosin II motors, which cross-link

and pull pairwise actin filaments in a directional manner to create “force dipoles”,

and passive cross-linkers, which cross-link at typically shorter ranges than myosin II

and have been proposed to propagate forces throughout a network. Understanding

the molecular interactions of these disordered systems and their phase transitions is

of great importance to many areas of biomedical research, where motor and cross-

linking deficiencies can promote a variety of abnormal cell behaviors [133].

Many theories have been introduced to answer why disordered actomyosin

is robustly contractile in vivo, all suggesting a symmetry breaking mechanism in
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actomyosin force dipoles which can transmit tensile forces and not compressive

ones at the network level. Mainly, actin filament buckling under compressive loads

[103, 128, 156, 171], myosin II deformation [103] and rotation to stable contractile

configurations [40] and the role of actin filament treadmilling in reorganizing actin

structures [117, 137] have been proposed to accomplish this task. It has also been

shown analytically that a free energy gradient created by passive cross-linker bind-

ing can cause filaments to favor overlap in the absence of motors [179, 200], which

could provide a thermodynamically driven symmetry breaking mechanism. Being

interested in this particular phenomenon, we developed an analytical and computa-

tional model of a tethered force dipole, and found when a highly transient myosin II

motor is present in a sufficiently favorable free energy gradient, many pN of tension

can be produced by the motor ratcheting on the original cross-linker landscape [93].

While one can imagine such a mechanism could tune the phases of contractility in

a disordered network, we still have little understanding of how a disordered system

of those dipoles can organize in three-dimensional space and subsequently develop

network-level mechanical tension. This collective process may be telescopic in na-

ture on an in vitro length scale (tens of µm), with contractile velocity scaling with

area [110] or bundle length [182]. In a small enclosed volume such as the cytokinetic

furrow or actin cortex (2 − 5µm), however, we also should consider the diffusiv-

ity of force dipoles and subsequent inter-dipole aggregation must be investigated in

contributing to network organization.

To begin to answer this question, it is also helpful to explicitly consider the

nature of macroscopic contractile behavior in many works. Actomyosin network
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contractility has been studied in vitro as mostly an inward, geometric collapse of

actomyosin networks with no tethering to external substrates [4, 12, 48, 89, 90, 171].

Other works have described contractility in reconstituted networks as the production

of tensile force against such mechanical constraints [128,182]. Likewise, in modeling

actomyosin contractility, many studies measure negative normal stress produced by

a disordered network on stiff boundary conditions [40, 82, 103] whereas some study

free-boundary, aggregative processes [102, 203, 204], even in full or partial periodic

boundary conditions [82, 176]. While all of these networks are “contractile” in a

broad sense, to investigate the detailed emergence of contractility and its require-

ments, a clear differentiation must be made between geometric collapse, which may

require minimal internal dipole tension, and tension generation against an external

resistance. We must consider that an actin network may require various sets of

cross-linking components to achieve both types of contractility. This consideration

will resolve an accurate phase map of all possible modes of contractile behavior,

since it is likely that both mechanisms are harnessed by a cell, such as when free

networks are developed by cofilin severing actin filaments [139, 155], or when actin

filaments are highly tethered by linkers to a membrane in the cortex area [160].

Using the distinction presented, in this Chapter, we describe a phase diagram

elucidating the dual mechanisms of actomyosin contractility and their dependence

on cross-linker affinity, motor driving, and boundary tethering conditions. Our

main result is that the combinations of cross-linking included in a network, passive

or active, can directly tune these dual mechanisms. In particular we will show

that active force dipoles containing uni-directional myosin II are not necessarily
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needed to induce large-scale geometric collapse of an actin network if passive cross-

linking is present. However, these force dipoles are essential in generating network

tension against external tethering to hard-wall boundaries, with added consequence

of super-diffusive dipole motion and network geometric expansion. Comparing the

contractile behaviors in each part of the phase diagram, we display the properties

of a contractile energy landscape created by passive cross-linking in the disordered

network, closely following the dipole energy landscape derived in [93].

4.2 Disordered network setup

We use the MEDYAN active network model [148], as shown in Fig 4.1, to gen-

erate an in silico actomyosin network containing the essential components involved

in actomyosin contraction: (1) dynamically polymerized and semi-flexible actin fila-

ments, coarse-grained into cylindrical segments, containing bending and stretching

modes and a novel volume exclusion of segments, (2) passive cross-linkers that can

stochastically bind and unbind to pairwise filament segments within 35 ± 5nm

and (3) active motors, kinetically modeled as transient, uni-directional non-muscle

myosin II, can stochastically, bind, unbind, and walk between filament segments

within 200 ± 20nm, generating network stress. All cross-linkers and motors are

represented as harmonic bonds between actin cylinders, with binding, unbinding

and walking governed by a Gillespie stochastic simulation algorithm [64]. As in

recent modeling efforts [148], to represent the stochastic (un)binding dynamics of

motors which are in reality coarse-grained mini-filaments with a number of individ-
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ual motor heads, we again use a simplified version of the Parallel Cluster Model of

Erdmann et al. [49] as in Chapters 2 and 3. This mechanochemical model takes

into account the transient nature of small myosin II filaments, as well as explicit

catch-bond nature of actin-myosin bond [68,95].

Figure 4.1: Actomyosin contractility investigated using MEDYAN computer sim-
ulations. In the model, semi-flexible actin polymers (red) can be reversibly linked
by passive cross-linkers (green) with kinetic rates kclu and kclb and displaced by ac-
tive myosin II motors (blue) which walk along filaments with velocity vw and can
reversibly (un)bind with rates kmu and kmb . The separation between binding sites for
both active and passive molecules on actin filaments is ∆ = 21nm. Mechanochem-
istry of cross-linkers and motors closely follows previous work [93]. Mechanical de-
formations produced by local motor motion adiabatically follow stochastic chemical
reactions as they occur. All simulation details are given in Supplemental Informa-
tion.

The MEDYAN simulation protocol iteratively performs stochastic-reaction

diffusion simulation and equilibrates the resulting mechanical deformations, due to

localized motor motion, after a set of chemical events. Details of the simulation

protocol are given in Appendix and details of mechanochemical models used in our

work are given in [93]. All disordered actomyosin networks were simulated for τsim =
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1000s in a cubic 27 µm3 enclosed reaction-diffusion volume with steric boundary

repulsion using 12 µM actin monomers and 400 initial filaments, 1 µM cross-linkers,

and 2 µM myosin II, where the latter are coarse-grained as bipolar mini-filaments

with Nt = 30 heads per side. In general, most networks reach steady state (or kinetic

arrest in some phases) after 700s (indicated by saturating Rg, number of cross-linkers

bound ncl and σw vs. t), where we subsequently perform our analysis. For each

chemical configuration of cross-linking, motor activity, and boundary conditions,

4 independent trajectories were run. Configuration output, including coordinates

of all reacting elements and compartments of species are output every ts = 5s of

simulation time. Together, approximately 150, 000 hours of computing time were

used on Maryland’s Deepthought2 cluster for these simulations.

4.3 Geometric collapse.

First we focus on conditions required for geometric collapse in an actin network

with no tethering to its boundaries. This will describe the first half of the phase

diagram. Initially we expect that geometric collapse in such a configuration should

depend strongly on the strength of cross-linking, and spontaneous overlap formation

of actin filaments should be biphasic in nature with respect to that parameter [93].

So, a good parameter choice is ε, the binding energy of passive cross-linkers, which

relates to the stochastic on-off rates in simulation as KD =
koff
kon

= vb
vm
e−ε/kbT [93].

We use a fixed koff = 1/s and molecular constants vb to represent the approximate

bound volume of the cross-link to actin and vm = V/N to represent the monomer
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volume in solution. The form presented takes into account entropic and enthalpic

contributions of the cross-linker’s free energy of binding.

A strong first-order transition to geometric collapse exists in simulation data

for increasing ε. We measure the contraction of the network by its radius of gyration:

Rn
g =

〈
(ri−rnGC)2

〉
, where rnGC represents the geometric center of mass for the entire

network of actin, and averaging occurs at steady state τss = 700s. This transition

follows the power law Rg ∝ ε0.66 as shown in Fig 4.2. Looking more closely at the

individual polymer radius of gyration Rp
g, defined as the average radius of gyration of

a single polymer chain in the network, there is a noticeable transition at ε = 6kbT to

buckled filaments. Together this shows significant contraction by favorable filament

sliding before this threshold (for example, at 6 kbT , Rg had decreased by 25 percent

while Rp
g decreased by under 2 percent). Beyond the transition point, motors are

able to further buckle filaments into highly aggregated three-dimensional states,

with saturation of Rn
g and Rp

g at high cross-linker affinities. For the duration of

the chapter we will use εlab ≈ 6kbT as in Chapter 3 to represent the energetic

contribution of cross-linking which creates buckled networks at τss = 700s. This

transition to kinetically arrested structures can also be observed in the development

of long-range displacement correlations above εlab as shown in Γ(r,∆t) (calculation

and plots are shown in Fig C.4).

The requirements for geometric collapse of free-boundary actomyosin can be

further tested using non-physiological bi-directional motors which walk in either plus

or minus end direction on actin filaments as opposed to the physiologically motivated

uni-directional motor. In our simulation setup, bi-directional motors include the
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Figure 4.2: Actomyosin geometric collapse with free boundaries as a function of
cross-linker binding energy ε. Left: Snapshots (at t = 1000s) of various steady-state
configurations with bi- and uni-directional motors. Uni-directional motors are able
to produce aster structures if run to t = 2000s when ε < εlab, where Rn

g changes
minimally after 1000s. Center: Network radius of gyration Rn

g as a function of ε for
bi- and uni-directional motors at steady state. Both types of motor driving give a
power law Rn

g ∝ ε−0.66 in the regime ε < εlab. Inset shows strong transition from
radially polar to non-polar structure observed at εlab. Right: Individual polymer Rp

g

as a function of ε. A transition to buckling at εlab is found for the uni-directional
motor case, which differs significantly from bi-directional motor architecture.

same mechanochemical models for catch bond and stall velocity behavior (in both

stepping directions). While losing the “sarcomeric”-like organization of force dipoles

provided by uni-directional motors, a similar Rn
g contraction pattern results in the

bi-directional motor case following the power law ε−0.66 in Fig 4.2. This contractility

also occurs in absence of significant buckling events (less than five percent decrease

in Rp
g for all chemical configurations). A divergence in the collapsed structure above

the defined εlab, however, arises due to the inability of bi-directional motors to buckle

filaments via sustained directional stepping. In all, we have displayed that if motors

are sufficiently transient, collapse is similar with bi-directional and uni-directional

motors when ε < εlab. A divergence in collapsing behavior at εlab is also apparent
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in both the g(r) pairwise density distributions for the network of cylinders in both

motor cases (calculation and plots are shown in Fig C.4).

The last consideration for a network with free boundaries is the polarity or-

ganization of resulting microstructures. To measure polarity organization we define

a polarity measure p based on the normal direction ni from minus to plus end of

the ith cylinder p =
〈
ni · nr

〉
where nr is a radial vector from the center of the vol-

ume outward to the cylinder point. Overall, structures developed by uni-direcitonal

motors have strong polarity as observed in p (Fig 4.2) when ε < εlab, as compared

to bi-directional motor driving which cannot organize filament polarity. This is in-

tuitive since uni-directional motors can migrate towards actin filament plus ends.

However, we notice that full polarity organization is on a different timescale than

the highly aggregative processes observed around εlab and above. If run for 2000s

simulation time, which is achievable in our framework when ε < εlab, actomyosin

networks form nearly perfect aster structure with minimal radius of gyration change

from the original τsim = 1000s (shown as snapshot in Fig 4.2).

4.4 Network tension.

It is clear that networks can geometrically collapse with uni- or bi-directional

motors if sufficient passive cross-linking is present. How does the nature of con-

tractility change when the filament network is tethered to its boundaries? Gener-

ation of tension against such a boundary may rely on a different mechanism be-

yond the geometric collapse of a network. To test tethered boundary conditions
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and its dependence on motor driving and ε in the next half of the phase diagram,

we ran another set of simulations, attaching any filament end within 250 nm of a

boundary after 10s of simulation time. Filament ends denoted as xi, are pinned

to their instantaneous positions x0
i by elastic tethers with a restraining potential

Uwall = Kt
2

(xi − x0
i )

2. We use a tether stiffness Kt = 1pN/nm. This restraining

potential on all tethered filament ends is then included in mechanical equilibration

of the network following stochastic chemical dynamics. As tension is created in the

elastic tethers, a total (normal) contractile stress exerted by the network can be

calculated as σw = 1
A

∑Nt
i=1 Kt(xi − x0

i ) · nis where Nt is the number of initialized

tethers at t = 10s, nis is a normal vector of the corresponding surface (pointing

inward) connected to the tether, and A = 54µm2 is the total surface area of the

enclosed simulation volume.

A main result from our recent work [93] was that passive cross-linking in

absence of motor activity should produce a “passive” dipole force FD ∝ εP cl
o in a pair

of tethered actin filaments, where P cl
o = (1+ vm

vb
·e−ε/kbT )−1 represents the probability

of occupancy for a single pairwise binding site [93]. This relation represents that for a

distance between cross-links ∆ a filament pair experiences a mean-field driving force

of thermodynamic nature εP cl
o /∆. So, we expect that tension generation in a bi-

directional motor network should also be strongly dependent on cross-linker energy.

Plotting the steady-state wall stress as a function of cross-linking energy, we obtain

a near-linear power laws σw ∝ ε in the bi-directional motor case. While a strong

agreement with our prediction, the power law is independent of P cl
o . This could

likely due to an overall network fluidity and loss of dipole organization compared
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to one dimension, disallowing resolution of single dipole interactions. But, overall,

dipole contractility based on the energetic contribution of cross-linker binding is

manifested in the disordered network.

Figure 4.3: Network tension generated by tethered-boundary actomyosin. Left:
Snapshots of networks under 1pN/nm boundary constraints of periphery filaments
for varying ε. Bi-directional motors produce significant actin reorganization and
bundling in the center of the simulated volume, compared to uni-directional motors
which expand to boundaries at all ε simulated. Inset on the right shows Rn

g for both
networks, displaying significant geometric expansion in the uni-directional motor
case. Right: Average wall stress σavgw at steady state as a function of ε. A dependence
on ε is observed for both types of motor driving (σw ∝ ε1.4 and σw ∝ ε1.02), in
agreement with a derived energy landscape driving force dipole tension [93].

Last we compare the bi-directional vs uni-directional tension generation in a

tethered-boundary network. By our previous work there should be a large ampli-

fication of the original passive dynamics at a similar transition energy when using

uni-directional motors. Uni-directional motors at all ε are able to produce up to

a three-fold increase in contractile stress generated in τsim in comparison to bi-

directional motor filaments. This occurs in absence of difference in average walk
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length or bound time of motor (distributions of these variables at steady-state shown

in Fig C.1). A power law σw ∝ ε1.4 is obtained in this case, showing similar transition

energy compared to bi-directional motors. Along with increased force generation

by an apparent ratcheting mechanism of the uni-directional motor-cross-linker sys-

tem [93], networks driven by uni-directional motors significantly expanded within

the boundary geometrically and do not display collapse. This would be initially

difficult to deem as contractile without differentiating between mechanical tension

production and geometric collapse. In this case, while boundary dipoles are mostly

constrained by tethering, interior dipoles that are not tethered can be super-diffusive

and expand to boundaries for overall geometric expansion of the network. Super-

diffusive MSD values of actin filaments in the uni-directional motors are shown in

Fig 4.4. In comparison, no geometric expansion nor collapse is observed in these

bi-directional motor systems and MSD values indicate a passive diffusive process of

bundle generation. This is also plotted in Fig 4.4.

4.5 Discussion

Our main question in this work was how can actomyosin force dipoles organize

to produce the dual mechanisms of contractility, identified as geometric collapse and

tension generation. The phase diagram constructed for our simulations representing

these mechanisms is shown in Fig 4.5. The main factors involved are cross-linking

energy (ε), motor directionally (UD/BD), and boundary tethering (FB/TB). In par-

ticular, under free boundary conditions uni-directional motors can aid but are not
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Figure 4.4: Mean-square displacement of actin filaments for various cross-linking
energies in a tethered-boundary network. The same color scheme for uni-directional
and bi-directional motor motion are used. Actin filament MSD values are calculated
as
〈
∆r2(t)

〉
=
〈
[ri(t)− ri(0)]2

〉
. When uni-directional motors are present, networks

can remain super-diffusive due to interior dipole super-diffusion. In the case of
bi-directional motors, ratcheting cannot occur and networks remain diffusive.

needed in such a passively driven collapse mechanism unless kinetic arrest is present

ε > εlab. However, when tethering of boundary filaments occurs, uni-directional

motors are required for a ratcheting mechanism [93]. A consequence of this ratchet-

ing is that interior dipoles become super-diffusive, providing an expansive network

geometry within the enclosed volume. Together, in all parts of the phase diagram,

networks contracted following an energy landscape due to cross-linking, derived as

the free energy gradient of pairwise filament overlap [93]. As a supplement, we also

have simulated variations in bending modulus of actin filaments to test the contribu-

tions of a buckling mechanism [105,128,182] in tension generation as well as collapse

of a network with static cross-linking which is assumed by a recent model [48]. We

have shown that static cross-linker connectivity can create an altered phase behavior

with respect to cross-linker presence, indicating an importance of transient linkages

creating a favorable landscape for overlap formation. These cases are both shown
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in Fig C.2.

Based on this analysis, we propose an in vitro oil drop experiment to confirm

our simulation results with respect to the predicted phase behavior as a function of

cross-link binding energy ε, or somewhat equivalently of cross-linker concentration.

This experiment could prepare an actomyosin network with cross-linking and uni-

directional myosin II motors in a capillary between two drops of oil as done with a

cytoskeletal extract in [12]. We believe it is essential that these motors be non-muscle

myosin II mini-filaments due to significantly differing kinetics between non-muscle

and muscle filament assemblies. In this experiment, one could alter the stiffness

of the oil droplet surface by modulating its solvent composition, similar to our in

silico setup when adding tethering to boundaries. In the stiff boundary case one

could then obtain the Laplace pressure of this oil and water interface as a function

of ε by measuring its overall curvature. In particular, we expect the predictions

Rg ∝ ε0.66 under near-zero resistance and σw ∝ ε1.4 under significant resistance to

hold if cross-linker kinetics is varied in accordance with our derived expression. If

filaments are tracked using super-resolution fluorescence microscopy methods during

this experiment, we should observe a biphasic filament velocity dependence on ε

(shown in Fig C.5).

It is worth addressing the lack of biphasic contractility in our simulations, com-

pared to other in vitro [12, 48, 89] results, and even our own analytically-motivated

study of a single force dipole [93], showing that cross-linking beyond a certain thresh-

old value inhibits overall contractility of actomyosin. In this study, we found that

contractility is robustly monotonic with respect to cross-linker binding strength,
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Figure 4.5: Phase diagram actomyosin contractility mechanisms constructed from
disordered network simulations. The main axes of the diagram are cross-linking
energy (ε), motor directionally (UD/BD), and boundary tethering (FB/TB). Front:
Free-boundary regions of the diagram display similarity between bi- and uni-
directional dynamics under εlab, with the latter developing polar aster structures.
Above εlab networks with either motor condition collapse, and uni-directional motors
are able to buckle filaments into highly collapsed structures. Back: In tethered-
boundary networks, disparity in contractile behavior with respect to motor direc-
tionality occurs due to a dipole ratcheting mechanism of the uni-directional motor.
This super-diffusive behavior creates net network expansion and highly increased
tension. Bi-directional motors in the tethered case produce an aggregating process
with moderate tension generation.
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except (marginally) for the bi-directional motor case under free boundary condi-

tions. This could be related to the difference in length scales when comparing in

silico vs in vitro studies. One could imagine that our simulations are well below

the length scales to observe percolation transitions [5], and on length scales com-

parable to a single actin filament, a network can always robustly collapse by the

forced unbinding of cross-linkers by local motor motion. This may not be possible

in larger macro-scale connected structures that have many inter-connected filament

units. But, since we predict that ≈ 3µm contractile clusters would have polar struc-

ture when ε < εlab and not otherwise, the subsequent contraction of sub-domains at

larger length scales (10µm or above) could in fact be biphasic - when transitioning

through εlab, polarity of local clusters would become disordered, thus eliminating

all anti-parallel filaments connecting those clusters. This must be investigated with

larger simulations of disordered actomyosin.

While little quantitative study exists in in vivo with regard to variation in

cross-linking properties altering actin microstructure of live cells, mutations of actin

cross-linking proteins have produced monotonically altered cellular stress responses

using traction microscopy [9, 46]. Experiments of this nature will be interesting to

study in future work, possibly using a detailed membrane and focal adhesion model

combined with the actomyosin phase behavior presented. Biphasic contractility with

respect to cross-linking strength, however, to the best of our knowledge, has not been

observed in vivo. To deepen our understanding of the dynamics of these complex

cytoskeletal systems, our modeling should be improved to include realistic effects of

actomyosin contractile behavior from both a biochemical and physical perspective.
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This includes accurately studying the kinetics of non-muscle myosin II assemblies

in vitro, modeling the effects of specific biochemical regulators of the actin and

motor filament complexes in vivo, as well as hydrodynamic effects of filament motion

which may produce altered microstructures and dynamics in actomyosin aggregates.

Finally, time-resolved super-resolution imaging of individual actin filaments inside a

cell along with in vitro work will lead to deeper insights into intra-cellular dynamics.
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Chapter 5: Final discussion and outlook

In this thesis we have considered the physical modeling of complex actomyosin

processes and their emergent behaviors. The need for a cytoskeletal modeling frame-

work which contained truly mechanochemical coupling for its constituent filaments,

including cytosolic reaction-diffusion and polymer mechanics, was clear and we hope

that our simulation framework MEDYAN fits this need (summarized in Chapter 2

discussion). This has allowed us to consider a number of phenomenon that would

have not been possible otherwise, including actomyosin polarity alignment tran-

sitions due to the interplay of filament treadmilling and motor activity and the

emergence of contractility due to transient cross-linking. Along with the research

presented in this work, the MEDYAN framework as a software package has been

developed and documented for easy use by cytoskeletal researchers. Since its in-

ception in 2016, it has been used by researchers at the University of Maryland,

Rice University, Georgia State University, and Ohio State University. The codebase

currently has over 15 active branches to develop new cytoskeletal simulation tools

and analysis. We hope that the framework will be used to study many cytoskeletal

systems, including microtubule networks and intermediate filament systems along

with the already shown actin-based microstructures.
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In the future, efforts to advance MEDYAN could mainly focus on membrane

morphology and the coupling of a membrane with focal adhesions to approach mod-

eling full cellular structures such as contracting motile cells. Focal adhesions are

heterogeneous protein structures, connected in the cell interior to actomyosin bun-

dles, which regulate force transmission to the extracellular matrix as well as help

in sensing environmental stiffness [61, 76]. While traction forces on a substrate can

be measured in motile cells, it is typical that overall motility of a cell and traction

forces has no simple correlation to actin or focal adhesion density [69]. Modeling

such mechanochemical structures in MEDYAN can take steps in uncovering this

black box. For this type of advanced modeling, membrane deformation due to the

actin cytoskeleton must be accurately performed, while also enforcing a rigorous

exclusion among actin filaments, the membrane surface, and focal adhesion sites.

Crossing of those elements, similar to the problem of non-crossing among pairwise

actin filaments, could occur readily during polymerization of a leading edge into

the membrane or filament buckling in the focal adhesion site. Members of our lab

(Haoran Ni and Aravind Chandrasekaran) have recently begun a coarse-grained

membrane model and focal adhesion model for MEDYAN to pursue simulations of

this nature.

For many future scientific goals computational complexity will be an issue,

and continual modeling improvements will be made to implement efficient algo-

rithms for the complex assembly and dynamics of cytoskeletal filaments. In par-

ticular, GPU computing can speed up many-particle computations involved during

mechanical equilibrations and volume exclusion calculations. Recently a member
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of our lab (Aravind Chandrasekaran) has used GPU computing to parallelize the

original mechanics equilibrations of MEDYAN, achieving over 100+ fold speedup

in large actomyosin networks containing components presented in this work. This

will allow for timescales achievable to observe in vivo actomyosin processes on the

order of 5-10 µm in length for the simulated domain. We believe with this addition

have out-reached the timescales of many other competing actomyosin modeling ap-

proaches [48,82,132,176], still on a single CPU core. Of course beyond computational

efficiency, to represent accurate cellular dynamics in a general cytoskeletal network,

hydrodynamics of the assemblies may also need to be considered along with mem-

brane and filament deformations. This is conceivable to combine with MEDYAN

by using Lattice-Boltzmann particle streaming methods interacting with cylindrical

actin filament segments, or by adopting a Langevin-based polymer scheme as in

other works [82,132]. An excluded volume model of myosin II and its true dumbbell

structure along with actin might also allow for more realistic modeling of bundles

and dense, kinetically arrested assemblies. With these additions, we will be able

to approach the morphological modeling of full live cells with all main cytoskeletal

components in 3-5 years.

We believe that the emergence of contractility in disordered actomyosin based

on cross-linker free energy gradients (summarized in Chapter 3 and 4 discussions)

is a plausible mechanism to occur inside cells. This mechanism relies on the abil-

ity of cross-linkers, through binding and unbinding processes, to create a funneled

landscape towards overlapped filament states. This can then be amplified by motor

filaments walking transiently on actin, generating a collective ratcheting mechanism
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against external tethering. As shown in a disordered network in Chapter 4, along

with reorganization and expansion of a ratcheting network, this mechanism can also

induce the geometric collapse of networks against free boundary conditions, depen-

dent on the same landscape. In the future, other passive forces merit consideration

in an actin network as well, including entropic forces as shown in microtubule net-

works [101]. But, this must be considered carefully in actin networks due to the

helicity of actin filaments, which may disallow cross-linker diffusion between bind-

ing sites. Overall, based on our theory, there are some testable predictions for the

force generation and organization of actomyosin-cross-linker networks when con-

trolling cross-linking. To test our simulation results, in vitro actomyosin networks

can be setup with short actin filaments (under 1.5 µm) and non-muscle myosin

II (mini-filaments of 28-30 heads explicitly) to explicitly recreate 1) the alignment

mechanisms presented in Chapter 2, possibly at various concentrations of capping

proteins which would alter turnover rate of filaments and 2) the force produced by

actomyosin when altering concentrations of cross-linker, first in an optical trapping

setup with two filaments, or oil-drop disordered network experiment as presented

in Chapters 3 and 4. This should be done using PALM/STORM super-resolution

methods [16, 209] to accurately resolve filament microstructure and motions within

a few nm. We would hope that future studies could investigate the dynamics of

non-muscle myosin II mini-filaments on a molecular level further as well, also using

more optical trapping experiments to measure mini-filament force generation and

residence times to input into our coarse-grained stochastic models.

We finally briefly discuss outstanding questions related to the dynamics of an
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actomyosin network. Recently it has been found that phase separation of myosin

isoforms in an actomyosin occurs in many cell types [92, 167,191]. This mechanism

of phase separation in an actomyosin network has been shown to organize the polar-

ity of cells in motility, and when myosin IIB is inhibited, motility is halted and cells

tend to significantly decrease their projection area as recently shown by Shutova

et al [166]. We have studied this using MEDYAN in the past year, demonstrat-

ing the ability for kinetic variations in myosin II isoforms to produce altered actin

microstructures, which is testable in vitro. But, kinetic behavior or mechanosensitiv-

ity differences, even in mixtures of myosin IIA/IIB in simulation, could not produce

phase separating behavior in our in silico experiments. Based on these mostly nega-

tive results, we believe that a plausible mechanism for the phase separation of these

networks is copolymerization of myosin II isoforms into heterogeneous filaments as

suggested by Shutova and Svitkina [166]. This hypothetically occurs due to the

fast recycling of myosin IIA at the cell front while myosin IIB sustains attachment

to rear-ward flowing actin bundles. This copolymerization will be explored with

MEDYAN in the near future when combining with membrane mechanics and focal

adhesion models. In recent work we have coded the functionality of heterogeneous

myosin II polymerization into our simulation framework.

Another interesting consequence of the non-equilibrium nature of actomyosin

is the ability to form pulsatile contractions in vivo. For example, it has been shown

that pulsing contractions are responsible for many types of signaling in tissue mor-

phogenesis [10,116]. The type of motor driving directly affects pulsatile contraction,

as myosin IIA is necessary for pulsatile behavior and not IIB [10]. Physically, it is
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plausible that the combination of myosin II activity and actin filament turnover

produces pulsatile contractions due to cycles of contraction, filament disassembly

and subsequent formation of new filaments. Along with investigating the phase

separating of myosin IIA/IIB inside cells, we hope to uncover pulsatile contractile

behaviors with our modeling approach. To fully model this type of system, recent

membrane modeling efforts may need to be included, as well as adhesion models to

link actomyosin assemblies to it in a realistic manner - it is possible that collective

mechanosensing between cells and reorganization of actin networks plays a large role

in this pulsatility. In general, the ability of cells to form actomyosin microstructures

that result in such non-linear behaviors will be of interest to researchers in the near

future.
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Appendix A: Supporting information for Chapter 2

A.1 Model details.

A.1.1 Chemical model details.

Simulation space is divided into discrete compartments, with the Kuramoto

length chosen in a similar manner as recent work [77]. We do not consider mechanical

interactions between diffusing chemical species, or their exact positions within the

compartments. The compartment size is fixed throughout the simulation. The

polymers in the system do not move or slip in the simulation space unless acted on

by an external force, which is controlled by the potentials outlined in the Mechanical

Model. All reactions are chosen and controlled by the Gillespie algorithm [64, 65].

Diffusion (and other forms of transport), polymerization, capping, and branching

nucleation reactions occur as in previous work [77, 78, 100, 210, 212]. The chemical

reactions new to the MEDYAN model are outlined below:

• If we denote L and M as cross-linker and motor species, respectively, the

binding and unbinding reactions can be described as follows:

P1 + P2 + L↔ P1LP2, and (A.1)
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P1 + P2 +M ↔ P1MP2, (A.2)

where P1 and P2 are both polymers. Both equations A.1 and A.2 assume

that the polymers are within the reaction range of this cross-linker or motor

species.

• A motor can walk along either polymer it is bound to with the following form:

Mn ↔Mn+1, (A.3)

where n denotes the binding site on the polymer. This implicitly assumes that

the next binding site to move to on the polymer is not occupied. The rates of

these reactions can be affected by external stresses as well.

• A non-branching filament nucleation reaction can occur in the bulk where two

monomer species bind to form a new polymer. This reaction can occur with

the following form:

X1 +X2 → P, (A.4)

where X1 and X2 are any diffusing species in the system. This creates a new

polymer P with chemical composition X1X2. Nucleated polymers are placed

randomly in the simulation space corresponding to the compartment location

of their reactant monomers.

• Polymers can also be severed implicitly with the following form:
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P0 → P1 + P2, (A.5)

where P1 and P2 denote the polymers resulting from a split of polymer P0.

This reaction keeps in tact the chemical composition of the original polymer.

• In the case of actin filaments, monomers can undergo an aging reaction cor-

responding to the steps of F-actin ATP hydrolysis. This reaction takes the

form:

X1,f → X2,f , (A.6)

where X1,f and X2,f represent two distinct chemical species in the filament.

A.1.2 Mechanical effects of various chemical reactions.

Most chemical reactions have distinct mechanical effects on the network. We

outline the chemical reactions and their mechanical effect below:

• Polymerization and depolymerization can occur at either end of a polymer.

When a polymerization event occurs, the equilibrium length l0 will increase

by a monomer size, denoted by lmon. When l0 has reached its maximum size,

which we will denote by lcyl, this cylinder stops growing and a new cylinder

with l0 = lmon is created. Similarly, when a depolymerization event occurs, l0

will decrease by lmon, and when l0 = lmon, the cylinder will be removed.
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• Motor and cross-linker binding can occur on neighboring polymers. When a

binding reaction occurs, the respective interaction is created between the two

binding cylinders as outlined in the Mechanical Model. The positions α and

β are determined stochastically at binding. When unbinding, the interaction

is removed from the two cylinders.

• Motor walking can occur on a polymer. When a walking reaction occurs, the

positional parameter α (or β, depending on which side of the motor is walking)

will increase by some discrete value. The motor may change cylinders due to

a walking reaction, which would effectively reset the positional parameter and

move the motor onto the next cylinder int the polymer chain. This movement

will in turn generate a stress in the motor, and will eventually be equilibrated.

• Branching nucleation can occur on a polymer. When a branching nucleation

reaction occurs, a new cylinder with l0 = lmon is created at a branching site

on the mother cylinder, which is determined stochastically. The respective

interaction is created between the two cylinders as outlined in the Mechanical

Model. This branched cylinder can now polymerize or depolymerize normally

at its leading end. When branch unbinding occurs, this interaction is removed

between the two cylinders, effectively freeing the daughter polymer.

A.1.3 Mechanical minimization details.

Mechanical equilibration is performed with any choice of force fields (which

are outlined in the Mechanical Model) after a number of chemical reaction steps.
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Mechanical equilibration is performed using a conjugate gradient energy minimiza-

tion algorithm. The system can be minimized to any force minimization tolerance

gtol. Depending on the size and nature of the active network being simulated, gtol

as well as the timestep per mechanical equilibration, denoted as tmin, can be chosen

accordingly. For examples of choosing these parameters for a simulated active net-

work see the later section, which describes choosing a reasonable gtol and tmin for

the example actomyosin systems presented in the paper.

A.1.4 Software implementation

The MEDYAN model has been implemented in a serial C++ code which uses

efficient data structures and object-oriented programming paradigms to simulate

active networks with the scheme described in earlier sections. Fig A.1 shows the

implemented software’s general workflow. Upon reading user input regarding chem-

ical species and reactions, mechanical interactions, and mechanochemical feedback

relationships of constituent elements defined in the system, as well as various sim-

ulation parameters and algorithm specifications for these interactions in a number

of system input files, the simulation system is constructed with all necessary data

structures needed for the updating and management of key simulation components.

By allowing a flexible creation of simulation elements, interactions, and algorithms,

this software implementation of the MEDYAN model is able to perform simulations

for a range of active matter systems with customizable components under various

user-defined conditions. Additionally, this software has been constructed in highly
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compartmentalized fashion such that modifications and additions to the individual

mechanical and chemical components, including interactions as well as algorithms,

can be easily implemented.

Figure A.1: MEDYAN simulations perform the following protocol: (1) User input is

given to create the (2) simulation system, which involves (3) setting up the necessary

structures (4) and initializing the system controllers. During a simulation, (2-4)

constantly communicate via an efficient callback system. We note that many less

essential elements of the simulation workflow are omitted from this diagram.

After the system is initialized with the above components, the system con-

troller object, which acts as the simulation driver, is responsible for evolving the

system in time via chemical and mechanical interaction controllers. These child con-

trollers, which also are initialized using user-defined parameters and are responsible

for executing the specified simulation algorithms for stochastic reaction-diffusion

and mechanical equilibration, then iteratively evolve the simulation system in time.
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The time evolution and subsequent deformations and growth of the simulated net-

work, including the addition or deletion of components and other interactions that

may affect the structure of the network, are then updated in the system by the main

controller using an efficient callback system. In this way, chemical reactions, as well

as mechanical interactions and deformations, can efficiently update system elements

only when needed.

This software package, including source code for the serial C++ MEDYAN

implementation, documentation on usage and compilation, and a trajectory visual-

ization tool, is publicly available for general scientific use (www.medyan.org). It is

encouraged that users create new patches to the existing code, tailoring it for many

scientific purposes. In future work, this implementation will be made to run on

parallel architectures, using some of the many available C++ parallelization tools,

including the OpenMP and MPI libraries.
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A.2 Parameters used in actomyosin simulations

Below are all parameter values used in the MEDYAN work. In later chapters, all

parameters used in simulation of actomyosin networks are the same unless otherwise

noted.

Reaction Symbol Value [for simulation]* Reference

Actin diffusion kactin,diff 20 µm2 · s−1 [80 s−1] a -

α-actinin diffusion kα,diff kactin,diff/10 s−1 a -

NMIIA mini-filament diffusion kNMIIA,diff kactin,diff/100 s−1 a -

Actin polymerization at plus end kactin,poly,+ 11.6 µM−1s−1 [0.151 s−1] b [57]

Actin polymerization at minus end kactin,poly,− 1.3 µM−1s−1 [0.017 s−1] b [57]

Actin depolymerization at plus end kactin,depoly,+ 1.4 s−1 [57]

Actin depolymerization at minus end kactin,depoly,− 0.8 s−1 [57]

NMIIA head binding kNMIIA,bind 0.2 s−1 [96]

NMIIA head unbinding (zero load) k0NMIIA,unbind 1.7 s−1 c -

α-actinin binding kα,bind 0.7 µM−1s−1 [0.009 s−1] [199]

α-actinin unbinding (zero load) k0α,unbind 0.3 s−1 [199]

Table A.1: Reaction parameters used in simulation. *- The value in brackets is
the constant used in simulation, calculated based on a compartment volume of (500

nm)3. a- See the Kuramoto calculation section for more details. b- All polymer-
ization rates specified are assumed to be under no external load. c- This rate was
calculated based on kNMIIA,bind, determined by Kovacs et al. [96], as well as the
known duty ratio of NMIIA that was also confirmed in the same work.
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Parameter Symbol Value Reference

Length of actin filament segment lcyl 27 nm, 108 nm a [138]

Actin filament bending energy εactin,bend 2690 pN · nm, 672 pN · nm b [138]

Actin filament stretching constant Kactin,str 100 pN/nm c -

Actin filament volume constant Kactin,vol 105 pN/nm4 d -

NMIIA head stretching constant KNMIIA,stretching 2.5 pN/nm e [196]

α-actinin stretching constant Kα,stretching 8 pN/nm [42]

Boundary repulsion energy εboundary kbT , 4.1 pN · nm [78]

Boundary repulsion screen length λboundary 2.7 nm [78]

Table A.2: Mechanical parameters used in simulations. a- The two values shown
are for the different lcyl lengths used in the smaller and larger system simulations;

a more aggressive coarse-graining scheme was used in the latter. b- Calculated
based on the persistence length of actin filaments, which was determined by Ott et
al. [138]. The bending energy for a cylinder with lcyl (= 27 or 108 nm) in our system
was calculated as εactin,bending = lp · kbT/lcyl where lp is the persistence length of an
actin filament. The two values shown are for the lcyl lengths used in the smaller
and larger system simulations. c- This value was chosen to be smaller than the
known stretching rigidity of actin filaments, experimentally determined by Kojima
et al. [91]. This allowed for higher computational efficiency in this study. [85,181] also
make similar assumptions, and have shown that this affects actomyosin dynamics
very little in both models. While this constant is low, in comparison to other
mechanical constants in the system it is still sufficiently high such that cylinder
linear deformations are extremely small in simulation (the fraction of cylinders that
are linearly stretched or compressed beyond 10% of their equilibrium length after

mechanical minimization is zero in all simulated cases).d- Chosen to mimic rigid
body repulsion, keeping in mind that the diameter of an actin filament is about 6
nm [173]. e -This value will be multiplied by the number of heads in the NMIIA
ensemble to obtain a mini-filament stretching constant.
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Parameter Symbol Value Reference

Duty ratio of NMIIA head ρ 0.1 [96]

Unbinding force of NMIIA head FNMIIA,unbind 12.6 pN [49]

Stall force of NMIIA head Fstall 15 pN a -

NMIIA binding kinetics parameter α 1.0 b -

NMIIA unbinding kinetics parameter β 0.2 b -

NMIIA bound heads parameter γ 0.05/pN b -

NMIIA stall force dependence parameter ζ 0.1 b -

Characteristic unbinding force of α-actinin Fα,unbind 17.2 pN [52]

Characteristic polymerization force Factin,poly 1.5 pN [54]

Table A.3: Mechanochemical parameters used in simulation. a- Calculated as

KNMIIA,stretching · dNMIIA,step.
b- Chosen to produce realistic attachment and walk-

ing times for NMIIA ensembles under zero load, as well as stall loads. We will later
discuss details on choosing reasonable parameters for NMIIA mini-filaments.

Parameter Symbol Value

Number of compartments in each dimension N 2

Compartment length lcomp 500 nm a

Gradient minimization tolerance gtol 1 pN b

Timestep between mechanical equilibrations tmin 0.1 s

Table A.4: Other MEDYAN-specific simulation parameters. a- Choosing this com-
partment length is dependent on the Kuramoto length of the actomyosin systems.
b- See section regarding choosing conjugate gradient minimization tolerances.

A.3 Determining key simulation parameters for the actomyosin sys-

tems.

A.3.1 Calculation of the Kuramoto length and diffusion rate.

The calculation of the Kuramoto length for the system of interest is as follows:

assuming a diffusion constant D of 20 µm2s−1 for G-actin as in previous work [77],
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the Kuramoto length lk of the system is defined as

lk =
√

6Dτ, (A.7)

where τ is the timescale of the fastest chemical reaction in the system. For this

system, actin polymerization is the fastest reaction (see Table 1A in S1 Table for

reaction rates used in the actomyosin systems), and with an initial concentration of

[A] = 20 µM , the timescale of this reaction is

τ =
1

kactin,poly,+[A]
= 0.003s, (A.8)

giving a Kuramoto length of 0.64 µm. We will choose the compartment length to

be 0.5 µm. It is noted that this is a highly conservative choice of compartment size,

since eventually in simulation the actin concentration stabilizes around 0.2 µM . The

rate of the diffusion reactions between compartments using this 0.5 µm length, with

the diffusion rate as before, is 80 s−1.

Unfortunately, there exists little data on the diffusion constants of α-actinin

and NMIIA mini-filaments, especially in our reconstituted in vitro system. To calcu-

late a diffusion rate between compartments for the these molecules, we will assume

both of these molecules have a diffusion constant D that is a factor of 10 and 100

less than the diffusion constant of actin, respectively, due to their size and shape.

Using the chosen compartment length, this will give a diffusion rate between com-

partments of 8 s−1 and 0.8 s−1, respectively, for those molecules. It is noted that

actin filaments of any length do not diffuse in our simulation.
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A.3.2 Choosing the gradient minimization tolerance.

In order to determine an appropriate gradient tolerance gtol for mechanical

equilibration, we have performed benchmarks to describe the performance and dis-

placement error in polymer deformations under various gtolerance. Based on these

results, we chose a gtolerance = 1 pN , which produces sufficiently small displace-

ment errors on the order of nanometers, which already is way beyond the desired

resolution of this model.

A.3.3 Choosing the timestep between mechanical equilibration.

In order to determine an appropriate timestep between mechanical equilibra-

tions, denoted as tminimization, we can take into account the frequency of walking

events of NMIIA mini-filaments along actin filaments, which will define a reason-

able timestep between motor walking events, and thus the time allowed between

mechanical minimizations in simulation, since this is the only molecule in the sys-

tem producing large forces, and thus significant deformations in the network.

The zero-force walking rate between cylinders of an average-sized NMIIA mini-

filament in our mechanochemical model is about 0.4 s−1. With the given concen-

trations simulated, which correspond to between 2-8 NMIIA mini-filaments in the

smaller actomyosin systems, it is reasonable to choose a tminimization of 0.1 s, which

will correspond to 0.1-0.3 walking events per minimization, respectively. For the

larger actomyosin systems, we will use the same timestep, as motor walking events

will be distributed throughout the simulation volume and the chances of direct inter-
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actions of walking events between motors within tminimization is extremely unlikely.

A.4 Mechanochemical models used in the actomyosin systems.

It is noted before beginning this section that all values of reaction rates and

mechanochemical parameters used in the mechanochemical models outlined below

can be found in S1 Table.

A.4.1 Non-muscle myosin IIA.

Myosin II, in muscle and non-muscle isoforms, has been shown by many to

have distinct mechanochemical properties that allow the molecule to respond to

stresses in the cytoskeleton [95, 113, 134, 142]. We outline a simple model proposed

for myosin II mini-filament binding, unbinding, and walking in the case of non-

muscle myosin IIA (NMIIA). Much of this work is an extension of the results for the

Parallel Cluster Model of small, non-processive myosin motor ensembles introduced

by Erdmann et al. [49], and is adopted to fit our coarse-grained description. We

assume the following regarding mechanics for our implicit model of NMIIA mini-

filaments:

• NMIIA mini-filaments are comprised of 10-30 implicit subunits [182], and the

number of subunits is randomly chosen when a binding event occurs. Mechan-

ical constants are recalculated accordingly based on the number of subunits

selected. We will denote the number of subunits as Ntotal, since this value also

represents the number of head groups (or heads) on each side of the bipolar
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filament.

• The forces that will occur in this network are not large enough for the NMIIA

ensemble to exhibit slip bond behavior, so that the mechanochemical effect of

increased pulling force will be a catch bond. The form of this relationship will

be outlined below.

• The stiffness of a single NMIIA head has been determined experimentally by

Vilfan et al. [196]. The stiffness of the entire mini-filament is then calculated

based on the number of subunits.

We also assume the following regarding the single NMIIA cross-bridge cycle and

associated chemistry:

• We assume a simplified cross-bridge cycle, as in work by Stam et al. [175] that

has two states, bound and unbound:

Bound state: AM · ADP

Unbound state: M · ADP · Pi

• The duty ratio ρ of NMIIA is low, and this duty ratio defines the mechanochem-

ical effects of force on unbinding and walking, as will be elaborated on in the

later section. We use the duty ratio and reaction rate values found by Kovacs

et al. [96].

• The bound state of NMIIA is the only state that is mechanochemically af-

fected. Isoforms of myosin II show a decreased dissociation rate of ADP when
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bound to actin with increased pulling force in the lower force regime [68]. The

chosen form of this mechanochemical effect will be show below.

The binding rate of a NMIIA mini-filament to a pair of actin filaments can be de-

fined as

kfil,bind = α · kNMIIA,bind ·Ntotal (A.9)

since there are Ntotal NMIIA heads in the mini-filament that can bind to F-actin,

and kNMIIA,bind is the binding rate of a single NMIIA head to an actin filament. α

is a parameter that can be chosen to mimic NMIIA mini-filament binding kinetics;

this will be elaborated on below.

Due to the molecule’s catch bond behavior, the unbinding rate of a NMIIA

mini-filament from a pair of actin filaments can be written as

kfil,unbind =
β · k0

NMIIA,unbind

Nbound

· exp

(
−Fext

Nbound · FNMIIA,unbind

)
, (A.10)

where Fext is the total stretching force of the NMIIA mini-filament and FNMIIA,unbind

is the characteristic unbinding force, determined by thermal energy and the NMIIA

head unbinding distance. This relationship has been shown by [49]. β is another

parameter chosen for NMIIA mini-filament unbinding kinetics.
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In our model, Nbound, the number of currently bound NMIIA heads to actin

filaments, is implicit. The number of bound heads can be approximated to increase

linearly with force in the regime we are considering [49, 142]. So, we can express

Nbound as

Nbound = ρ ·Ntotal + γ · Fext, (A.11)

where ρ is the duty ratio under no load, and γ, similarly to α and β, is a parameter

chosen to fit NMIIA mini-filament unbinding kinetics.

As shown by Hill et al. [71] generally for motor ensembles, and nicely rear-

ranged by [49], the walking rate of a NMIIA mini-filament under a constant external

load can be written as

kens,walk = k0
ens,walk ·

Fstall − Fext
Ntotal

Fstall + Fext
Ntotalζ

, (A.12)

where Fstall is the stall force of a NMIIA head, and and Fext is the pulling force on

the NMIIA mini-filament in the direction opposite of walking movement, and ζ is

chosen to match NMIIA mini-filament walking kinetics. Erdmann et al. showed that

this parameter, as well as the stall force Fstall does not change for mini-filaments in

the subunit range that we are considering [49].
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In terms of our implicit model, k0
ens,walk, which is the walking rate under no

load, can be approximated, as by Erdmann et al., by using the number of un-

bound heads in the NMIIA ensemble, as well as the binding rate of a single NMIIA

head [49]. So, we can express k0
ens,walk as

k0
ens,walk =

Ntotal −N0
bound

N0
bound

· kNMIIA,bind, (A.13)

where N0
bound is the number of bound NMIIA heads under no load, which is simply

ρNtotal. It is noted that in our model, the walking rate must also be multiplied by

a fraction of relative step size of a single motor head to the step size of the entire

mini-filament in simulation, which is based on the number of binding sites per cylin-

der.

In choosing the mechanochemical parameters α, β, γ, and ζ to be 1.0, 0.2,

0.05/pN , and 0.1, respectively, the mechanochemical model outlined above gives

an unloaded attachment time of 5 s and an unloaded walking rate of 11 nm/s.

Under stall conditions (i.e. Fext = ρKNMIIA,stretchingdstep), the model gives a loaded

attachment time of 50 s and a loaded walking velocity of 3 nm/s.

A.4.2 α-actinin.

α-actinin is a cross-linking protein typically found in the cytoskeleton that has

distinct mechanical and chemical properties. We outline a simple model for repre-
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senting the mechanochemistry of this cross-linker, including binding and unbinding.

We assume the following regarding mechanics for our model of α-actinin cross

linkers:

• The stiffness of α-actinin has been experimentally determined by Ferrer et

al. [52].

• We ignore any unfolding domains and assume a constant length. Although

there are known unfolding domains that may change network elasticity [42],

these will not be included in our model. Forces in our network also will not

be large enough to cause these unfolding events.

We also assume the following regarding α-actinin binding and unbinding chemistry:

• Binding occurs at a constant rate unaffected by force, and has been experi-

mentally determined by Wachsstock et al. [199].

• Unbinding is mechanochemically affected, and we will assume that it is a

simple slip bond. The form of this mechanochemical effect will be shown

below.

The rate of unbinding will be affected by the pulling force on the cross-linker,

and can be expressed as

kα,unbind = k0
α,unbind · exp (Fext/Fα,unbind),

(A.14)
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where k0
α,unbind is the α-actinin unbinding rate under no external load, Fext is the

pulling force on the molecule, and Fα,unbind is the characteristic unbinding force of

α-actinin, determined by thermal energy and the α-actinin unbinding distance.

A.4.3 Actin filaments.

Actin filaments are dynamic species which can polymerize and depolymerize

from either end. We outline the mechanochemical effect of filaments polymerizing

under an external load, provided by a boundary. We assume the following regarding

the mechanics of actin filaments:

• The stiffness and flexural rigidity has determined by experiments [91,138].

• Both ends of the filament can experience an external load force from a bound-

ary.

The polymerization rate of a filament tip under external load can be modeled

by the Brownian Ratchet [141] with the following form:

kpoly = k0
poly · exp (−Fext/Factin,poly), (A.15)

where k0
poly is the polymerization rate under no external load, Fext is the external

load force on the actin filament, and Factin,poly is the characteristic polymerization

force of an actin filament, determined by thermal energy and the size of an actin

monomer.
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A.5 Benchmarking and validation of MEDYAN.

It is noted that all benchmarking simulations were performed on Intel Xeon

Ivy Bridge E5-4640v2 processors running at 2.20 GHz, with 25.6GB DDR3 mem-

ory at 1333 MHz, as provided by the Deepthought2 supercomputing cluster at the

University of Maryland.

A.5.1 Benchmarking and validation of the NRM algorithm in cy-

toskeletal stochastic reaction-diffusion.

We present a brief benchmarking and validation test of the optimized Next

Reaction Method (NRM) algorithm [63] for stochastic reaction-diffusion that is used

in MEDYAN, which provides huge optimizations for sparse chemical reaction net-

works (i.e. loosely coupled chemical reactions across the simulation domain). The

original Gillespie algorithm, which is usually known as the Gillespie direct method

(DM), which is used in previous works to describe the reaction-diffusion processes of

lamellipodia [77,78] as well as filopodia [100,210–212] has been validated thoroughly

in the papers mentioned, and as MEDYAN is built based on this original algorithm,

we will not validate the correctness of this approach here.

To validate the correctness, as well as benchmark performance increases, of the

NRM algorithm compared to the original Gillespie DM, we ran a set of simulations

for a smaller 1× 1× 1 µm3 actin network with the same parameters as described in

the Results section of the paper with both reaction-diffusion algorithms for 10 s of
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simulation time. These benchmarking systems had identical configurations to the

systems in the Results section (20 µM of diffusing actin and 50 filaments), but do

not contain α-actinin or non-muscle myosin IIA mini-filaments. Unless otherwise

noted besides the previously mentioned changes, all parameters used in these test

cases are identical in setup to the Results section, including compartment size and

reaction constants. 4 trajectories were run for each configuration.

To validate the NRM algorithm, we compare the (i) the mean filament length

over time for 10 s of network evolution, and (ii) the critical concentration over time

for 10 s of network evolution, averaged over the 4 trajectories, using the NRM and

original Gillespie DM method, as shown in Figs A.2 and A.3. We see excellent

agreement between these algorithms, as well as reasonable critical concentration

value [Ac] reached for both algorithms, which can be solved analytically by using

the polymerization and depolymerization rates of actin filaments in the simulation:

[Ac] =
kactin,depoly,+ + kactin,depoly,−
kactin,poly,+ + kactin,poly,−

= 0.17µM. (A.16)

We anticipate our critical concentration value in simulation to be higher than this

analytical value, as the mechanochemical effects included in this simulation (Brow-

nian ratchet model of polymerizing filaments) disallow polymerizing filaments near

a boundary to grow rapidly. We do, in fact, see a critical concentration reached in

both algorithms of about 0.4 µM .

To measure performance, we can look at the computation time for the chemical

stochastic reaction-diffusion elapsed over the 10 s of simulation time, using both
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Figure A.2: Mean filament length over the 10 s of network evolution, using the

NRM and Gillespie DM. The algorithms are in excellent agreement.

chemical algorithms, as shown in Fig A.4. It is noted that this measurement ignores

any mechanical equilibration steps, which would add additional time to the overall

simulation. We see that the NRM algorithm outperforms the Gillespie DM by over

100-fold for this actin network. Larger 3 × 3 × 3 µm3 actin networks were not

benchmarked, as the Gillespie DM does not achieve 1 s of simulation time within

12 hours of computation time.

A.5.2 Benchmarking and validation of the coarse-grained polymer

scheme in cytoskeletal systems.

We present a brief benchmarking and validation of the coarse-grained polymer

scheme based on cylindrical monomer segments used in MEDYAN to simulate cy-
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Figure A.3: Concentration of diffusing actin over the 10 s of network evolution for

the actin system using the NRM and Gillespie DM. The algorithms are in excellent

agreement.

toskeletal filaments. The bead-spring model of semi-flexible polymers to represent

individual monomeric components has been used by many computational works

and has been proven as a correct description of polymer chain mechanics, so we

will benchmark our coarse-grained cylindrical scheme by comparing directly to the

bead-spring monomeric model with gradient tolerance gtol = 1 pN , which is, in our

model, the limit of cylinder segment length approaching a single monomer size.

To validate and test performance of various levels of cylindrical coarse-graining

compared to a simple bead-spring monomer model, we equilibrated a single filament
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Figure A.4: Benchmarking speed of the two stochastic simulations algorithms im-

plemented. There is a performance increase of over 100-fold for this actin system

when using the NRM algorithm compared to Gillespie methods.

with length L = 1 µm with fixed endpoints undergoing a point force of 50 pN at

its center under varying equilibration parameter values and coarse-graining levels.

Unless otherwise noted as changed, mechanical parameters for these filaments were

taken as in the actin filament description in the Results section. It is, however, noted

that the bending energy used between cylindrical segments scales inversely with the

length of the cylindrical segments used, providing an accurate overall persistence

length of the filament.

Figs A.5 and A.6 shows the various validation and benchmarking results. In

Fig A.5, the displacement error of the filament after mechanical equilibration ed
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is shown for various coarse-grained cylindrical segment lengths lcyl and gradient

minimization tolerances gtol, which we define as:

ed =
|xbs − xcg|

L
(A.17)

where xbs represents the center point of the filament (L/2 along the length of the

filament) after equilibration in the bead-spring model, and xcg is the same center

point after equilibration with a coarse-grained cylindrical description.

We then performed a similar validation and benchmarking for a microtubule-

like filament as also shown in Figs A.5 and A.6, which has an estimated persistence

length of 5 mm and an estimated monomer size of 2 nm. These parameters defined

the bending energy used in the harmonic bending potential for the microtuble, which

is increased in comparison to the bending energy of an actin filament cylindrical

segment by a factor of over 1000. This benchmarking shows that a polymer with

high stiffnesses can be simulated efficiently and accurately with this approach. As

in the actin filament example, the bending energy used scales inversely with the

length of the chosen cylindrical segment.

A.5.3 A note on computational performance for simulations in Re-

sults section, and time comparisons to previous models.

Computation time used for simulations in the Results section was varying de-

pending on the size and concentrations used in the various actomyosin networks.

For a moderate-concentration actomyosin system in 1 µm3 of simulation volume,
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Figure A.5: Measured polymer displacement error for a typical conjugate gradient

minimized energy function. Since this error compares to a bead-spring description,

there is no error shown for the bead-spring model. Displacement errors stay under

5% of the total polymer length for all levels of coarse-graining used.

2000 s of simulation time was reached in about 12 hours. For increasing concen-

trations in this smaller domain, computation time was increased up to 2 days. The

larger actomyosin systems, which contain 27 µm3 of simulation volume, ran to 500

s of simulation time in about 6 days. It is noted that these performances measured

are serial computations, as a parallel MEDYAN implementation has not yet been

created.

In estimating performance increases of MEDYAN from previous versions of

the model, the code of [78] was typically benchmarked to run 1 s of simulation with
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Figure A.6: The speed of equilibration time for conjugate gradient energy minimiza-

tion of a filament. Equilibration speed ups are more apparent for the lower tolerance

levels. Microtubules show similar equilibration times compared to actin filaments,

and could probably benefit from even more coarse-graining.

reasonable concentrations of actin in a few micron sized domain in about 6 hours of

computation time.
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Appendix B: Supporting information for Chapter 3

B.1 Parameter considerations for the simulated proteins

The parameters chosen for our simulations are given in Table B.1, which in-

cludes experimentally measured mechanical stiffnesses as well as chemical kinetics

of (un)binding for the proteins considered. Considering cross-linkers in vivo, the

abundant cross-linker α-actinin displays a bound lifetime of 2.5s and ∆G of 2− 4

kbT as addressed in recent reviews [127,179]. Other abundant cytosolic cross-linker

filamin has a lifetime of ≈ 1s and similar free energy of binding. Other cross-linkers

not found in contractile actomyosin, such as fascin, have a much stronger binding of

∆G = 15 kbT . So, we choose to vary a binding energy control variable ε from 0 to

15 kbT . We also use kinetic (un)binding rates for cross-linkers in the aforementioned

physiological range while also testing slower kinetics: kclu is varied from 0.01/s to

10/s.

Although the aim in this study is not to probe the effects of mechanochemical

feedback between these proteins, we find it necessary to include key mechanochem-

ical relationships for full model realism. For individual cross-linker bound to the

filament pair, we employ a typical “slip” bond characterized by a decreasing bound

lifetime with applied load [52] as kclu,eff = kclu e
Fclxcl/npkbT where xcl is a characteris-
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tic unbinding distance, and kclu is the zero-force unbinding rate. We only consider

pulling forces such that F > 0.
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Parameter Description Value

kbT Thermal energy 4.1 pNnm

x0
l,r Initial left (l) and right (r) actin filament midpoints 1 µm, 3 µm

L Length of actin filament 2 µm

Kt Boundary tether stiffness 0.001− 1 pN/nm

η Viscous damping constant 10−3 pNs/nm

Fs Stochastic force experienced by actin filaments -

lo Actin filament pairwise overlap Observable

F l,rt Tether forces experienced by left (l) and right (r) actin filaments Observable

Fcl Force experienced by bound cross-linkers -

Fm Force experienced by motor filament -

FD Total dipole force (sum of left and right tether tensions) Observable

xl,r Instantaneous left (l) and right (r) actin filament midpoint -

lmo Motor-preferred actin filament overlap -

lsso Steady-state overlap in pFD -

Nt Number of single motor heads per side of motor filament 10 a

m,n Number of bound motor filaments (m) and cross-linkers (n) -

np Number of possible cross-link binding sites -

ε Cross-linker binding energy 0− 15 kbT

vm Effective volume of cross-linker in solution 1 · 10−3 µm3 b

vb Approximate bound volume of cross-linker 3 · 10−6 µm3 c

∆ Distance between cross-link binding sites 10 nm

kcl,m
b,u

(Un)binding rate of cross-linkers (cl) and motor (m) For cl, 0.01− 10/s

τ̄cl,m
b,u

Mean (un)binding time of cross-linkers (cl) and motor (m) -

ds Motor filament step size 5 nm

kmsb,u Single motor head (un)binding rate 0.2/s, 1.7/s [95]

Fs Motor filament stall force 24 pN d

v0
w Walking velocity of motor filament 10 nm/s e

α Stall velocity mechanochemical parameter for motor filament 0.2 [49]

β Catch-bond mechanochemical paramter for motor filament 2 [49]

xcl Characteristic slip-length for cross-linker 0.5 nm [52]

xm Characteristic catch-length for single motor head 1.6 nm [68]

Kms Stiffness of single motor head light chain 0.5 pN/nm [?, 201]

Km Effective spring constant of motor filament −

τlab Timescale of laboratory measurements 200s

εlab Divergence point of steady-state and laboratory measurements −

χ Stochastic contraction length of aFD Observable

ξ Stochastic extension length of aFD Observable

ωχ Contraction frequency of aFD Observable

ωξ Extension frequency of aFD Observable

Veff Effective inter-filament velocity of aFD Observable

Table B.1: Glossary of variables and parameter choices for Chapter 3.
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a - Geometric constraints of the bipolar motor filament may disallow all tens of heads
to be available for binding to a pair of actin filaments due to its double-ended conic
structure [20, 135]. Since the number of non-muscle myosin II heads per side of a mini-
filament is 30 for isoform A [20], we assume for this study that a third of these heads are
available for binding to the 1D actin filament. b - Calculated as the inverse of concentration
V/N , assuming a bulk cross-linker concentration of 1 µM . c - Although the exact volume
of a cross-linker binding pocket is unknown, this is an order of magnitude estimate based
on the dimensions of α-actinin [199], which is valid in the approximate expression of
Eq. 3.2. Changes of this value would alter the effective stochastic rate constants of cross-
linker (un)binding for a given ε. d - An approximation using the stall force of a single
myosin II head, Fss ≈ 4pN , multiplied by its duty ratio at stall and the number of motor
heads available for binding, Fs = ρms (F )NtFss = 24 pN . e - Calculated using the analytic
result of Erdmann et al. [49] for the zero-force walking rate based on individual motor
head (un)binding rates. This value was also approximately obtained by Stam et al. [175]
and is further motivated by the experimental results of Norstrom et al. [135].

We now consider the mechanochemical dynamics of the myosin II motor fila-

ment included in our model. These highly transient units, as described in the main

text, must be regarded as a coarse-grained version of a more detailed stochastic

(un)binding and walking process of many individually transient motor heads in a

single bipolar mini-filament. We consider an effective unbinding rate of the coarse-

grained overlap potential which mimics the mean unbinding time of a single side

of the mini-filament with Nt = 10 heads. Since the overall motor filament unbind-

ing rate kmu is non-trivial compared to the single cross-linker case because of its

non-linear dependence on the single motor head (un)binding rates kmsb and kmsu and

individual motor head stochasticity, we use an approximate expression for the mean

unbinding time of the ensemble of heads derived by Erdmann et al. [49] using a

series expansion of an adjoint master equation for motor ensemble states:

τ̄mu ≈
1

kmsb Nt

[(
1 +

kmsb
kmsu

)Nt
− 1

]
. (B.1)

We note that this form is only accurate under a zero-load assumption, but is reme-
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died by combining with an exponential factor as shown below. In an approxi-

mation, we inherently assume a single exponentially-distributed process with rate

kmu = 1/τ̄mu . For simplicity, we also consider motor filament binding to the pair

of actin filaments as a single stochastic process with rate kmb = kmsb Nt, ignoring

partially bound states which do not generate tension between the actin filament

pair.

Individual myosin II motor heads have been shown to display “catch”-bond

behavior, characterized by an increased bound lifetime with applied load [68,95,96].

We aim to describe the (un)binding and walking kinetics of an ensemble of motor

heads with a simple set of parameters to capture the essential aspects of motor

filament mechanosensitivity - a binding lifetime that increases exponentially with

applied load F and the number of motor heads in the filament Nt, motivated by the

results of [49], and a walking velocity that is one of the celebrated Hill form [71].

Since the exponential dependence of motor head unbinding in the post power-stroke

state has been directly observed in the bound lifetime of an entire ensemble of

heads [49], we express the unbinding rate of the motor filament as:

kmu,eff = kmu e

(
−Fxm

Nb(F )kbT

)
, (B.2)

where xcl is a characteristic unbinding distance of a single motor head, and Nb(F )

is the number of motor heads per side of the motor filament bound to actin. An

essential characteristic of the myosin II motor filament to capture in this function is

a near-linear increase in the number of bound heads with external load [43,49,142].
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Since this expression is difficult to derive due to the stochastic nature of the motor

heads, an approximate expression for Nb(F ), motivated by [49], can be written as

Nb(F ) = ρNt + βF where the mechanosensitivity parameter β has been chosen to

mimic the response of a low-duty ratio motor like non-muscle myosin IIA. Upon a

motor stepping event, the number of bound heads determines the effective spring

constant of the bipolar mini-filament with Nt heads bound per side to an actin

filament in parallel, with stiffness Kms corresponding to the myosin II light chain

connecting individual heads. The sides of the bipolar filament are mechanically

connected by an extremely stiff motor filament heavy chain region, giving an effective

spring constant of the ensemble Km = KmsNt/2.

In the case of motor walking, we can include a force-dependent walking velocity

vw(Fm) similar to a Hill-relation [71] for myosin II:

vw(F ) = 2v0
w

Fs − Fm
Fs + F/α

(B.3)

where Fm is the instantaneous force on the motor, α is a parameter describing the

concave nature of the velocity function which has been chosen to mimic a low-duty

ratio motor, and the stall force of the motor filament Fs is described in Table B.1.

This equation accounts for two ensembles of heads walking with velocity v0
w in oppo-

site directions on each actin filament. We note that in general, non-muscle myosin

II filaments are highly transient compared to their muscle sarcomere counterpart,

but this still has shown to be an effective representation of stall dynamics [49]. This

transience is due to a small number of motor molecules Nt ≈ 28 [20] as compared
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to smooth or skeletal muscle filaments where Nt ≈ 500 [142], causing frequent de-

tachments of the motor head ensemble from the filament pair and tension release,

which, in turn, raises serious slippage issues as discussed.

We have chosen in our stochastic representation to model non-muscle myosin II

isoform A, which displays a faster head (un)binding dynamics and less mechanosen-

sitivity compared to isoform B, another abundant motor filament in the eukaryotic

cytosol [96]. In in vitro sliding assays, myosin II head sliding velocities vary sig-

nificantly, ranging from 50 nm/s to as slow as 10 nm/s under varying ATP con-

centration for isoform B [20, 135]. Although to our knowledge, no single-molecule

kinetic study of isoform A mini-filaments in vivo has been performed - we use a pre-

diction from Erdmann et al. [49] to obtain an average isoform A sliding velocity of

v0
w = 10nm/s based on the isoform and number of binding heads we are considering

in the mini-filament:

kmw = (ρms
−1 − 1)kmsb (B.4)

where ρms ≈ 0.1 is the zero-force duty ratio of a single motor head determined

experimentally [96].

B.2 Model validation

We validated all separate components of our simulation. We first began by

validating the Langevin dynamics of tethered individual actin filaments. We ran

Langevin dynamics for a tethered actin filament initially at x = 0 for various tether
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stiffnesses Kt and Langevin timestep ∆t = 0.1 ms for a total simulation time of 100

s. To test the validity of these simulations, we fit the ideal infinite-time Gaussian

distribution for tethered Brownian motion [151]:

P (x) =
1√

2πkbT/Kt

e
−x

2πkbT/Kt . (B.5)

We also validated the equilibrium distribution of x to agree with the equipartition

theorem, which ensures 〈E〉 = 1
2
kbT = 1

2
Kt〈x2〉, within 5% tolerance. Fig. B.1(a)

shows the distributions P (x) for various Kt varying from 0.001 pN/nm to 1.0

pN/nm, and all simulations fit the expected ideal distribution in Eq. B.5 well.

All average energies also matched the expected equipartition result within the given

tolerance.

Figure B.1: Validation of Langevin motion of tethered actin filaments. (a) Single-
filament case for various Kt. All distributions match the expected form in Eq. B.5,
with the ideal distribution for each Kt plotted in red dotted lines. (b)Two-filament
case. All distributions match the expected form in Eq B.5 with double the variance,
with the ideal distribution for each Kt plotted in red dotted lines.

We then, as a brief integration test, validated the dual motion of two tethered
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actin filaments starting at xl = 0 µm and xl = 4 µm. Fig. B.1(b) shows the

resulting lo distributions for varying Kt in the two-filament system. Ideally, the

distribution of lo should have double the variance of the Gaussian distribution in

Eq. B.5, which is indeed the case as shown in the previous figure. It is expected that

the average energy 〈E〉 = 1
2
Kt〈l2o〉 should also double for the two-filament system -

this is achieved within the tolerance specified in the single-filament case.

To validate motor filament force production between two actin filaments, we

start with the same filament configuration as in the no motor case and run Langevin

dynamics with motor filament movement for a total simulation time of 100 s for

varyingKt. We note that motors do not bind and unbind in this benchmark, but stay

bound and walk for the duration of the simulation, with walking velocity updated

using Eq. B.3. Fig. B.2 shows the force production of the motor with varying

zero-force walking velocity v0 = 10 nm/s. We observe distinct mechanosensation

behavior which is characterized by a sharp transition to force generation above

Kt = 0.1 pN/nm, consistent with previous computational works [1, 175]. For all

stiffer Kt values, the motor filaments show a convergence in force generation to 12

pN .

Figure B.2: Validation of motor force production for zero-force velocity v0 = 10
nm/s. All values above Kt = 0.1 pN/nm converge to the expected stall force of 12
pN , with a sharp transition to force generation above this stiffness.
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Finally, to briefly validate the Gillespie stochastic simulation of cross-linker

binding and unbinding, we ran the simulator for a set np = 100 possible bind-

ing sites, with filaments remaining static for the duration of a simulation of 106

chemical reaction steps. Fig. B.3 shows the number of bound cross-linkers n for

varying cross-linker binding and unbinding rates kclon and kcloff . From simple ki-

netic theory, we know that the probability of a bound site being occupied will be

P (bound) = kclon/(k
cl
off + kclon) such that the average number of bound cross-linkers

〈n〉 = npP (bound). As Fig. B.3 shows, this agreement is achieved with our simulator.

Figure B.3: Gillespie stochastic simulations for varying kclon and kclon. The 〈n〉 for
each set of kinetic parameters agrees well with the expected value from P (bound).

B.3 Power-law behavior of the passive force dipole

We here perform a short-time and asymptotic analysis of the contraction equa-

tion presented in this paper (Eq 3.7). We rewrite the original contraction ODE as:
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dlo
dt

= ae−γlo − bloe−γlo , (B.6)

where a ≡ ε/(1+v·e−ε/kbT )2Ktη, b ≡ Kt/η, and γ ≡ ln(c)/∆ where c ≡ 1+v−1eε/kbT .

We can also write the predicted steady-state overlap as lsso ≡ b
a
. This equation is

now separable and yields:

Ei(−γlsso )− Ei
(
γ
(
lo − lsso

))
= bte−γl

ss
o (B.7)

where Ei(·) represents the exponential integral Ei(x) = −
∫∞
−x e

−xdx/x. We can

expand in the short time limit, i.e. at lo → 0, Ei(γ(lo − lsso )) ≈ Ei(−γlsso ) −

(lo/l
ss
o )e−γl

ss
o +O(l2o) to give a linear force-generating regime:

lo ≈
ε

(1 + v · e−ε/kbT )

1

2∆η
t. (B.8)

Thus the predicted sliding velocity of the filaments is V cl
o = εP clo

2∆η
in absence of kinetic

arrest. In the long time limit we can expand around lo = lsso such that approximately

Ei(γ(lo − lsso )) ≈ ln(γ(lsso − lo)). This immediately gives an exponentially decaying

overlap function to steady state:

lo ≈ lsso −
[

1

γ
Ei(γlsso )

]
e−bc

−lsso /∆t (B.9)

where the timescale of approaching steady state is given as 1/τss = bc−l
ss
o /∆ =

Kt
η

(1 + v−1eε/kbT )−l
ss
o /∆. To differentiate between the two power law regimes, a

transition time τtrans is chosen when the slope of the time-series in lo deviates by
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10% for each cross-linker energy ε.

B.4 Kinetic behavior of the active force dipole

We here derive the governing equation of the dynamics of the motor filament

and cross-linkers in the two-filament system. First, expressions are needed to define

the distance in which the filament pair moves, over a time τ , in the various states

where inter-filament movement occurs (m = 0,+1, and n = 0). We first consider

the extension event (m = 0, n = 0). Solving the simple kinematic equation for a

relaxation against the Kt tether, with starting position lo, one obtains an extension

distance:

ξ0(lo, τ) = lo

(
1− exp

(−Kt

2η
τ
))
. (B.10)

Similarly, for the contraction distance, considering the (m = 1, n = 0) state relax-

ation over a time τ :

χ0(lo, lw, τ) =
(
Km

Keff

(lo + lw)− lo
)(

1− exp
(−Keff

2η
τ
))
, (B.11)

where we have defined Keff = Km + Kt. The contraction distance r also depends

on the walk length of the motor lw, which will be derived. If we are considering a

chemical reaction with rate constant kr in our system which stops the contraction

or extension motion, we must average χ and ξ over the possible holding times of

that reaction, P (τ |kr) = krexp(−krτ). Evaluating ξ̄(lo) =
∫∞

0 ξ0(lo, τ)P (τ |kr)dτ and

χ̄(lo, lw) =
∫∞

0 χ0(lo, lw, τ)P (τ |kr)dτ , we have
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χ̄(lo, kr) = lo

(
1 + 2ηkr

Kt

)−1

, and (B.12)

ξ̄(lo, lw, kr) =
(

Km
Keff

(lo + lw)− lo
)(

1 + 2ηkr
Keff

)−1

. (B.13)

We must now consider the walk length of the motor filament in a time τ , lw =

∫ τ
0 vwdt, since it fundamentally depends on the kinetics of the reactions leading up

to a contraction event. We consider the motor filament walking in the n 6= 0 state

such that Fm ≈ Kmlw. The motor filament walk length time is controlled by cross-

linker unbinding, since we must consider another kinematic process once n = 0. We

approximate the motor filament stall-force relation in Eq. B.3 as:

vw(F ) ≈ v0
w(1−Kmlw/Fs). (B.14)

This is simply a linear approximation of Eq. B.3 which accounts for the F = 0 and

F = Fs behavior. Integrating this equation for lw, and averaging over all possible

cross-linker unbinding times with rate kclu as l̄w(lo) =
∫∞

0 lw(lo, τ)P (τ |kclu )dτ , we have:

l̄n=0
w (lo) =

Fs
Km

(
1 +

Fsk
cl
u (lo)

Kmv0
w

)−1

. (B.15)

We can then write the final contraction equation as:

χ̄(lo, kr) =
[
Km

Keff

(
lo + ln=0

w (lo)
)
− lo

](
1 +

2ηkr
Keff

)−1

. (B.16)

To write full expressions for χ(lo) and ξ(lo) as observed in simulation, we must

consider the possible series of reaction events and their probabilities when a con-

traction or extension event takes place. Because all random variables considered are
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exponential holding times, we can easily compute probabilities of events Ea and Eb

happening in succession via the memoryless property: P (τa > τ + τb) = P (τa > τ).

P (τa < τb), which describes the probability of Ea occuring before Eb, is simply:

P (τa < τb) =
∫ ∞

0

∫ dτ ′

0
kae
−kaτkbe

−kbτ ′dτdτ ′ =
ka

ka + kb
. (B.17)

We now use a first-moment approximation of the actual distribution of contraction

distances by considering the succession of kinetic events possible, their mean behav-

ior and their probabilities of occurence. With this in mind, the contraction function

χ(lo) can be written as:

χ(lo) ≈
[
χ̄(lo, k

cl
b ) + l̄n6=0

w (lo)
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
n→1

P (τ clb < τmu ) +
[
ξ̄
(
χ̄∞, k

cl
b

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m→0, n→1

P (τmu < τ clb )P (τ clb < τmb ) +(B.18)

[
ξ̄
(
χ̄∞, k

m
b

)
+ l̄n6=0

w (lo)
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
m→0, m→1, n→1

P (τmu < τ clb )P (τmb < τ clb )P (τ clb < τmu ) + ...

We have denoted the function l̄n6=0
w (lo) for the walk length of a motor filament walking

against the Kt tether in the approximation Kt << Km such that Fm ≈ Ktlw,

in a similar manner to Eq. B.15. The first term in this equation describes the

simple probabilistic pathway where n → 1 before motor filament unbinding. The

latter branches are the various pathways in which the motor filament can become

(un)bound before cross-linkers rebind. We have defined χ̄∞ to be the long-time limit

of Eq. B.16 such that kr → 0. Since this pathway is only probable if P (τmu < τ clb ),

we can safely assume that χ̄ relaxes fully in this case since τmu >> Km/2η. The

second branch describes the series of events in which m → 0 and n → 1 occur
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in succession. The third branch describes the motor re-binding before cross-linker

binding such that m→ 0, m→ 1, and n→ 1 occur in succession. The frequency of

the ratcheting wχ(lo) is simply:

wχ(lo) ≈
(
τ̄ clb (lo) + τ̄ clu (lo)

ρm

)−1

(B.19)

where we have defined the motor duty ratio in the zero-force limit: ρm = kmu /(k
m
u +

kmb ). In a similar manner to χ(lo), an extension function ξ(lo) can be written in a

first-moment approximation as:

ξ(lo) ≈
[
ξ̄(lo, k

cl
b )
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
n→1

P (τ clb < τmb ) + (B.20)

[
ξ̄(lo, k

m
b ) + l̄n6=0

w (lo)
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
m→1, n→1

P (τmb < τ clb )P (τ clb < τmu ) + ...

with a frequency:

wξ(lo) ≈
(
τ̄ clb (lo) + τ̄ clu (lo)

1− ρm

)−1

(B.21)

where the first branch describes n → 1 before motor filament binding. The second

branch then describes the case of m→ 1 and n→ 1 in succession. The steady-state

solution for lo by solving Veff = 0, i.e. ρmχ̄(lo) = (1 − ρm)ξ̄(lo), is not analytically

tractable.
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B.5 MEDYAN parameters used in three-dimensional force dipoles

Parameter Description Value [for stochastic kinetics]

Da Actin diffusion coefficient 20 µm2 · s−1[80s−1] *

Dcl α-actinin diffusion coefficient Da/10 uM−1 · s−1

Dm Motor filament diffusion coefficient Da/100 uM−1 · s−1

kclb,u Cross-linker unbinding rate ε-dependent, 1.0 s−1 [95]

lc Length of actin filament segment 108 nm

lp Actin filament persistence length 17 µm [138]

εbend Actin filament bending energy 672 pN · nm

Kstr Actin filament stretching constant 100 pN/nm

Kvol Actin filament excluded volume constant 105 pN/nm4

N Number of compartments in each dimension 6, 6, 6

lK Kuramoto (compartment) length 500 nm *

gtol Gradient minimization tolerance 0.1 pN *

tmin Timestep between mechanical equilibration 0.05 s *

Table B.2: Parameters chosen to mimic a typical system of actin filaments, cross-
linkers, and non-muscle myosin IIA motor filaments in three-dimensional MEDYAN
simulations of an actomyosin force dipole. All other parameters and models used
in the one-dimensional stochastic ”toy” representation, but not included in this
table, are directly implemented as in the previous model. This includes motor and
cross-linker mechanosensitivity. * - An explanation of this parameter is given in the
original MEDYAN paper [148].
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B.6 Supplemental data

Figure B.4: Distribution of cross-linkers bound to the actin filament pair and overlap
in one dimensional dipole. As ε is varied, overlap distributions transition to non-
Gaussian. Number of bound cross-linkers follow a bimodal distribution.

Figure B.5: Effect of kinetics in one-dimensional force dipole. As kclu is increased,
approaching the thermodynamic limit, the dipole can more efficiently ratchet with
less slippage. kclu is plotted at 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 /s in blue, green, red, and cyan,
respectively.
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Appendix C: Supporting information for Chapter 4

C.1 Correlation functions in supplemental information

For a representation of local pairwise filament structure, a radial distribution

function g(r) of the cylinder ensemble can be written as:

g(r) =
1

4πr2ρN

〈
δ(r − |ri − rj|)

〉
. (C.1)

This function is a representation of the relative local density of actin cylinders in

the vicinity r of any given cylinder for a system with overall system concentration

ρ = N/V . Here, averaging occurs over all pairs of cylinders. With this we will be

able to see when actin structures transition in local density when sufficiently adding

passive and active cross-links.

To extend to spatiotemporal behavior, we introduce a displacement correlation

function u(r,∆t) dependent on both a spatial distance r and time delay ∆t, but

similar in form to g(r):

u(r,∆t) =

〈
ui(∆t) · uj(∆t)δ(r − |ri − rj|)

〉
〈u(∆t)〉24πr2ρN

(C.2)

This relates the correlation in displacement vectors ui over a time ∆t as a function
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of particle separation r, giving a measure of correlations in displacement rather

than purely position as in g(r). Similar to g(r) this averaging occurs over pairs

of cylinders. From this, an “excess” displacement correlation function is given by

Γ(r,∆t) = u(r,∆t)/g(r) − 1, which normalizes the local density contribution in

displacement correlation.

C.2 Simulation parameters
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Parameter Description Value [for stochastic kinetics]

Da Actin diffusion coefficient 20 µm2 · s−1[80s−1] **

Dcl α-actinin diffusion coefficient Da/10 uM−1 · s−1

Dm Motor filament diffusion coefficient Da/100 uM−1 · s−1

kmsb,u Single motor head (un)binding rate 0.2/s, 1.7/s [95] *

kclb,u Cross-linker unbinding rate ε-dependent, 1.0 s−1 [95]

Nt Number of single motor heads per side of motor filament 30 [20]

ε Cross-linker binding energy 0− 15 kbT

vm Effective volume of cross-linker in solution 1 · 10−3 µm3 *

vb Approximate bound volume of cross-linker 3 · 10−6 µm3 *

∆ Distance between cross-link binding sites 21 nm

ds Motor filament step size 5 nm [129]

Fs Motor filament stall force 35 pN *

l0 Length of actin filament segment 108 nm

lp Actin filament persistence length 17 µm [138]

εbend Actin filament bending energy 672 pN · nm

Kstr Actin filament stretching constant 100 pN/nm

Kvol Actin filament excluded volume constant 105 pN/nm4

Kms Motor head stiffness 0.5 pN/nm [187]

Kcl Cross-linker stiffness 8 pN/nm [201]

v0
w Walking velocity of motor filament 10 nm/s *

α Stall velocity mechanochemical parameter for motor filament 0.2 [49]

β Catch-bond mechanochemical paramter for motor filament 2 [49]

xcl Characteristic slip-length for cross-linker 0.5 nm [52]

xm Characteristic catch-length for single motor head 1.6 nm [68]

Kt Boundary tether stiffness 1 pN/nm

N Number of compartments in each dimension 6

lK Kuramoto (compartment) length 500 nm **

gtol Gradient minimization tolerance 5 pN **

tmin Timestep between mechanical equilibration 0.1 s **

Table C.1: Model parameters chosen to mimic a typical system of actin filaments,
cross-linkers, and non-muscle myosin IIA motor filaments. * - An explanation of
this parameter is given in the accompanying work [93]. ** - An explanation of this
parameter is given in the original MEDYAN paper [148].
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C.3 Supplemental data

Figure C.1: Motor bound lifetimes, walk lengths, and force in a tethered disordered
network. Motor observables remain quite similar in the free boundary case. Top:
Probability distribution of bound lifetimes of motor (mean unbinding time) P (τmu )
stays similar over all ε simulated for both uni- and bi-directional case - ε = 7kbT
is shown. This indicates little activation of the myosin II catch bond in dynamics.
Middle: Discrete probability distribution of walking length in motors P (lw) in incre-
ments of ∆ = 21nm. Interestingly, the bi-directional motor has a multimodal walk
length distribution. This can be explained by the extra conformational freedom
of the bi-directional motor to walk in direction of decreased stress, unlike the uni-
directional motor which necessarily walks and stalls towards the plus end. Bottom:
Probability distribution of forces in motors P (Fm) shows increase for ε values with
both motor types.
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Figure C.2: Effect of persistence length and static connectivity in disordered net-
work. Top: An increased persistence length lp = 68µm compared to the phys-
iological lp = 17µm shows little effect on overall stress produced by the disor-
dered network. Bottom: We also compare geometric collapse in the case of static
cross-linkers (black) with same probability of occupancy as in the transient case:
P cl
o = (1 + vm

vb
· exp(−ε/kbT ))−1. This gives an interesting effect - networks highly

collapse with minimal yet non-zero static linkages and directional motor activity.
At higher static connectivities, network collapse is minimal as expected. This over-
all gives a monotonically decreasing collapse with cross-linker affinity, unlike when
cross-linkers are dynamic.
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Figure C.3: Actomyosin network geometry used in correlation analysis. Actin fil-
aments are cylindrical elements connected by hinge-points with defined plus and
minus ends. The vector ri represents the cylinder position (center of mass) in space
and the vector ni represents its normal direction from minus to plus end. The cylin-
ders’ geometric orientation relative to the radial vector nr can be taken as a dot
product. In the case of pairwise correlation functions, averaging of pairwise inter-
actions occurs over all cylinders i and j in range r to r + dr. In some time delay
∆t the displacement uiof the ith cylinder can be calculated and included in the
pair distribution. For velocity auto-correlation, a cylinders instantaneous velocity
(at minimum snapshot frequency ts = 5s) is compared to itself at a different time
t+ ∆t.
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Figure C.4: Structure and dynamics of geometrically contracted actomyosin as
a function of cross-linker binding strength ε. Colors for uni-directional and bi-
directional motors are similar to main text g(r) pairwise distribution of actin fila-
ment cylindrical segments with various energies ε shown as additional dotted lines at
steady-state. At εlab, a sharp transition to large local density occurs synonymously
with global aggregation. Significant peaks also result due to 108nm-spaced cylinder
neighbors on the same polymer chain. Bottom: Γ(r,∆t) displacement correlation
function for uni-directional motors only with varying ε. At significant time delays,
this function shows a transition to correlations at large length scales at εlab. Be-
low this threshold, the system displays correlation due to cross-linking at a length
∼ 75nm.
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Figure C.5: Velocity-velocity autocorrelation function v(∆t) =
〈
v(∆t+ t) ·v(t)

〉
for

various energies and uni-directional motor driving against Kt = 1pN/nm external
tethers, as a function of time delay ∆t. As ε is varied through εlab, a transition
from sustained correlations of velocity at large time delay to a more typical profile
containing recoil at short time delays is observed. Inset shows the mean-square
velocity of cylinders at steady state, which shows the biphasic relationship between
cross-linking and filament motion analytically derived in [93].
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